


How are you fixed for (CI11)20 ? r's\
If you are having trouble with clips, bring your problem to us. We
show here a few varieties, but these, mark you, are only a very
small selection from our range of thousands of CLIPS ... in every
possible shape, size and quantity - in phosphor -bronze, brass, steel,
stainless, plated .. . for every trade and profession.

And if you want a 'special' let TERRY'S Research Department
design for you - after all, we've got 98 years' experience behind us.

pr

Sole Makrrs

.4/1"/".

HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD. REDDITCH (The Spring Specialists)
BIRMINGHAM  LONDON MANCHESTER

and 5 very
popular ' numbers'
80 and 81 - general utility clips
- for tool racks, etc., from i" to
2" from stock.

300-an exceptionally efficient
drawing board clip, 5/- a doz.
(inc. p.t.) from stock.

257 - a useful clip in black
enamel, from ao to 11".

1364-a clip for kitchen cabinets
- rustproof finish.

Really interested in springs?
This book - Spring Design and
Calculations - packed from cover
to cover with spring data, is yours post\.-. free for 1216.

IIT4A
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LONDON:

-And now still more uses

for these two versatile tools . .

THESE compact, easy -to -handle tools are
already an essential part of workshop equip-
ment. . . . Now you can broaden their
scope still further with the new Craftsman
Lathe, latest accessory in the unique B & D
Utility range.
USE THEM for drilling wood, plastic,
steel, cast-iron . . . for grinding, buffing,
polishing, waxing, cleaning off old paint,
sharpening tools and, with the lathe, to make
a wealth of useful and decorative articles.

VarkstDeede4.,

5" Sander -Polisher
i8 . 7 . 6

0 Both tools are fully suppressed
against Ti V interference.

with the new

£5 . 5 . 0
* Rigid, vibrationless base
* Reversible head stock
* Rigid tool rest
* Sliding head and tail

stocks for adjustments for
any size work up to 12"

* Can turn 21" sq. wood
between centres

* Face plate turning up to
S" in diameter

* Can be used as horizontal
drill stand

PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS

BLACK & DECKER LTD HARMONDSWORTH MIDDLESEX

Build your own BURRELL

STEAM TRACTION
ENGINE

SCALE
If INCHES
TO 1 FOOT

Specially designed by a leading authority on traction
engines, the production of this " real live " model
has met with an enormous demand from Model
Makers everywhere. Carefully prepared drawings
show all authentic details of the prototype.
Begin now by sending to us for the complete set of
five fully detailed sheets of drawings-Price f 1 10s. Od.
the set. A full range of sturdily made castings for
the construction of this beautiful model are available
for immediate delivery.

Write for " Model Shipping and Engineering Catalogue " and read more
about the Burrell Traction Engine. Give the reference MS/12. Price 2/-.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD.
HEAD OFFICE & WORKS, NORTHAMPTON "..

MANCHESTER : mmotemA
112, High Holborn, W.C.I. 28, Corporation Street q®

RUSTED
FITTINGS?

Free them quickly with

Shell Easing Oil

Shell Easing Oil
comes in a handy 8 oz.
tin with special pourer
spout-very good
value at 2:6.

Here's the way to free those rusted
fittings ! Free them quickly, too.
Shell Easing Oil is sure and swift,
penetrates deeply to loosen and
free.

From nuts and bolts to taps and
pipe joints, from bicycle frames to
window catches, Shell Easing Oil
is the answer to your rusted parts
problem.

SHELL EASING OIL is very handy in
the house-and very good value at 2/6 !
Buy some to-day-good ironmongers
stock Shell Easing Oil.
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I.C.S. TRAINED MEN
are in Greater Demand
than ever Maximum >

production depends on high tech- :-=457:42__
nical skill, such as that acquired 3, FEES

by I.C.S. Students ///',6r;'\\\

TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE TRAINED
MEN ARE URGENTLY NEEDED NOW -
BUT THERE IS NO WORTH -WHILE

PLACE FOR THE UNTRAINED
Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
I.C.S. Home -Study Courses. So also can you.
The man with an I.C.S. Training in
listed below knows it thoroughly,
And he knows how to apply it

Accountancy
Air Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boiler Engineering
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry and Joinery
Chemistry, L & 0.
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Concrete Engineering
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering

any one of the subjects
completely, practically.
in his everyday work.

Electric Power, Light-
ing, Transmission
Traction

Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Foremanship
Fuel Technology
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Maintenance Eng.
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Drawing
MechanicalEngineering
Mining Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanics

Motor Vehicle Elec.
Municipal Engineering
Plumbing
Production Engineering
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Television Technology
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodwork Drawing
Works Engineering

Students intending to sit for examinations in Architecture, Quantities, Civil Eng.,
Mech. Eng., and others, should enrol NOW for preparatory Courses.
Using a specially prepared Study Programme, the student studies in his spare
time, at his own pace and, with time for revision, sits with full confidence of
success.
Courses are also available for General Certif. of Education and most other Techni-
cal, Professional, Commercial, Civil Service Exams.

(I,C.S. Examination Students are coached until successful.)
Moderate fees include ALL books required.

if you need technical training, our advice concerning your work and your
career is yours for the asking -without obligation. Let us send our special

free booklet on the subject in which you are specially interested.

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

Dept. I69B, I.C.S., 71, KINGSWAY, W.C.2.

CUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 169B, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

I am interested in your special Summer Term offer

Subject
46

Name Age
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers
Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney. Egypt : 40, Sharia Abdel Khalek Sarwat
Pasha, Cairo. Eire: 3, North Earl Street, Dublin. India : Lakshmi Bldg., Sir Pherozsha
Mehta Rd., Fort, Bombay. New Zealand : 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington. N. Ireland:
26, Howard Street, Belfast. South Africa : Dept. L., 45, Shortmarket Street, Cape Town.

.444 " I STRONGLY RECOMMEND THESE

LIEBERMAN & GORTZ
GLASSES FOR ALL SPORTS AND LONG

DISTANCE VIEWING."

21 x 47
(0.G.

INTERNAL
DIAM.)

SENT 391,6 CASH PRICE
FOR 119.19.0

Brighter, more powerful and wider
angle than any other Continental
Prismatic Binoculars. Fantastic, anE

a revelation to all. ONLY Lieberman
& Goetz 21 x 47 (0.0. internal dia-
meter) lenses will give you such 3-D
viewing. Day and night BLOOMED
LENSES. Height 91 in. x b in.
Weight 28 oz. Complete in case with leather slings, 39/6 deposit. Balance 39/6
monthly. Cash price E19.19.0. Worth much more.

OTHER LIEBERMAN & GORTZ BINOCULARS
8 x 32-E13.19.6. 28/6 deposit. 28/6 monthly.
8 x 40-£15.19.6. 30/-. deposit. 30/- monthly.

10 x 40-117.19.6. 32/6 deposit. 32/6 monthly.
12 x 40-118.19.6. 35/- deposit. 35/- monthly.
20 x 40-119.19.0. 39/6 deposit. 39/6 monthly.

O.G. measurements are internal lens diameter. 16 x 50. Enormous wide angle
viewing. £48 or £8 deposit and £4 monthly. Ask for Binocular List.
Send for free illustrated catalogues of all our other binocularsl watches, radios,
cameras, tents, marquees, tarpaulins, telescopes, etc. TERMS. Please state
catalogues required.

HEADQUARTER & GENERAL SUPPLIES LTD.
(Dept. PMC/1),

196/200, COLON ARBOUR LANE, LOUGHBOROUGH JUNCTION,
LONDON, S.E.5.

Open all day Saturday. I p.m. Wednesday.

THE ULTRA LENS AIDS PRODUCTION
This unequalled
electric magnifier
is of the most
modern design
and has proved
its extreme
and sustained
usefulness to
countless indus-
trial firms en-
gaged on minute
examination of sur-
faces of every con-
ceivable object.
The ULTRA LENS has won the
enthusiasm of technical experts
especially in the field of engineer-
ing, and is used extensively in collieries,
foundries, electricity works, tool shops,
forges, motor works, and practically every
branch of the engineering trade.

Write today for full particulars and price list to

THE ULTRA LENS COMPANY

Whether you are manufacturing, buying or selling,
there are occasions when you have to submit
some objects to a very close scrutiny. At
these times the ULTRA LENS becomes

indispensable.
Triple lenses ensure distortion -free

magnification and eliminate the
'9cr,. necessity for adjustment of

s, focus. The focus is
always perfect.

T h e ULTRA
47' LENS achieves

a six -folde,Y magni-
/s6, fication

in a
bri 11-
iantly-
lit field

which is
shadowless.

TRAfalgar 2055Tel.

17c, Oxendon Street,
London, S.W.I.

The 6 AVO
Range

Needs no introduction
from us. We can supply
from stock most instru-
ments in the range for
cash or on attractive Hire
Purchase terms ; or Credit
Sale terms (9 equal pay-
ments, first payment with
order).

INSTRUMENT

AVO
Heavy Duty Meter ...
Model 7 or 40
Universal Meter ...
Signal Generator

(Mains or Battery)
Universal Bridge ...
Electronic Test Meter
Valve Characteristic

Meter ...
D.C. Minor ...
Model 8 Meter ...
Type 180 Valve Tester
Leather Cases for 7,

8. 40 and Heavy
duty Meters ...

CASH CREDIT
PRICE SALE

H.P. TERMS

£15. 0.0 38/-
19.10.0 49/-
10.10.0 27/6

30. 0.0
34. 0.0.
40. 0.0

60. 0.0
5. 5.0

23.10.0
92. 0.0

74/6
86/-

102/-

1531-
16/4
60/-

231/6

£5. 0.01
6.10.0
3.10.01

10. 0.0
12. 0.0
13. 6.8

20. 0.0
1.15.0
7.16.8

30.13.4

I 12 mthly
Deposit! payments

211-
281-
151-

39/-
42/-
50/-

751-
912

110/11

3. 0.0 916 1. 0.0 5/ -

Also the reliable equipment by
ADVANCE
Audio Generator H.1
Signal Generator E.2
Signal Generator J.1
Signal Generator P.1

25. 0.0 63/- £8. 6.8
28. 0.0 70/- 9. 6.8
35.1.2.0 901- 11.17.4
19.19-0 51/- 6.13.0

33/-
36/6
45/8
25/6

E & G MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO., The Radio Centre,
M. 0. S. 33, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.

Telephone: MUS 6667.
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The New GALA'
METEOR

WOOD TURNING
LATHE

Two of the main attachments
available

(Above) CIRCULAR SAW ATTACH-
MENT

(Below) SANDING ATTACHMENT

Export enquiries to :

R. PROCTOR &

A precision lathe for quality work
in wood and the lighter metals,
made in 20in., 30in., 40in., and 50in.
B.C. sizes. Rigidly built and beauti-
fully finished. Additional equip-
ment is available for :-
SAWING - METAL SPINNING
POLISHING SANDING

GRINDING

Full range of accessories available.

Detailed specification list No. GMH
on request.

SCOTTISH PRECISION
ENGINEERING CO.

27, Cadogan Street, Glasgow, C.2.
CO. (LONDON) LTD., 220-226, BISHOPSGATE, E.C.2.

OVNCIACtie LTD

BRITAIN'S LEADING STOCKISTS OF

"PERSPEX"
SHEET - ROD TUBE
II WHITWORTH STREET MANCHESTER, I

Telephones : CENtral 7081-2 and 1000

EX -ADMIRALTY TELESCOPES. Highest quality single -draw Telescopes
by Ross of London and Ottway of Ealing. 16 x 42mm. Length I6in. Weight
2)lbs. Optically good-externally fair. Originally cost about E12.

Post free 65/-

3in. ADMIRALTY COAST GUARD TELESCOPES. Suitable for Astro-
nomical and Terrestrial use. Magnification 40X. Length 37in. Optically
good. Complete with rigid garden tripod. Estimated original cost about L50.
Price E10.15.0 to E14.10.0 according to external condition. Part carriage 5/- extra.

EX -AIR MINISTRY PRISM BINOCULARS. 6 x 30. Good used condition.
Eyepiece focusing, with leather case. Post free 0.5.0

NEW 8 x 30 CENTRE FOCUSING PRISM BINOCULARS.
With leather case. Post free

NEW 12 x 40 CENTRE FOCUSING PRISM BINOCULARS.
With leather case. Post free

Coated.
EI 2.10.0

Coated.
EI5.10.0

We guarantee satisfaction or full refund. Illustrated Brochure on request.

CHARLES FRANK
67-73, SALTMARKET, GLASGOW. C.I.

Phone: Bell 2106-7.

LAY YOUR OWN

POLYVINYL

PLASTIC FLOORS
POLYFLEX P.V. flooring is the revolutionary plastic

flooring that is used by Hundreds of Builders and house
owners, Government Departments, British Railways,

Hospitals, Schools, Shopkeepers.

 No mixing required it's ready to lay.

 In solid and veined shades. Veins
as you spread it.

 Tough, fadeless and easy to clean.

 Can be laid on any firm surface.

 Will cost you under 9/- per yard.

 Can be applied to counters and table
tops.

 We have two types. POLYFLEX for
trowelling on. POLYFLO for pour-
ing on.

 NO SKILL REQUIRED. NO MESS
OR UPSET. YOU CAN DO YOUR
FLOORS OVER A WEEKEND.

GUARANTEED BY GOOD HOUSEKEEPING.

Serial NO*3239
BRITISH

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING INSTITUTE

G UARANTIEES
REFUND OF MONEY OR REPLACEMENT

IF NOT IN CONFORMITY WITH THE

INSTITUTES STANDARDS

Write to -day for full details

SURFEX FLOORING COMPANY
HIGH STREET CAMBERLEY SURREY

Phone : Camberley 2263.
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WE CAN LIST ONLY A FEW ITEMS IN THIS SPACE. SEND 3d. IN STAMPS FOR CATALOGUE
SPIRALS
No.70 Spiral, 1,500 w. 2/9 ea.
No. 70a. Spiral, 1,000 w. 2/2 ea.
No. 70b. Spiral, 750w. 1/10 ea.Temperature
No. 70c. Spiral, 600 w. 1/5 ea.

No. 70d. Spiral, 500 w. 1/1 ea.
No. 70e. Spiral, 200w. 1/2 ea.
No, 70f, Spiral, 100 w. 1/1 ea.

BOILER RINGS
No. 71. 51,ixlin , 1,000 w. 6/9 ea.
No. 72. 5.1x,in., 750w. 6/4 ea.
No. 73. 51x/in. 600w. 6/- ea.
No. 74. 51x/in., 500 w. 5/9 ea.

No.12 Type for Prilect,
750 w. 5/4 ea.

No. 24 Type for Goblin,
750w. 6/8 ea.

No. 25 Type for Beethoven.
700 w. 10/9 ea.

Model CS. Convector Thermo-
scat for control of Space Heaters,
Low Temperature Ovens, etc.

range to cover any
40 deg. between 40 deg. and
120 deg. F., IS amps. 250v. A.C.
Price 25/- each. Post 5d.

perature range of 40-90 deg. F.
Current -carrying capacity is .10
a4mf'os 6250dve'

A.C.F
D17',/,iffeenratnisal!

4 -tin. x 2in.g.x I /in. Price 35/-.
Post 6d.

IRON ELEMENTS
No. 3 Type for Easipower

(without thermo fitting) 6/- ea.
No. 4 Type for Pearl,

450w. 5/3 ea.No. 6 Type for G.E.C.As
45'0 w. 5/4 ea.

No. 7 Type for Creda Halo,
750w. 10/9 ea.

No. 8 Type for Creda S.,
450w. 6/6 ea.

No. 9 Type for Premier 811,
450w. 7/- ea.

No. 10 Type for Premier
805 ... 540w. 6/9 ea.

No. I I Type for Premier
823 ... 400 w, 5/3 ea.

No. 12 Type for Premier
L. -well ... 500w. 7/- ea.

j 'o. 13 Type for Revo,
450 w. 6/9 ea,

No. 14 Type for Hotpoint,
500 6/9

No. 15 Type for Magnet,
Large ... 550 w. 6/9 ea.

No. 16 Type for Magnet,
Small ... 400w. S/6 ea.

No. 17 Type for Morphy
Richards 750w. 5/6 ea.

No. 18 Type for H.M.V.,
750w. 6/ -ea.

No, 19 Type for Mary Ann,
750 w. 6/8 ea.

No. 20 Type for System,
750 w. 6/8 ea.

No. 21 Type for junction,
500w. 6/6 ea.

CIRCULAR TYPE
ELEMENTS
Suitable for Kettles, Percolators.
No. 80. 51in. diam. 950w , 9/9 ea.
No. 81. 4/in. diam. 650 w , 7/3 ea.

82. 31 in. diam. 650 w., 6/6 ea.
No. 83. 3 in. diam. 450 w., 5/9 ea.
No. 84. 3in. diam. 400 w., 4/3 ea.
No.85. 21: in. diam. 250 w., 4/- ea.

AMMETERS
Moving Iron. A.C./D.C. 0/5
amps., I lin. dial. Projection
mounting. Price 18/-. Post If-.

above but 0/10 amps. Price
I8/-. Post 1/-.

Model MB. For control of
Electric Immersion Heaters loaded
up to 3 kW 90-190 deg. F., 15

amps up to 250v. A.C. Stem
lengths 1 I in. or I8in. Price
E2. Post 9d.

BOWL TYPE ELEMENTS
No. 62. Edison Screw,600 w....No.... ... 5/6 ea.
No. 63. Edison Screw,

/in., 750 w. ... .. 5/9 ca.
No. 64. Adjustable Pin

3/I6in., 600 w. .. 5/6 ea.INSTRUCTIONS
No. 65. Adjustable Pin'

3/16in., 750 w. .. 5/9 ea.
No. 66. Adjustable Pin

/in., 600 w. ... ... 5/6 ea.
No. 67. Adjustable Pin

/in., 750 w. ... ... 5/9 ea.
No. 68. Strap type, 6G0 w. 5/6 ea.
No. 69 Strap type, 750 w. 5/9 ea.
All fittings of Brass Pin. Adjust-
able types tin. to I ain. centres.

DRAWINGS AND

60in. x 30in. Electric Blanket, 1/6
60in. x f Oin. Electric Blanket, 1/6Model PF. Room Thermostat.

Adjustable ranges :30/90, 40/100
60/100 deg. F. Capacity : 2 to

15 amps at 250v. A.C. Dimen-
sions : 5in. x 1 lin. x 2in. deep.
Price 12. Post 6d.

CAR HEATER ELEMENT
No. 87. 6in. x 11in., 100

6/3 ea.or- ' SINGLE BED ELECTRIC
BLANKET
Drawing and Instructions and
27 yds. of 25 ohms/yd. Heating
Cord. Price LI. Post free.

IMMERSION HEATERS
We can offer a wide range from
2 to 4 kW rind in stem lengths
I tin. to 42in. Please send for
our catalogue.

Model PJ. Miniature Thermostat
for control of domestic Electric
Irons and special purpose ma-
chines where space is limited.
Capacity : 5 amps 250v
tin. x tin. x I I/16in. Single
screw fixing. Price 9/3. Post 3d.

FIRE BARS
No. 41. Bowed. 3in.x9lin. 7/6 ea.
No. 42. Bowed. 3in.x7t in. 7/4 ea.
No. 43. Bowed. 3/ in.x8t in.7/6 ea.
No. 44. Bowed. 3/in.x8,1in.7/6 ea.
No. 45, Flat. 3in.x9/ in. 7/6 ea.
No. 46. Flat. 27.in x7in. 7/4 ea.
No. 47. Bowed.3in.x9tin. 9/ -ea.
No. 41. Suitable for Sunbeam,

Revo, Belling, Dudley, Swan.
No. 42. Suitable for Small Revo

and various types.
No. 46. Suits Belling, Brightglow.
No. 47. Suitable for Creda.

DOUBLE BED ELECTRIC
BLANKET
Drawing and Instructions and
30 yds. of 15 ohms/yd. Heating
Cord. Price 30/-. Post free.

FLEXIBLE HEATING CORD
Stocked in 15, 20, 25, 200 and 400
ohms per yard. Price If- per yd.

THERMOSTATS
Model BW/ I, for Hotplates, Glue
Pots, Vulcanisers, etc., 50-550
deg. F., 3 amps. A.C. Price
15/6, Post 4d.

TOGGLE SWITCHES
Single hole panel mounting,
250v. 2 amps. Ideal for Model
Railway enthusiasts.
Price : Sample 10d. Post 3d.

Per doz. 8/6. Post 6d.
Per gross 86/-. Post I/I.

GREENHOUSE
THERMOSTAT
Type ML. Constructed especially
for the amateur gardener. The
scale plate is calibrated " High-
Medium -Low," and has a tern-

Model SN/40. I amp. 240v. A.C.,
50-250 deg. F., 5/6. Post 3d.

THE TECHNICAL SERVICES CO., SHRUBLAND WORKS, BANSTEAD, SURREY.

FOR EASY

HOME CONSTRUCTED

REFRIGERATION
SILENT RUNNING

HERMETICALLY
SEALED UNITS

READY TO INSTALL
ONLY REQUIRE WIRING

UP TO PLUG POINT
200/250 VOLT A.C.

Covered by 5 years FREE
REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE

by G.E.C.

ILLUSTRATED. 3/4k Cu. ft. UNIT. PRICE £27/10/0,
STAINLESS STEEL EVAPORATOR

These units are Self -Contained and are suitable for modernizing
existing troublesome refrigerators -Home Constructed Cabinets
-" Built In " or " Free Standing."
9 MODELS AVAILABLE, RANGING IN SIZE FROM

3 cu. ft. to 9 cu. ft.
Prices from £27/10/0 to £34/10/0.

Free Delivery in British Isles.
Save 50% Outlay and have guaranteed efficiency with ice

making and frozen food storage facilities.
Send stamped addressed envelope for

"SEALED SYSTEMS." Free Reduced Price Leaflet.
Latest complete general catalogue with many Hints & Tips,' price 1/- post free

(Refunded on first order.)

BRAID BROS.
For Home Refrigerator Construction.

50, Birchwood Ave., Hackbridge, Surrey Tel : Wallington 9309.
We do not wish to be associated with Scrapped Second-hand Ice-cream Components.

MAKE MONEY - making casts

with VINAMOLD
A grand spare -time occupation

WITHOUT any previous experience, you can mass-
produce any object cram a chessman to a candlestick,
statuette or model ship, in plaster, resin, concrete, etc.
. . . with " VINAMOLD " the flexible mould that gives
the BEST results. Easy to work, can be used over and
over again. Needs NO special equipment, provides a
profitable and enjoyable spare -time occupation with
minimum outlay.

Write for full details and instructions. Also avail-
able : Illustrated booklet describing " VINAMOLD,"
methods of heating and melting, preparation of models
and moulds, etc. Price 1/6 post free, from

VINATEX LTD. (Dept. P.M.3), CARSHALTON, SURREY.

 Unmatched holding power.
6 Completely impervious to

damp.
 No fear of burring ends

when driving home.
 Easily cut off to lengths

required.

Obtainable in packs of 12-;-
50-100 at all larger Iron-
mongers.

Write fat Illustrated Booklet

Manufactured by
JOHN M. PERKINS & SMITH LTD., BRAUNSTON, NR. RUGBY
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-THE HEATPROOF AND WATERPROOF

ADHESIVE OF ENORMOUS 5TRENOTH

Balsa wood, leather or rubber, china or glass-
Durofix sticks them all with a strong permanent join

that is heatproof and waterproof. Durofix is a good

Look for the name Rawlplug -
insulator, and once dry never becomes tacky in
the hands. Durofix is colourless -joins are

your guarantee of finest quality.

Tubes 9d., 1/3 & 5/ -
Tins 2/9 & 10/6

practically invisible. No other adhesive combines
such strength and so many valuable qualities.
Durofix is the perfect adhesive for model -
making and home repairs.

TRADE
ENQUIRIES

INVITED
B473

THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LIMITED, LONDON, S . W . 7

COMPLETE WITH TOOLS
STATE CORRECT VOLTAGE REQUIRED

Wolf fin. Electric Drill .

Sanding and Polishing Kit (including Drill)
Saw Kit (complete with Drill)...
No. 8 Fretsaw Set ...
Fretwork Kit
Wolf Cub Outfit (excluding Fretsaw)...
Wolf Automatic Type 51

WOLF HOME

CONSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT
THIS CAN BE YOURS

FOR 26/7 DEPOSIT AND
MONTHLY PAYMENTS

OF THE SAME AMOUNT.
(CASH PRICE flO . 17.0)

Other items as follows: -
Cash
Price

Deposit
of

8 Monthly
Pymnts. of

£5.19.6 or 14/8 and 14/8
£7. 0.6 .. 17/2 .. 17/2

£10. 5.0 .. 25/1 25/1
£3.15.0 9/2 9/2

£10 9.6 .. 26/10 .. 26/10
516.17.6 .. 41/3 .. 41/3

Soldergun,
We will also supply accessories of your own choice over 25/- in value and quote you our
terms. All we need at this stage is your remittance for the deposit.

SEND YOUR P.O. TO DESK 10.
LAFCO COMPOUNDS, LTD., 3, CORBETTS PASSAGE, ROTIIERIIITHE NEW
ROAD, S.E.16. Bermondsey 4343

The Ideal Machine for the
PRACTICAL WOODWORKER

SYLVAN SAW BENCHES
 Petrol Diesel  or Electric Drive
 From 10" to 16"  Silent v. belt drive

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Full details from the manufacturer :-

F. W. KUBACH (Dept. A) 12 SYLVAN ROAD
LONDON, S.E.I9 TEL. LlVingstone 3311

IIMONEY BACK

OUARANTEE

I7.4 GRA 6677 I
CWOR

COD

621 ROUFORD RD. LONDON. E.I2.
T.V. TUBES E5

T.V. TUBES
:1 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

MAZDA CRM 121 -A-B, and a few other types and makes. Picture shown to
callers. Not ex-W.D. Carriage and Insurance, 15/6 extra. No catch. As
supplied to the Trade for past 3 years. SPECIAL OFFER of tubes with burns for
testing and spares at 30/. each, with K/H, 50/. each.
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS. End drive, E6.17.6. Salvage reconditioned 3 -wave
band, 5 valve superhet. (latest midgets) ext. speaker and pick up sockets. Post, 3/6.
SUPERHET V.H.F. RECEIVER, 17/6. Ex-W.D. RI 124C. 6 -Channel switching.
Tuning 30.5 to 40 me/s. Less valves, 7/6. Carriage 2/6. FREE drawings for
suggested conversion to A.C. or A.C./D.C. Last few.
MOTORS. 12-24 volts, with flexible shaft. 18 ct. gold brushes, 17/6. Post 2/6.
SPECIAL ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS FOR TV. TUBES. To cure
Cathode to Heater Shorts, including boost. I -I for Mazda, 16/8. Mains Fri. 230 v.,
21/6. Post 2/-.
RECTIFIERS, 8/9 TV. Type. Salvage. Guaranteed. 250 volt at 200 m/A., 12/9.
Post 1/- each. 180 volt at 40 m/A., 3/9. And New. 300 volt at 200 m/A., 12/9.
Post If- each.
BURGLAR ALARMS. To clear, 3/9. Brand new. Self-contained unit. Made by
Truvox. Consist of bell and trip device mounted in metal cover. Works off 4/ volt
battery. Post 1/3.
CLOCKWORK MECHANISM, 3/9. Can be modified for use as dark room timer.
Drawings free. Post 9d.
DUNLOPILLO EX -COACH SEATS. 34in. x I6in. x 4in. thick. With
back (19in.), 37/6. Ideal for cars, caravans, utilities. Carriage, 4/6.
DUNLOPILLO LUXURY. Type double seat, 31/6. 34in. x I7in. x 8in. thick.
Back 28in. high. Carriage, 4/6.
AIRCRAFT CHASSIS, 12/6. Small type seat I lin. high (rots floor. Size, 15in. x
I3in. back 22in. from floor. Kapock filled canvas covered on Aluminium frame.
Weight 71b. Carriage, 2/6.
SPOTLIGHTS, 8/9. Butlers. New, but Ex-W.D. 7/in. dia., 6in. deep. These
lights are similar to those sold for t3 to CS, but finished black. The lamp fitting is
the pre -focus type. This can be easily changed by fitting holder from side light (1/9).
Also a chrome screw is required to cover hole in centre of glass. Post 1/3.
SIDELIGHTS. Infra -red glass. Ideal tail lamps. New ex-W.D., 1/9. Post 9d.
P.M. SPEAKERS. I2in. Truvox, 47/6. 10in., 25/9. 8in., 18/6. 14/9.
Sin., 13/9. All 3 ohms. Best makes. P. & P., 1/9.
T.R.F. MIDGET RADIOS. 4 valve. L. & M. wave band. Walnut, Plastic or
white cabinet. Complete. E6.9.6. Plus 3/6 P. & P.
AMPLIFIERS, 57/6. A.C. or A.C./D.C., 3 valve. 4 watts output. Also, 77/6
Push-pull type. 4 valves and rec. Approx. 7 watts output. Ideal for pick-ups or
microphone. Post 2/6.

SEND STAMP ONLY FOR 1954 CATALOGUE.
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BENNETT COLLEGE can help you to

success through personal postal tuition
THOUSANDS OF MEN in important

positions were once students of The
Bennett College. They owe their success to
Personal Postal Tuition -The Bennett College
way. You have the same chance to qualify for
a fine career, higher pay and social standing.

SEND TODAY for a free prospectus on
Your subject. lust choose your course, fill in
the coupon and post it.

To THE BENNETT COLLEGE (Dept. G. 76) SHEFFIELD

Please send me free your prospectus on :

SUBJECT

NAME

ADDRESS

AGE (if under 21)

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS

One of these courses will lead to

Agriculture
Architecture
Aircraft Maintenance
Building
Carpentry
Chemistry
Commercial Art
Draughtsmanship
Electrical Engineering
Electric Wiring
Engineering Drawings

Accountancy Exams
Auditing
Book-keeping
Commercial Arithmetic
Costing
English

Fire Engineering
Forestry
Locomotive Engineering
Machine Design
Mechanical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Plumbing
Power Station Engineering
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Road Making

General Education
Geography
Journalism
Languages
Mathematics
Modern Business Methods

your advancement

Sanitary Science
Steam Engineering
Surveying
Telecommunications
Textiles
Wireless Telegraphy
Workshop Practice

Police Subjects
Salesmanship
Secretarial Exams
Shorthand
Short Story Writing
and many others

GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION : R.S.A. EXAMS.

NEW! AMAZING 'SELF -BUILD"

MI'FIBI2 FURNITURE

coLIC
ado'dS in. ..
so easy a child
could make

NO SKILL NEEDED!
NO SPECIAL TOOLS!
Anyone can easily
assemble one of
these kits and
SAVE POUNDS

Think or it ! Quality furniture -mainly in
SOLID Oak, Walnut or Mahogany -so
cleverly designed that you can easily put it
together yourself and save pounds. Positively
no skill needed. Everything tongued,
grooved, dovetailed and satin -finished, ready
for instant assembly. it's easy, it's fascinating,

and you get superb quality furni-
ture at really astonishing prices.

This Book Will Tell You
Find out about this exciting new idea by
sending for illustrated book, " I Made
It Myself ! Full specifications of the
timber used and details of 23 Kits. in-
cluding ideal gifts like Occasional
Tables, Book -cases, Cots, Playpens,
Child's Desk and Chair, Tea Trolleys,
Nest of Tables, Bathroom Furniture,
Needlework Cabinets (every woman
wants one !), etc., real photos, dimen-
?dons, and 100% Satisfaction or No
Charge Guarantee. Send for this In-
triguing book now -FREE and without
obligation.

YES . . . please send me Free Book,
and details of Easy Payments.

Write if you prefer not to cut page.
NAME
ADDRESS

FUR NI -KIT (Dept. PM/4)
29/31, WRIGHT'S LANE, LONDON, W.8.

Parts fit like magic ! No skill needed !

THE RIGHT TOOLS . . .
at THE RIGHT PRICE . . .

and THE BEST TERMS !
FOBCO STAR DRILLING MACHINES 0- in. cap. Bench
model fitted Jacobs chuck, motorised a.e. single-phase 50 cycles f35 8s. 9d. Deposit
Ell I7s. 9d. and 12 monthly payments 49/3. PEDESTAL MODEL E40 6s. 9d.
Deposit 610 2s. 9d. and 12 monthly payments 55/4. Carriage paid out. Also
available fitted with No. I M.T. spindle. Mortising attachment E5 10s. Od. extra.

PROGRESS JUNIOR BENCH DRILL (formerly known as CHAM-
PION) 0-I in. cap. for belt drive f 13 5s. Od. Deposit 66/3 and 12 monthly payments
18/3. With motor mounting (less motor) E I 6 I Is. 6d. Deposit 83/6 and 12 month-
ly payments 22/9. -ii in. cap. bench machine with motor mounting (less motor) L22.
Deposit I10/- and 12 monthly payments 30/3. Carriage paid out.

MYFORD M.L.7 BENCH LATHES 648 5s. Od. Deposit E12 Is. 6d.
I and 12 monthly payments 55/5. Alternatively, 18 monthly payments 45/9. Carriage

paid out.

MYFORD M.L.8 WOODWORKING LATHES with rear turning
attachment. Bench model 421 15s. Deposit 109/- and 12 monthly payments 29/11.
Carriage paid out.

SELECTA GRINDERS. A.C. single-phase, 4) in. double ended portable
model L7 19s. Od. Deposit 40/- and 12 monthly payments 10/11. Post paid. 6 in.
bench model L 1 5 15s. Od. Deposit 78/9 and 12 monthly payments 21/8. 7 in. and
8 in. models also available. Carriage paid.

ZYTO 3. in. BENCH LATHE with C/S Unit L33 5s. 6d. Deposit
68 16s. 6d. and 12 monthly payments 45/9. Carriage 7/6 extra.

WOLF CUB 1 in. ELECTRIC DRILLS AND BLACK AND
DECKER " UTILITY " 1 in. DRILLS a 19s. 6d. Deposit 29/6
and 12 monthly payments 8/3, post paid. Illustrated literature with pleasure.

BURNERD CHUCKS WITH SCREWED BODY FOR M.L.7
LATHES. 4 in. 3 -jaw G.S. a 19s. 3d. Deposits 39/3 and 12 monthly payments
11/-. Model 34M., 6 in. 4 -jaw Ind. E6 Ss. Od. Deposit 31/6 and 12 monthly pay-
ments 8/7, post paid.

A 1/- stomp will bring you a copy of our comprehensive illustrated catalogue NEW 1954
EDITION with details of blue -prints, castings and materials for many " L.B.S.C." de-
signed small steam locomotives ; workshop equipment, etc.

" The Choice

of

Experience"

A. J. REEVES & CO.
416, MOSELEY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, 12

Grams : " Reevesco, Birmingham." 'Phone : CALthorpe 2554
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TELESCOPIC RIFLE SIGHTS. No. 32. Power 3X with cal. adj. for
elevation and windage. Cost over £20 ea., our price, in good condition,
£7/10/-.
16 mm. RECORDING CAMERAS. 24 v. Complete in case with magazine.
Tested O.K., £3/15/- ea.
OPTICAL UNITS. Ex Barr & Stroud rangefinders. Contains 2 achro-
matic OGs liin. dia. x 18in. focus, and various lenses, wedges and prisms.
Also brass mounts and movements and a very useful slide movement
running on 5 small ball races, and rack and pinion gear. Travel approx.
8in. OGs guaranteed O.K., but case is steel and more or less rusty. All
other parts brass and in good order. Size overall approx. 3ft. x 3in. x 3in.,
£3/10/- ea., or less OGs, 25/-.
TELEPHOTO LENSES. Suit 35 mm. Exacta or similar cameras. Plain
mount, no iris. All approx. F5.6. 5in. back focus 3in., £2. 8in. BF 4in.,
45/-. 10in. BF 6in., 50/-.
ROSS 5in. Anastigmats. Plain mounts, no iris. Cover up to plate but
an excellent long -focus lens for miniature cameras. Aperture F4. Brand
New, £4/10/- ea.
Most types of Photographic lenses in stock from lin. focus F3.5 to 36in.
F6.3. See our lists. Also Telescope OGs and achromatic and other lenses,
condensers, eyepieces, erector, lenses, prisms, etc., etc.
LARGE IRIS DIAPHRAGMS in brass barrel, 6in. x 9in., clear aperture,
4in., 35/- ea.
Large TELEPHOTO lenses. 36in. F6.3 with iris, £15 ea.
TELESCOPE EYEPIECES. tin. focus, wide angle, precision gunmetal
focusing mount, 50/- ea. lin. W.A. eyepiece. Non -focusing mount.
Bloomed, 30/-. 1Win. focus, extra wide angle, bloomed, focusing mount.
Cost over £20, a few only. Ex -new equip., £5 ea. Used but optically

perfect, £3. An excellent lens for viewing 35 mm. (lin. x liin.) trans-
parencies and completely distortionless.
FILM. 16 mm. Plus X. 100ft. Panchro Neg., 12/-. 16 mm. HPX., similar
to HP3, 6/-. 16 mm. Ilford recording. Fast green, sensitive, 50ft., 6/-.

' 35 mm. Ilford HPX. 100ft., 25/-. 35 mm. Ilford Recording. 200ft., 12/6.
Kodak Microfile, 35 mm. 100ft., 15/-.
CHEMICAL BALANCES. A few high-class types in glass cabinets, cost
new from £40 to £100 ea. Clearing at from £7/10/- to £25. Callers preferred.
ROSS PRISMATIC BINOCULARS. Sep. eye focus, adj. I.D., In excellent
condition. 7 x 50, £15. 10 x 50, £18. Approval against, cash, 3 days.
VARIABLE POWER TELESCOPES. 5-15X. 2in. O.G. prismatic eye-
piece at 30 degrees to line of sight. All brass. Weight approx. 14 lbs.
Complete in case, £3/15/- ea.
ELECTRONIC PROJECTOR SIGHTS, with VCR522A electrostatic
C.R.T. 3fin. dia., 3 glass lens in focusing mount,.lin. RA prism. Partially
silvered 2in. optical flat (described as polarising screen ?), lamp house and
lamp, etc. Brand new in transit cases, £3/5/- ea., carr. 5/-.
MOTOR BLOWERS. 24 v. A.C.-D.C., as spec. for P.M. hedge trimmer,
brand new and boxed, 17/6 ea, 1/6 post. Transformers to suit, 17/6, post 2/-.
SELF -ENERGISED MIKES, 2/6 ea. Mike transformers, with switch, 2/6.
Midget contact mikes, U.S.A., 2/6 ea.
HELD TELEPHONES, Type D. 25/- ea., carr. 3/-, or 50/- pr., carr. 4/,
BOMB DELAY SWITCHES. 7 -day jewelled movement, adj. 0-36 hrs.
2 a. at up to 250 v. dual contacts, 21/- ea. New and boxed.
MILLS EPISCOPES, used. Complete at £3/10/- ea. ; a few minus lens
at 30/- to clear, carr. 3/-. Geared heads, Cal. 0-360;6in. dial, fitted spirit
level and accurate pole settirt compass, brass and ali., weight 14 lbs.
suitable foi telescope mounts, etc., 50/- ea.

HOW TO USE EX -GOVERNMENT LENSES & PRISMS. Nos. I and 2 at 2/6 ea. will tell you all you need to know in order to make your own telescopes, binoculars,
microscopes, rifle sights, stereoscopes, projectors, enlargers, episcopes, etc.
ENLARGER for 2lin. sq. or 35 mm. Plans, 3/6. Condensers and lens, 30/6. Complete Kit, including column and base, 84/181, plus 4/- carr.
BACK PROJECTION TABLE VIEWER for 2in. x 2in. (35 mm.) slides. This viewer gives a 6lin. x 4iin. picture from 35 mm. slides. No doubt one of best ways of viewing
colour transparencies. Can also be used for direct 3-D viewing (no glasses or gadgets). Plans and details, 3/6. Complete kit, with all parts, £71916, plus 4/- carr. Lens only.
Triple condenser and double achromatic object lens, set of 5 unmounted, 50/6. The average amateur should be able to construct this viewer for about £3/10/-, including
cost of lens.
STEREO OR 3-D. Without viewers or gadgets. Our booklet on this subject tells all you need to know in order to produce perfect 3-D pictures with the above table viewer
or any other type of projector, without polarised light, special screens or glasses of any description. Booklet with sample pictures and full details, 7/6.

A STAMPED AND ADDRESSED envelope will bring you our free and complete lists.

H. W. ENGLISH, Rayleigh Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.

4W/0115f.;?e
/zioaicave

cwt

PORTABLE

ELECTRIC DRILLS

& inch.

*,ears of hardened Nickel

Chrome Steel. Bench Drill

Stand and vice are available.

VICTORIA WORKS WILLESDEN'. -LONDON . N . W.10.
Telephone ELGAR 4050 llOhnes/ Telegrams Elliottona Harley. London

WORKS: WILLESDEN  CARDIFF  MAESTEG  LEISTON  IPSWICH

DIESELS
THE FINEST

ENGINES FOR
YOUR MODELS
Designed and manufactured by
a team of skilled aircraft
engineers, each engine is
individually checked for
accuracy and reliability up to
a standard that ensures the
greatest possible speed and
performance for your models.

OTHER /110DELS NOT
ILLUSTRATED

E.D. 1.46 c.c. HORNET £2.17.0
(water cooled, £3.18.11).
E.D. 5 c.c. MILES SPECIAL,
£8.6.3 (water cooled £9.19.6).
All prices include Purchase Tax.
Order through your model shop.

Ask for a copy of our 1954
illustrated folder which gives
particulars of all
E.D. Engines,
Kit Sets, Radio
Control Units,
Spare Parts etc

E.D. .46 c.c. BABY
£2.13.6

E.D. I c.c. BEE
0.15.0 (Water cooled £3.16.0)

E.D. 2.46 c.c. RACER
£3.18.5
(Water cooled £5.4.6)

E.D. 2 c.c. COMPETITION
SPECIAL £3.1.9
(Water cooled f4.5.6)

E.D. 3.46 c.c. HUNTER
£3.18.5

(Water cooled £5.4.6.)

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTD
KINGS70,1 DEVELOPMENT ENC,INEEFLS
4411-2 18.VILLIERS ROAD. KINGSTON -ON -THAMES. SURREY. ENGLAND.,
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

Have you had your copy of "Engineering Opportunities"?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
"NO PASS-NO FEE"

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint..
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT ?
MECHANICAL

ENGINEERING
Gen. Mech. Eng.-Main-
tenance - Draughtsman-
ship-Heavy Diesel-Die
& Press Tool Work-Weld-
ing-Production Eng.-
jig & Tool Design-Sheet
Metal Work-Works Man-
agement - Mining - Re-
frigeration-Metallurgy.

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEERING

Gen. Automobile Eng.-
Motor Maintenance &
Repairs - High Speed
Diesel-Garage Mngment.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Elec. Eng.-Elemen-
tary & Advanced Elec.
Technology - Installations
Draughtsmanship-Supply
-Maintenance - Design
-Electrical Traction -
Mining Electrical Eng.-
Power Station Equipment,
etc.

CIVIL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Civil Eng.-Sanitary
Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Road Eng. - Reinforced
Concrete-Geology.

RADIO
ENGINEERING

Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio
Servicing, Maintenance &
Repairs-Sound Film Pro-
jection - Telegraphy -
Telephony - Television -
C. & G. Telecommunica-
tions.

BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation -Architectural
Draughtsmanship - Sur-
veying - Clerk of Works
- Carpentry and Joinery
-Quantities - Valuations

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC., ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONE?
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.P.E., B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.B., A.R.I.B.A., A.M.I.H. & V.E.,
M.R.San.I., F.R.I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS,
COMMON PRELIM., GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, COLLEGE HOUSE,
29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

KENSINGTON, W.8.

Phone : WEStern 9861

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

4, HOW to get a better paid, more
interesting job.

lir HOW to qualify for rapid pro-
motion.

* HOW to put some valuable
letters after your name and
become a "key -man " . . .

quickly and easily.

HOW to benefit from our free
Advisory and Appointments Depts.

* WHERE today's real opportunities
are . . . and HOW you can take
advantage of he chances you
are now missing.

lir HOW, irrespective of your age,
" education cr experience, YOU

can succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you.
144 PAGES OF EXPERT

CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit from
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you are earning
less than £15 a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening
book //ow-FREE and without obli-
gation.

POST NOW !
TO : B.I.E.T. 410A, COLLEGE

HOUSE, 29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,
KENSINGTON, W.8.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

r 5

id

Only sad.
stamp is

needed if
posted in an

unsealed envelope.

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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The "Cyclist," and " Home Movies " are temporarily incorporated.

FAIR COMMENT

Radio Control Licences
HITHERTO, operators of radio -

controlled models and equip-
ment have not needed a licence

but as from the 1st of June, 1954, a
licence to operate such equipment became
necessary, and operators should make
application to the Radio Department,
HQ Building, G.P.O., St. Martin's le
Grand, London, E.C.i, for an application
form and a statement of the conditions
applying to the use of the equipment.
The fee is £1, covering a period of five
years. It is stressed that the regulations
applying to maximum radiated power,
frequency, stability, etc., must be
observed in order that operation out-
side the band or any other misuse may
not result in future difficulties for radio -
control enthusiasts. The great danger is
no doubt interference with TV reception
over a wide area, due to harmonics from
a transmitter not within the permitted
lower band.

The construction of radio -controlled
models as a hobby has expanded enor-
mously during the past five years. Origi-
nally the movement was too small to
warrant any statutory regulations, but
it has now achieved such proportions and
complaints are so general that a more
rigorous control of operators is likely,
unless the conditions laid down are com-
plied with.

The Mellon Institute
j HAVE frequently drawn attention to
4. the plight of British inventors in this
country, who often are left to plough their
lonely furrow and are not aided by the
State in any way whatsoever. Indeed,
the very reverse is the case, for they are
discouraged by high patent fees on a
rising scale. Moreover, the grant of a
patent is not evidence of its validity. It
can be set aside in the law courts, and the
owner is unable to reclaim the fees paid.
Another disadvantage is the long time
which elapses between the application
for a patent and its final issue. Thousands
of patents are applied for and abandoned
because of this.

I have, on other occasions, suggested
that we require in this country a Ministry
of Inventions to sort the numerous ideas
submitted by inventors and to help those

whose ideas are accepted to develop them.
Many inventions are, of course, a sheer
waste of time and money, but the Patent
Office has no discretionary powers in the
matter. It may not write to the inventor
and tell him that his idea will not work,
that it is impracticable, unwanted and
unlikely to be a commercial success.
The Patent Office is cluttered up with
thousands of unwanted inventions and
this operates to the detriment of really
worth -while ideas, which must take their
place in the queue before they are exam-
ined for originality and for possible
anticipation. In America, they do things
differently. There is the powerful Mellon
Institute, which was founded in the year
190o, occupying enormous premises,
housing valuable equipment. It is an
Institute for scientific research in con-
nection with industry. It was founded by
Andrew W. Mellon and Richard B.
Mellon, who realised that, to raise the
general level of material and intellectual
existence, able scientists must be provided
with adequate facilities for research and
that an independent scientific insti-
tution, with the sole aim of searching for
those things which are essential to indus-
trial progress and human welfare, would
be the highest type of useful gift to the
Nation. The Institute has three major
functions. It conducts research in pure
and applied science, it trains research
workers, affording them unique oppor-
tunities for specialised development and it
provides technical information adaptable
to public advantage. Under the system
adopted, various research problems are
proposed by firms or associations. If a

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year

Inland - - - - I4s. per annum.
Abroad - - - - 14s. per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles published in "Practical Mechanics" is
specially reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and the
U.S."( Reproductions or imitations of any of

these are therefore expressly forbidden.

EDITOR

F. J. CAMM

By The Editor

given proposal is of such scope as to be
acceptable to the Institution, the investi-
gation is set forth under a contract with
the donor for a period of at least one year.
A scientific worker with training and
experience that fits him for that particular
research is found and engaged by the
Institute. He is accorded use of the
laboratory and facilities, guidance and
advice by the Executive Staff, and co-
operative aid of Fellows of the Institute.
Such a body, if formed in this country,
but with an additional function of aiding
poor inventors and those without scien-
tific knowledge, would prove of inesti-
mable value and it would be an organisa-
tion ancillary to the Patent Office. It
could save the inventor much money and
the Patent Office much time in fruitless
search as to originality. Or can it be that
the Patent Office finds it too profitable
under the present system to discourage
cranks from parting with their money ?

The Pests' Bill recently introduced
into Parliament and which will shortly
become law has as one of its objects to
find more effective and more humane
means of ridding the countryside of the
plague of wild rabbits. One clause forbids
the sale or use in England and Wales of
spring traps. The Secretary of State for
Scotland already has this power.

Had we an English counterpart of the
Mellon Institute, such a problem could
have been submitted to it. One wonders
in any case why the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research were
not approached to find such a solution,
which when found could have been made
the subject of the Bill. The present Bill
puts the cart before the horse.

The Institute of Patentees has per-
formed much useful work in endeavouring
to persuade the Government to become
invention conscious, but so far their
efforts have been unavailing. It is a
pity that the vast inventive force in this
country has not been harnessed to its
needs, nor effort co-ordinated to that end.

The P.M. " How -to -Make -It Book "

EVERY
reader of this journal should

obtain for reference purposes a
copy of our new handbook, contents
of which were given last month. It
costs 12S. 6d., or 13s. by post.-F. J. C.
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THE platform on which I have placed my
epidiascope (described last month) is
made of wood. But you may prefer to

make one of metal, together with all the
accessories. Obviously it will take much
longer to do so, and both the cost and the
weight will be considerably increased.

Under the platform are the movable arms,
manipulated by a handle, which raise the
circular turntable. On this, books and other
opaque objects may be placed for viewing on
the screen. Fig. t shows the whole assembly
and should be compared with the various
sectional drawings (Figs. 2-7), which have
corresponding numbers for easy reference.

The Baseboard
For this use five-ply wood, Is, x loin.,

as shown in Fig. 2. Then from a &in. diameter

2.-Detailed Instructions for Making the Lifting Table
and Accessories By FREDERICK GILLSON

(Continued from lune issue.)
(des hole

releilMOMEN111111111111a

B 111%141.1101111110211

11111111111=11%
O
Fig. 3.-How the arms are cut to shape.

/dia. hole / Squares

Fig. I.-View of the lifting -table apparatus with the top section
removed. The number of each component part is given for easy

reference, and relates to the numbered drawings.

broomstick cut four yin. lengths. Place each
of these in a tin. galvanised foot, which must
be screwed to the base where indicated
by the four circles (see " A " Fig. 2). This
will raise the height of the sticks a little, but
they must be cut down to measure only yin. 
from the baseboard.

Fig. 2.-Details of the baseboard.

B

Fig. 4.-The
handlebar.

I PI

A

Then two yin. strips of wood, I lin. xiin.
are to be hinged and screwed in the position
denoted by the oblongs. They will be found
useful for taking the weight of the lantern -
house and will help to ease the strain on the
wooden top.

Next make the U-shaped stand (Fig.
" B ") in which the three arms operate.
Use tin. wood, of which three pieces will be
needed. The two for the sides are yin. x
21in., and in each of these make two tin.
diameter holes in the positions shown (" C").

The bottom piece is 7/in. x 2/in. Nail the
two sides to this and so form the U -stand.
Then screw this to the baseboard Sin. from
the end. Before fixing, make sure the upper
holes are nearest to the end where the turn-
table will be placed.

The Arms
Each of the two lower arms is cut from a

r2in. length of tin. x lin. wood. Shape
according to the tin. squared drawing
(" A " Fig. 3).

Now push a piece of 7,in. diameter broom-
stick, 8iin. long, through the hole of each of
these arms, the ends of which should rest in
the lower holes of the U -stand. To ensure
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Fig. 5.-The pedestal construction.

smooth working keep the arms 21in. apart
by screwing them to the stick.

For the central upper arm
use a 12in. length of Sin. x
Kin. wood, shaped according
t o the squared pattern
("B"). After making

the tin. diameter hole, obtain another 81in.
length of the broomstick, push it through the
hole and let the ends rest in the upper holes
of the U -stand.

Then from metal, sin. x 2in., cut out a
piece shaped like " C." Bend it along the
dotted lines and drill two small holes for
screwing to the end of the central arm. Keep
these two holes uppermost.

The Handlebar
For this you will need a I tin. length of

the broomstick. It has to be placed at the
back of the end upright sticks, near the top
(see Fig. i).

Over these two sticks a tin. angle -plate is

Fig. 6.-Pedestal details.
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(6)
Fig. 7.-The top.

to be fixed temporarily. Underneath, a tin.
bolt will hold the handlebar in position-
providing the bolt fits tightly in the hole
(see " B " Fig. 4). Take particular care to
see that the roller turns freely by adjusting
the bolt accordingly.

In the centre of the roller insert a 3tin.

bolt and secure with a nut (" A " Fig. 4).
The head of the bolt is to press upon the
central arm, and the action will cause the
turntable to rise. To prevent the wood being
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The complete schematic layout of the epidia-
scope and attachments, showing position of
lamp (A), condenser (B), slide grip (C),
slide carrier (D), and lens unit (E). The
arrows indicate the way the picture -postcard or
object is reflected by the mirror through the lens.

A
Fig. 8.-
How the lens
is mounted on
t w o wooden
blocks, a n d
details of the
extra lens

mounting.

scraped, nail a strip of tinplate to the part
where the bolt presses.

At the far end of the handlObar a curved
cabinet handle is to be screwed on. To do
this cut in half the metal bar (supplied with
the handle), and make a hole in the wood
just sufficient to grip the bar tightly. Leave
rein. of the bar protruding and then screw
on the handle.

The Pedestal
To support the turntable a wooden pedestal

,1110-.1111Iau.
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ro.-Details

5%;

glass -slide

B

C

carrier.

is needed. For this use a piece of wood, gin. x
4in. X zin., and shape according to " B " Fig. 5.
At the top, on each of the broad sides, place
a I lin. square block, length zin. (" C ").
Sandpaper the top so that the table will
turn easily.

Fix the pedestal to the central arm by
screwing each side of the metal brace to the
pedestal (Fig. i). Then through the bottom
hole of the pedestal push a tin. bolt and
secure the lower arms with a nut.

The Turntable
Cut this from a piece of 3 -ply, 7in.

diameter. A tin lid underneath will strengthen
it. Through a hole in the centre, place a I l --in.
bolt, iin. diameter. Drill a slightly larger
hole to receive it in the centre
of the top of the pedestal.
(N.B.-Make certain the table
turns freely.) A piece of grey
velvet glued to the top of the
table makes an effective finish.

The handle should now
be pressed down to see if the
correct tension has been
secured. If it has not, then
unscrew the bottom of the
U -stand and move the stand
slightly backwards and
forwards until the handle
works easily. Then again
screw t h e stand to the
baseboard. After this has
been done adjust the screws
in the lower arms, so that the table will
be level when raised.

The Top
Next make the top on which the lantern -

house is to stand. Like the baseboard it
is made of 5 -ply and measures the
same-Win. x loin. Cut out the square
through which pictures are to be shown.
At the other end screw the two angle -
plates, which were fixed temporarily to
the sticks (refer to " B " Fig. 4 and to Fig.
1). Then screw the top to the four sticks
and to the two uprights of the U -stand
(Fig. 1).

Give the entire platform
and all it contains underneath
one or two coats of glossy,
heat -resisting black enamel.
Then cut an oblong metal
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sheet, 3I in. ; 8in., and paint one side.
When dry, turn it inwards and nail it to the
top and base around the end that encloses the
arms. The exterior of the metal sheet should
then be painted.

The lantern -house should be securely
bolted on each side, with two angle -brackets
to the platform. Place these brackets at the
lens end of the lantern -house.

Several accessories are necessary to enable
slides and film -strips to be shown.

The Lens Unit
Mount the 6in. lens with a metal strip,

7in. x yin., on tsyo wooden blocks, which are
to be nailed together. The upper block
measures x Sin. x IBin. and the lower

Sfz
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Three pieces of
411 wood forming

fight trap
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7,t /' x3/4'
batten

Fig. 9.-Details of the various parts which go to form the side
grip.

A

C

Fig. I L-Constructional details of the film
strip winder.

X 4in. x gin. (see " A " Fig. 8). Screw
down the strip tightly to avoid vibration.
Bolt the block to the platform with two small
angle -plates on each side.

It is most essential for another lens to be
added to the lens tube. Fortunately it can
easily be obtained for as. 6d. at a well-known
multiple store. It is sold as a " reading -glass."
The cheaper plastic kind is useless.

Remove the metal rim of the reading -glass
and place the lens in two circular pieces of
thin cardboard, which must be glued to the
edges of both sides of the lens (" B "). Make
a cardboard rim to receive this (" C ") and
fit it on the end of the lens tube (" A ").
Make a cap from a round tin lid.
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The Slide Grip
This is the apparatus that grips the slide -

carrier and holds it securely when glass
slides are being shown, see Fig. 9. Made of
three-ply, the front and back sections measure
6in. x 5in. In each piece remove the circular
portion 3 lin. diameter. Then between the
two sections nail a tin. strip yin. x tin.
(see " A ").

Next take a piece of_metal, 6/in. x 5/in.
Remove the centre circle, 3/in. diameter,
and bend the two sides tin. forward at right
angles. The edges should then be bent
slightly over the wooden front.

Through holes in this front section push
four tin. bolts and place a small spring
around each bolt. Secure the bolts to the
metal with solder.

On the back wooden section nail three
strips of tin. wood, 5in. long. These strips
will cover the end of the condenser and will
form a light trap.

The completed slide grip (" A ") is fixed
to the platform with two zin. bolts and nuts.

Glass -slide Carrier
Make the interior portion first, as shown

in Fig. to, " B." On three -sin. wooden
uprights, 31in. x I kin., nail two pieces of
one -ply, I t in. x 3 tin. But before doing so
cut out the openings, 3in. x 3in., and the four
notches. Then at the bottom of the, two
openings glue in strips measuring 31in.
x fin. square (" B ").

Next make the frame (" C "). The wood
to be used throughout is I -ply, with the
exception of the long bottom strip. For this
the wood is in. thick and measures ttin.
x fin. Glue the pieces together. A small
screw on the sliding section and a triangular
piece of brass at of the base will
prevent the carrier being pushed too far
(see " A ").

This carrier will take standard size slides
(31in. x 3 fin.). It can also be used for
x zin. slides (viz., 35 mm. mounted), if a

cardboard mask is placed in the carrier. This
should measure Min. x 3uin., the size of the
opening being sin. x 2 lin. Four strips of
tinplate, 2in. x }in., placed at the sides will
keep the slide steady (see " D ").

A similar attachment can be made for
microscope slides, but for these the opening
in the mask is 3lin. x zlin. (see " E "). To
obtain best results when using microscopic
slides, in place of the 6in. lens use the
objective lens of a microscope mounted on a
wooden base.

Film -strip Winder
The frame is made with two upright

supports, 5 tin. x x sin., above and below
which are nailed pieces of three-ply, 6in. x

}in. Over the front of this nail three-
ply measuring 6in. x 5 t in. The opening is

x
The rollers are 3/in. sections of the broom-

stick, with washers at the ends. Make two
holes in each upright and drive four zin. round
nails in the end of each roller. Remove the
heads of two nails and screw on the knobs,
which can be bought from a radio dealer for
about 6d. Then nail a strip of tinplate,
2in. ;z I in., on the rollers to receive the ends
of the/ film -strip.

A gate will keep the film in position. It
should be cut from brass, zin. x zin., and bent
at the sides (see Fig. t I " B "). The window
should be a little larger than the one in the
wooden front. Screw in position, after mount-
ing on a lin. wooden base, and be careful to
countersink the screws or the film may get
scratched.

Then place a piece of tinplate, cut and bent
as " C," in the brass groove over the film.
This tin shield is held in position with two small
bolts and nuts. Two springs should be put
over the bolts. To protect the film further,
glue a small strip of velvet on the underside
of this shield. The winder is fixed to the
platform with bolts and nuts.

For films requiring the downward move-
ment, use the winder standing as shown in

" A." If, however, the sideward movement
is desired, simply turn the winder on to the
thick wooden end.

The positioning of the various accessories
may be seen by referring to the schematic
layout at the top of page 425. When using a
35 mm. film on the film -strip winder, for a
picture on a home screen, zoin. x 3oin., the
distance between the lens " E " and the film-
strip winder (or slide grip " C "), will be about

tin. For a very much larger picture, the
lens has to be brought nearer the film and this
may be accomplished by turning ,the adjust-
ing screw on top of the lens tube. If no such
screw is fitted, the lens must be moved bodily
nearer the film or glass slide until the screen
picture size is as large as desired. When the
slide grip is in use, it is placed near the con-
denser so that the protruding rim of the con-
denser mount is covered by the three strips
of wood fitted on the back of the slide grip to
act as a light trap. The -film strip winder is so
constructed that an additional light trap is
unnecessary, as the light has to come through
a very narrow opening-tin. x tin. This is
quite sufficient for showing a 35 mm. film.

It will be seen that no attempt has been
made to make elaborate light traps and a cool-
ing fan has not been included. It is, however,
easy to deal with the part of the lantern from
which the bulk of the escaping light comes.
This is the movable top of the lantern -house
and the escaping light is thrown downwards
on to the table. All that has to be done is to
remove the sin. of brass tube which holds up
the flap, allowing it to fall flush with the top
of the lantern -house. The flap is raised for
ventilation purposes as the holes in the chassis
are not sufficient.

A final hint. If you desire to reduce the
amount of light that comes from under the top
ventilation flap of the lantern -house, solder a
zin. strip of tinplate to the underside of the
flap. It should be t9in. long, and bent to form
an oblong, 5in. x 4in., which will easily slide
into the opening. Paint the underside of the
flap with dead black paint.

Items of Interest
An " Electric Blanket "

DEVELOPMENT of an " electric blanket "
to prevent icing on aircraft is announced

by the Society of British Aircraft Constructors.
The device, designed by Dunlops, consists

of electrical heating circuits sandwiched
between layers of synthetic rubber. These are
tailored to fit round such parts of the aircraft
as jet engine intakes, wing leading edges, cabin
heater intakes, radio aerials, etc., where it is
important that there should be no ice.

A New Fire -resisting Glass
FRENCH journalists during a visit to the

glass works at Saint Gobain were shown
a new fire -resisting glass known as Sedlex.
Its composition is the same as Pyrex (boro-
silicate double of aluminium and sodium), but
it undergoes a special treatment to make it
capable of resisting sudden changes of tem-
perature. A plate of the new material may be
taken off the fire with a damp cloth and laid
on an ice-cold surface and cold water
poured on it. Another advantage is that the
new composition is perfectly limpid and does
not tend to take a greenish coloration with use.

Indoor Submarine Contains First
Atomic Engine

INSIDE
the hull of this "indoor submarine "

located in the middle of the Idaho deSert
is the first atomic engine ever to produce sub-
stantial quantities of power. Designed and
built by Westinghouse Electric Corporation

the TT C Arnmic Fnprov Commission. this

nuclear power plant (Mark i) was built for
long-range testing and operation and is an
experimental model of the actual engine

(Mark II) which is to drive the atomic sub-
marine Nautilus. The photograph,
looking through the largest door of the main
assembly building, shows the aft end of the
hull and the large " sea tank " which surrounds
the reactor compartment.
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Notes on the Various
ALTHOUGH plastics have adapted

themselves to a moulding process,
the number of articles which are

fabricated from stock sections and sheets is
favourably comparative and these materials are
readily available at craft and hobby shops in
small quantities. There is a selection of
colours and textures from which to choose,

Fig. i.-A
suitable vice
for holding
flat plastic

material.

unobtainable in the other craft materials of
wood and metal. They range in colour,
through most shades, from transparent to
black, and may be obtained in a. texture as
pliable as rubber to a material as hard as
lignum-vitae.

Materials
In keeping with the other main craft

materials, wood and metal, plastics are
divided into two main groups which classify
their properties.

As woods are specified hard and soft, metals
as ferrous and non-ferrous, plastics are
grouped into thermosetting plastics and
thermoplastic materials. Thermosetting
plastics are those materials which undergo a
chemical change when the necessary heat and
pressure are applied, resulting in an infusible
and insoluble substance. It is advisable to
note this heat-, acid- and alkali -resisting
property in the choice of materials for table
tops, etc. Thermoplastics, on the other hand,
are readily re-formed after the original
moulding process by the application of further
heat and force, although care must be taken
not to overdo his heating and re-forming, to
ensure that the molecular chain structure is
not broken and thus cause a flaw to appear at
the bend which will not only result in a weak
section but will mar the finish of the article.

Cast Phenolics
The only thermosetting plastics which will

concern the craftsman are the phenolics.
The cast phenolics are an outstanding craft

material, which is most suitable for turning by
reason of its hard texture and close bond,
which enables intricate shapes to be turned
in it. Also, by reason of its bond, it will take a
high polish and is adaptable to carving and
other cutting operations.

Transparent and translucent castings are
obtainable in a wide variety of colours in sheet
form, in tubes and round and square rods.

Types of Plastics, Tools, and Methods of Working

By W. GORDON HOWL

The typical sizes of sheets are /tin. x 24in. x
kin., the thickness increasing in stages of
/ /6in. to tin. Tubes can be obtained 2kin.

and tin. outside diameter, with a bore of tin.
and kin. diameter respectively. Round rods
kin., sin., Sin. and 6in. diameter, and square
rods kin., tin. and 4in. are available.

In all probability these cast phenolics will
be sold under the trade names of " Bakelite,"
" Catalin," " Marblette," " Lactoid," etc.

Laminas
The laminas, that is, those materials which

are made by bonding paper or fabric with
phenol-formalde hyde, are extremely adapt-
able for use as shelves, table tops, panelling, etc.
They will resist alkalis, acids and heat and are
very hard and durable. Although the laminas
are prevalent in the shades of black and brown,
they may be obtained in a variety of attractive
colours. Sheets kin. and kin. thick are
obtained in sizes 42in. x 3oin., while thick -

(c)
Yereical tooth

(0') Tooth backed oft

Fig. 2.-To prevent chipping of plastic when
hand -sawing, use a combination of long -edge
cutting with neutral or negative rake saws.
(a) Short edge sawing will chip plastic.
(b) More teeth cutting to prevent edge chipping.
(c) Neutral rake saw. (d) Negative rake saw.

nesses kin., kin., /in., I fin., / tiin. and
2in. are sold up to 3oin. square. Still thicker
blocks up to 4}in. may also be acquired.

The Acrylics
This is the most popular group which

carries the trade names of " Perspex,"
" Plexiglass," " Lucite," which are almost
household words. The methylmethacrylate
plastic is a widely applicable craft material
with very few limitations. It can be softened
by heating and moulded into many forms and
shapes. It can be carved and engraved by
cutting tools or hotpoint. The crystal clear
and coloured acrylic plastics will take a high
polish and give a very smooth finish. The
sheets of Perspex are obtained in sizes of 54in.
x 48in. and in the thicknesses of // /6in.,
3/32in., kin., 5/32in., 3/16in., 7/32in., fin.,
5/16in. and kin. thick; also it may be obtained
in metric thicknesses -4, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 5,
6, 7 mm. in sheets 120 cm. X 90 Cm.

Cellulose Plastics
This group is then subdivided into a

number of other groups, Cellulose,
Nitrate, " Cellulose Acetate," " Cellulose
Acetate Butyrate " and " Ethyl Cellulose."
As will be seen from the titles, the difference
between the texture of the plastics occurs
through the mixture of one of these materials
with Cellulose. The Nitrate and the Acetate
are so akin that no difference can be ascertained
between them by just looking at them. If
they are exposed to a naked flame, the
difference is soon apparent. The Cellulose
acetate will merely soften, but the Nitrate
will burst into a violent yellow flame.

Cellulose acetate butyrate is obtainable in
extruded tubes, and thin glossy sheets which
are very adaptable for wall board trimming
and table edging. It is easy to work and
cement.

The cellulose acetate is the most adaptable
of this group to the craftsman. It is available
in rods, tubes and in thin flexible sheets from
kin. thick to thin enough for lampshades.
The backing base for the emulsion of roll film
is made from material and can be bought in
large coloured sheets under the names of
Kodapak and Kodatrace. The substance is
easy to cut, shape, carve and form under
heat, but not direct heat or the molecular
structure of the material will be fractured.
It can easily be dyed, painted or lacquered.

Cellulose acetate can be purchased under
the trade names of " Celluloid," " Chemace,"
" Nixonite," " Lumarith," " Tenite I."

Vinyl
The last plastic group of use to the craftsman

is the Vinyl group. This material differs

Fig. 3.-Shows the correct and incorrect way
to present plastic sheet to the circular saw.
(a) Present plastic to top of a saw with a neutral
or negative rake with a deep tooth for chip
clearance to prevent chipping. (b) If the
plastic is presented in this usual way it will be

chipped badly.
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from the plastics previously presented in its
flexibility. It was developed during the war
to replace rubber during the grave shortage.
This type of material needs little explanation,
for it can be seen every day in its use as
curtains, aprons, belts, bath bags, etc., and is
tasteless, odourless and non-toxic. This
Vinyl acetate may be adapted to a number
of uses and should be worked as fabrics.
When sewing Vinyl with cotton by machine
it is an asset to powder the working surface
under the needle with French chalk.

Vinyl butyrate can be obtained in small
flexible tubing, commonly called spaghetti.
This is excellent for binding, such as may be
seen on the sides of trays and on car steering
wheels, for thonging in leather craft, etc.

Vinyl butyrate is obtainable in a variety of
colours, with which many attractive designs
can be contrived. It is advisable to forsake

1,1111,,,rffr
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with tissue, it is desirable to retain the latter
in position until it is imperative to remove it,
such as before heating or cementing.

A good working knowledge of geometry
is expedient. Do not guess when laying out ;
it is an expensive and idle pastime. If the
shape you need is irregular, make a paper
template first and try it in all positions on the
stock to save waste of material. A little care
and forethought in marking out will save a
great deal of trouble later.

Sawing and Filing
The plastic must be held firm when sawing,

in soft jaws, such as wood or pieces of green
baize on the face of your vice jaws ; a suitable
vice is shown in Fig. r. A fretworker's anvil
is equally suitable if it is adapted to grip
the stock. Intricate shapes will be found to
cut best if clamped between two pieces of

scrap wood. When
cutting square edges

(a)

(b)
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and mitre corners use
a mitre block and cut
as for cutting wood,
using the appropriate
saw.

Plastic stock
screwed to wood block

Fig. 4 (Left).-Man-
drels for turning plastic
tubing. (a) Solid
mandrel (taper .006in.
per ft.). (b) Double cone
mandrel (care must be
taken not to crack or
distort the tube when
tightening the clamp
nut). (c) An alternative
end for use with a
double cone mandrel.
(d) An expanding
mandrel. (e) If no
mandrel is available,
the ends of the tube
can be plugged with

scrap plastic.
Fi g. 5(Above).-Face-
plate turning in

plastics.

the hobby shop when buying products of the Always cut plastic on its widest face;
Vinyl group, as a far wider variety of patterns never, if it can be avoided, present an edge
and textures will be found at the drapers or to the saw, Fig. 2 (a and b), as this will cause
multiple stores. bad chipping.

Another cause of chipping results from the
Marking Out use of the wrong saws. Under no circum-

In this and the following instructions the stances should a wood saw be used, whether
Vinyl group of plastics is not dealt with, and tenon or otherwise.
all references are made to the more solid The best type of saw to use is a fret,
variety, particularly the acrylic groups. jewellers' or coping saw, of 12 to 14 T.P.I.

The tools required for marking out are for general work. When cutting heavy stock
identical with those used for marking out wood a thicker blade will be more suitable and a
and metal. Primarily necessary is a good hack saw will he found most adequate. It
sharp pointed scriber ; do not use a knife will be noticed that all the saws recommended
edge scriber, for it will tend to dig into the are frame saws. These saws only use blades
plastic. A straight edge is necessary, together to do the cutting and thus give a good clear -
with a set square, or, better still, a combination ance and avoid friction. Unavoidably the
square, and a pair of engineer's dividers. teeth of all these blades are all intended for

Where the plastic is found to be preserved cutting metal and have a positive rake.
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Although the blades can be used for sawin;
plastic a slightly chipped edge results and i
will be found that a neutral or negative rak
tooth is far better. See Fig. 2 (c and d).

The teeth can be modified by filing the
rake angle only in a vice ; try to make the
angles of every tooth identical, it will be well
worth while] although a little tedious.

A number of home mechanics are fortunate
enough to possess a power saw, either circular
or band. The notes on hand sawing apply in
general, but on power differ in the particular,
see Fig. 3 (a and b).

Throughout, in sawing plastics by machine
keep in mind the maxim Fast speed, slow
feed."

The cutting speed with a gin. to gin.
diameter circular saw is found to he suitable
for plastics at 1,80o to 2,000 r.p.m. with
14 to 15 T.P.I. P.C.D. With a band saw,
convert R.P.M. to F.P.M. by the formula

2F.P.M.R.P.M.-
nD

With power cutting it is mote necessary t
modify the teeth to neutral or negative ra
than with hand sawing. While this conversio

k

Face pare

Wood block bolted Plastic moo4
to face plate to be tome'

Wood block

is being undertaken, the root of the toot
may be deepened to allow a greater chi
clearance, necessitated by the speed of th
saw.

If the reader has a motorised spindle hea
to which a carborundum slitting wheel c
be fixed he will find it ideal for cuttin
plastics.

Filing
Generally -the filing of plastics to shape dot

not differ from other materials. Two point
to bear in mind, are, do not file across a shoe
edge and clear all scratch marks to finish.

Turning
The material mostly used for turning wi

be the cast phenolic group and it may b
turned either on a woodworker's or machin
lathe. If the material is handled in a w
similar to soft brass, it will he of assistance i
getting acquainted with this material.

Setting up stock in the machine lathe ma
be between centres and driven by a dog as f
metal. Owing to the low coefficient of frictio
of the casin a live centre should never be used
always use a well -greased dead centre. Mak
the centres with a drill or awl, not with
centre -punch. The material will not stan
heavy blows. The tubes may be set up o
machine arbors, of which a selection is show
in Fig. 4, remembering not to drive too har
on the tapered type of arbor. If no arbors a
available, the ends of the tube may be plugge
with scrap material and turned as a solid rod
Bowls and other objects where it is necessary
to turn the inside or bore should be chucke
or mounted on a faceplate, Fig. 5, an,
attached with woodscrews into the sera
material.

a

(To be continued.)
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SMALL IN UCTI N COILS
Constructional Details of Simple Shocking Coils and Coils for Experiment

ELECTRICAL induction coils provide a
simple means of increasing or reducing
voltage and offer a quite wide field for

experiment. Tesla coils, shocking coils and
spark coils employ step-up windings, and it is
these which are of most interest. The actual
constructional work in such coils is very
straightforward, and successful results are
readily achieved when the correct methods of
operating are known. Such coils may be
operated from dry batteries or an accumulator,
and it is possible to obtain an output of several
thousand volts with even moderately sized dry
cell batteries.

The smaller coils, especially those operated

Soft iron core

Fig. i.-Induction coil.

Core

Primary

To
Battery

Contact

High
voltage
output

Secondary
To

hand/es

armature

Fig. 2.-Typical shocking coil circuit.

from dry cells, are quite safe, but the larger
coils are capable of giving dangerous shocks
and should be treated with proper respect.
Coils operated from accumulators can have an
extremely high output voltage. Even with the
smallest type of shocking coil, shocks should
in no circumstance be administered to anyone
unless they are prepared. To begin with, a
single i volt dry cell is an amply powerful
source of current for such coils, a stronger
battery subsequently being used as desired.

The form an induction coil takes is shown
in Fig. I. The primary consists of relatively
few turns of thick wire, and the secondary
of a large number of turns of thin wire. A
central core of soft iron or similar material
completes the coil. With such a coil, the
primary current will be large, but of low
voltage, while the second current is small,
but of high voltage. The step-up ratio depends
upon the relative number of turns on the

a`windings. For example, with a too turn
bprimary and to,000 turn secondary, the step -
"up ratio would be too:1. In practice, the

secondary voltage is much higher than this
figure alone suggests, due to eddy currents
inducing high voltages in the primary when
the primary circuit is opened. As a result, an
output of i,000 volts or more may readily be
obtained from a too:1 coil operated from a
2 volt battery.

A voltage only arises in the secondary when
the current in the primary is rising or falling-
that is, when the circuit is made or broken.
The output of the secondary will depend upon
several factors :-the ampere -turns of the
primary, the efficiency of the core, the degree

By F. G. RAYER

of coupling, and the turns ratio. If these terms
are understood, the output may readily be
adjusted to any desired level within the limits
of the current available.

Briefly, the greater the number of turns on the
primary, and the heavier the primary current,
the greater will be the secondary output
obtainable. Primaries are therefore wound
with stout wire so that a large current can flow.
The primary current (and thus the output)
may be increased by increasing the battery
voltage, or by using a primary of heavier
gauge.

The efficiency of the core need not receive
much attention, except that if really high out-
puts are required a laminated core is desirable.
Such a core may be made up from iron wires or
strips tightly bound together. With a solid core
especially of large diameter, heavy eddy
currents can flow, thereby wasting some of the
potential output of the coil. Solid cores are
perfectly satisfactory for the smaller coils,
however. The degree of coupling between
primary and secondary will usually be fixed,
the secondary being wound over the primary.
But with experimental coils the secondary may
be removable, or coupling may be modified by
sliding a brass or copper tube into a slot pro-
vided between primary and secondary.

The question of turns ratio has already been
mentioned. No particular ratio need be

To
Battery

Bracket
x

Brass strio
212 x

Wooden
base

iron Core
3 'x diameter

Primary 200 turns
/8 S.W.G.

SO VII& Mr:,

Secondary
2 oz. 42 SWG.

Lock nuts

iron
armature

Brass sc Bracket /fig;
Fig. 3.-Pr.Uctical layout of coil in Fig. 2.

obtained in any coil, and it is usual to indicate
a secondary by the gauge and weight of wire
wound on, and not to attempt the laborious
counting f turns on this winding. To speed
and simplify construction, some form of
mechanical winder is best made up to deal
with the secondaries.

Circuit Interruption
Fig. 2 shows the usual method of interrupt-

ing the primary current, this resembling that
in a bell or buzzer. This is generally found in
shocking coils, which, in consequence, give a
continuous A.C. output of high voltage. The
output can to some extent be controlled by
adjusting the armature and contact screw,
output being at maximum when the speed of
interruption is rapid, as shown by a high-
pitched buzz from the armature.

The practical construction of such a coil
will become apparent from Fig. 3, and presents
little difficulty. The core may consist of a

length sawn off a large bolt, the cheeks being
a tight push fit. To avoid short circuits, a layer
of tape is placed over the core, before winding.
The finished primary should similarly be
covered, to prevent secondary turns slipping
down, and possible breakage. For the primary,
cotton covered wire is best, but enamelled wire
is suitable if care is taken to keep the insulation
intact. For small secondaries, silk -covered
wire is best, but enamelled wire will be re-
quired for large secondaries, both to save
space and reduce cost. A secondary may be
tapped to provide alternative outputs.

This coil should first be tried with a ri volt
battery only. With larger batteries the output
is too high for the purpose in view.

A second method of circuit interruption is
shown in Fig. 4. With this, the primary circuit
is normally open. When the switch is
depressed, a secondary voltage momentarily
appears. Similarly, when the circuit is
opened a second output or spark is obtained,
of reversed polarity. This is convenient for
large coils, or when single sparks are to be
produced at will. With a low -resistance
primary and accumulator, the primary circuit
should be completed momentarily only, to
avoid overheating.

Experimental Coils
With the simpler type of winding, it is

necessary to remove the secondary before
changing the primary, but unwinding can be
avoided by using either of the bobbins shown

in Fig. 5. That at " A "
has a removable core, with
small cheeks, for the
primary. The secondary
may thus be left intact.
This type of coil also
enables the degree of
coupling to be adjusted
at will by sliding the core,
complete with primary,
partly out of the secon-
dary.

The method shown
in Fig. 5 at " B " employs
sectionalised windings,
four cheeks being fixed
securely to the core.
Here, the primary may
again be modified without
the secondary being un-
wound. The secondary
will be in two sections, and
full output will only be
obtained when these are

Hand es

To
Battery

Morse key/
or Push switch

Fig. 4.-Circuit for hand interruption of
primary current.

connected in series in such a way that all
turns are in the same direction. A lower
output can be had by using one section of the
secondary only.

Details for a small coil have been given. For
larger coils, much stouter wire may be used
for the primary-I2, 14 or 16 s.w.g. To
provide high momentary currents, a 2-, 6- or
12 -volt accumulator is best, though an accumu-
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lator is by no means essential with even
powerful coils.

For larger coils than that in Fig. 3, 4 or Soz.
of wire can be used in the secondary. The
gauge is not critical. Very fine wires permit of
more turns with a given bobbin, but are
difficult to handle. The inner end of such
windings should be soldered to thin flex, the
joint being covered with insulating material
and contained within the bobbin. This
prevents the winding being rendered useless
by the thin wire breaking away.

For large coils, r to 21b. of 42 to 48 s.w.g.

Cheeks
DJ -

)Secondary

I. diameter
Paxolin tube

Core %; x 4.1on9
for Primary

ISecondary

Secondary

used only with coils giving a continuous
output. (E.g., with interruption similar to that
in Fig. 3.) The meter should, for preference,
not require a current greater than .t mA. for
full-scale deflection. With such a meter, a
reading of r,000 volts can be anticipated from
the coil in Fig. 3. Higher voltages may be read
by adding further resistors in circuit so as to
obtain meter ranges of 5, to, L5 and 20 kV.

Another method is to use a neon which
strikes at known voltage, and a potential
divider, illustrated in Fig. 7. Small ex -Service
neons of this kind strike at about 125 to

175 volts. The exact
voltage can be found by
wiring neon and meter to
a potential divider con-
nected to A.C. mains,
and adjusting the potential
divider until the neon
strikes. In this case, the
meter need not be of
low -consumption type,
provided the potentio-
meter resistor circuit can
pass the current required.

When the striking
voltage of the neon is
found, . an indication of
the coil output voltage
can be obtained by adop-
ting the circuit shown.
For example, assuming
five 2 megohm resistors
are used and that the
neon strikes when wired
in parallel with the lower
resistor only, then the
total voltage will be five
times that at which the

neon strikes, e.g., t,000 volts upwards, with a
zoo volts neon. By adding further resistors,
or wiring the neon across a r megohm
resistor only, higher voltages may be found.
In all cases the total resistance across the
coil should be as high as possible.

The surge accompanying interruption of the

eks

Core

Fig. 5.-Accessible primaries for experimental coils.

wire can be used. As the output can be
extremely high, every care should be taken
when experimenting with this type.

Spark Gaps
A simple form of spark gap enables the

relative output of coils to be compared, or
allows the result of modifications to be found,
if the gap is measured. Such a gap is shown in
Fig. 6, and may readily be made up from
oddments.

The voltage at which a specified gap will
spark is not exact or constant, depending upon
the sparking surfaces and other factors.
However, for the purpose in view a sufficiently
accurate indication can be obtained by this
means, especially for comparing the result
of modifications.

With a spark gap of 1 millimeter, sparking
will arise with a voltage of about 3,000 to
4,000, increasing to about 5,000 to 6,000 volts
with a t mm. gap. Larger gaps, such as 21 mm.,
spark at a potential of about to,000 volts, while
gaps up to about 6 mm. require a potential of
about 20,000 volts. The larger coils-e.g.,
4in. and ,in. types-should obviously be used
with great care.

Sparks of to,000 volts approach the limit
possible from dry batteries of reasonable
capacity. For the exact measurement of
voltage by spark gap methods, the gap needs
to be accurately arranged, and this is scarcely
within the needs of experiments where a
comparative measurement of fair accuracy is all
that is required. In addition, the duration
and frequency of the voltage surges need to be
ccntrolled within known limits.

Other Voltage Measuring Methods
Since the output of an induction coil is of

high voltage but very low current, methods
which impose a load on the secondary do not
give a true indication of the voltage which may
arise when no current is drawn. However,
some such methods do permit of an easy and
accurate measurement of output under known
conditions.

The simplest method is to use a high -
resistance A.C. voltmeter, but this can be

Lock nuts

To

Coil

Nut soldered Spring
to bracket

Paxolin

To coil

Fig. 6.-An adjustable spark gap.

Pelistors
(2 Megohms each)

Neon
bulb

Fig. 7.-Using a neon to find voltage.

primary circuit gives the highest output, and
the neon may glow when this is done, but not
when the circuit is completed. The voltage
produced at the latter instant is less high, as
can also be demonstrated with an adjustable
spark gap.

Good insulation should be maintained in
the secondary windings and connections. The
type of cable used for sparking -plug leads in
vehicles is suitable for the secondary circuit,
and will guard against shocks or loss of power
due to leakage. The output can also be
increased to some extent by wiring a condenser
of .5 to 2 mfd. in parallel with the contacts
interrupting the primary circuit.

NEW B.R. TENDER ENGINE

BRITISH RAILWAYS have planned some
12 types of standard locomotive which

will eventually be capable of replacing the
400 different types in service in 1948. Many
of these new types are now in service.

The building of the first of the new standard
Class 3 2-6-o tender engines has now been
completed at the Swindon works of the
Western Region. Of the zo locomotives to be
built, to are to be allocated to the North
Eastern Region and to to the Scottish Region.
They were designed under the direction of
Mr. R. A. Riddles at the parent office at
Swindon, but certain details were undertaken
at Brighton, Derby and Doncaster. These
locomotives have almost universal availability
over main and secondary lines throughout
Britain, and are to replace various tender
engines of similar power classification, now
becoming obsolete.

The leading dimensions are as follows :

Cylinders (2) dia. and
stroke ...

Wheels, coupled, dia. ...
Wheels, Pony Truck, dia.
Wheelbase, coupled ...
Wheelbase, total engine
Wheelbase, engine and

tender
Heating Surface :

Tubes
Firebox

:Total Evaporative
Superheater ...

Grate Area
Boiler Pressure ...
Tractive Effort
Adhesion Factor
Weight of Engine ...
Weight of Engine and

Tender

.

17 yin. by 26in.
5ft. 3in.
3ft.

5ft. 4in.
24ft. tin.

46ft. r I lin.

932.9 sq. ft.
118.4 sq. ft.
1051.3 sq. ft.
190 sq. ft.
20.35 sq. ft.
2oolb. per sq. in.
52.10.48901b.

57 tons 9 cwt.

99 tons 12 cwt.
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JUST why figures with movable joints
for the use of artists are known as
" Lay " figures I do not know, and

no one has ever been able to explain to me
the reason for the term. They are, of course,
the reverse of animate figures, yet they can
be made to assume, within reasonable limits,
any attitude which can be taken up by the
living human body, which they are supposed
to represent.

Lay figures can be of any size, from minia-
tures, as small as it is mechanically possible
to make the movable joints, up to the full
size of the natural living model. Below a
certain fraction of full size they have little use,
unless there are a number of them which can
be arranged in a group, and then they are
invaluable for studying the relative attitudes
and positions of all the figures for the purpose
of arranging the composition of a picture or
a group of statuary. For such a purpose the
figures would not need to be draped.

Draping the Figures
The chief use of lay figures by artists and

in art schools lies in the placing upon them
of drapery and costumes and then they
ought, in the writer's opinion, to be full life-
size. Whilst it is true that it is possible to
make miniature costumes of any historical
period and of any material, if they and the
figures are not full size the costumes do not

MAKING
LAY FIGURES

Constructional Details of the Jointing Arrangements
in these Useful Artists' Devices

By E. W. TWINING

hang correctly. The folds do
not come out to scale and,
although they may appear pass-
able and attractive to the eye,
they would look too stiff and too
thick if they were photographed.
This is because whilst the lineal
size of everything is reduced,
the thickness of the material
remains the same. Of course,
different materials have different
degrees of stiffness. Velvet, for
instance, could not possibly be
used to drape a figure much
smaller than natural size, and
even fine linen and cambric will
not hang naturally on figures less
than half full-size. Silks, too,
although one could not imagine
any woven material much

Fig. 1.-(Left) The
outline and muscular
contours of a male

figure.

Fig. 3.- The
ankle join:.

thinner, are out of the question for small
figures.

On a half-size figure, if any garment were
made of velvet it would be as well to remember
that it would, as regards the folds and con-
sequent lights and shadows, represent a velvet

Fig. 4.-The knee joints.

of twice the natural thickness, which would
be almost equivalent to draping a full-size
figure in an Axminster carpet. This matter of
scale of figure and thickness of material in
draping cannot be too strongly stressed.

This article is written primarily to show the
muscular form of the human body, where
the joints come to enable it to fold and assume
its many attitudes and how, in a model, these
joints may be made. It may be pointed out
that no dimensions are given in any of the
accompanying drawings with the exception
of scales of full-size measurements against
the full-length figures (Figs. i and 2). From
these scales the reader can construct lay
figures to any size that he deems fit. The
height of the figure, see Fig. i, is 5ft. loin.,
and if the lay figure is required for draping
it should be not less than half full-size and
for the draping the thinnest and softest

JO/NT A

cotton should be used-old, well -washed and
well-worn Nainsook or Dorcas being best.

Constructional Details
Fig. r shows the outline and muscular

contours of a standing male figure and it is
these contours which should
be modelled in carving from
suitable woods the trunk, the
head and the limbs. Everyone
knows that the contours change
slightly with every change in
attitude : some muscles come
up into greater prominence
whilst others sink and move in
various directions, but these
changes are comparatively
slight and whatever muscles
come into play or into greater
stress they are there all the
while. There never has been
a lay figure yet made which
will yield exactly the same
appearance as the real human
body in action. So, too, with

i I

the moving joints it is quite
impossible to reproduce a
folded limb without cutting
away some muscular portion to
allow for the fold.

The main point is that in our
lay figure, as may be seen from
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JOINT C 111.-,'
Fig. 5.-The hip joints.

Fig. 2, all the articulated joints are placed where
they should be, just as if we were doing away
with the tissues and modelling the bare
skeleton, a drawing of which Fig. 2 actually
is. In this drawing circles and rectangles
indicate the directions in which the joints
move. All of them have been given a letter

tt,

)JOINT 0

Fig. 6.-The shoulder arm joints.

and the remaining enlarged detail drawings,
showing the joints individually, bear cor-
responding letters.

In every one of the joints except the neck
articulation the actual movements are made
round about T-shaped pivots which enable
us to get radial movements in two planes at
right -angles one to the other. The result of
this is that the joints have all the universality
of the natural joint, though not quite. The
wrist joint in nature permits of twisting
through a semi -circle and a radial movement
each of nearly 18o deg. and a very small side -
to -side movement 43 well. This last is not
permissible by the tee -piece in the lay figure,
but as the other two movements have greater
range and are more common, the third has
been sacrificed in joint A, Fig. 3.

The Hip Joint
The same applies to the hip joint C, Fig. 5,

where in the living model a completely
universal movement is possible, i.e., swinging
the leg both forward and backward, bending
it to a right-angle forward for assuming a
sitting position and moving it a small amount
outward (the right leg out to the right or the
left leg to the left) ; the last has been omitted
because it is unusual and is very unlikely to
be wanted in the lay figure. Should it be
wanted then it would be obtainable by

tapering the head of
the tee -piece a little on
each side of the centre,
as shown in the
additional sketch at the
top of joint C, Fig. 5,
though it is not
recommended because
it reduces the bearing
surfaces and conse-
quently the possible
tightness of the joint.

The Shoulder
The shoulder joint

D, Fig. 6, gives in two
planes all the move-
ments which are
natural, but it will be
seen that to give space
in which the tee -joint
can move a circular
recess must be cut in
the body. This, how-
ever, will not matter ;
what is a pity is that

the rounded shoulder of the deltoid muscle
has to be cut away, though it is no worse
than other parts which have:to be cut, notably
the thigh and part of the groin in Fig. 5.

The Knee Joint
The cutting away at the back of the knee

joint, Fig. 4, is for-
tunately at the back of
the leg and will not
show nor interfere with
the hang of draperies,
but there are some
joints which will
interfere with draperies
when the figure is in
certain poses. F o r
instance, the knee
joint ; if the figure is
standing the draperies
will probably hang
satisfactorily on it, but
if the pose is a seated
one the kneecap will
be replaced by a deep
recess of 90 deg. or
more in angle, and it is
evident that the drapery
will have no nicely
rounded knee to sup-
port it. It is recom-

mended that two carved detachable pieces
be made to place upon the flat part of the
upstanding lower leg and so reproduce a knee,
or knees, over which the draping material
can take a life -like support. When the arms
are straight down at the sides the gaps at
the shoulders may need something of the
same kind.

t

JOINT E

Fig. 7.-The elbow joint.

Fig. 2.-The human skeleton and positions
of all the joints.

The Hands
The hands (Fig. 8) do not show much action.

They are a problem and are never of use in
lay figures. Except in full-size figures it is
almost hopeless to articulate the fingers, and
if they are ever likely to be required to hold
anything, such as, for instance, a part of
the dress or the draperies, it is suggested that
the best plan is not to carve them or any
portion of them below the wrist but to
provide a pivoted socket using the same pivot
as shown in Fig. 8, and in this socket (both
sockets, of course) model a pair of hands in
some plastic material, modelling clay, model-
ling wax or similar material. The same
material can be used over and over again.
By so modelling (and they only need to be
roughly modelled) it will be possible to place
them in any required position and make
them actually doing something. They need
not reproduce every joint in the fingers and
thumb ; in fact in most cases there is no need
to model separate fingers.

The Joints
The tee -pieces of all the joints should have

fairly large diameters, the horizontal top
bar of the tee being much larger than the
vertical bar. They may vary somewhat in
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Fig. 8.-The wrist joint.

size, for the shoulder, hip and knee joints
have to take greater frictional strains in order
to support the limbs. For a life-size figure
these top bars should be quite tin. in diameter.
They are clipped by and work in a clamping
band which must put considerable pressure
upon them, and they must, therefore, be
quite a tight fit in these. To make the tee -
pieces the large, horizontal pivots are drilled
at their centres and the longer leg of smaller

diameter (the vertical bar of the tee) should
be slightly shouldered down to fit the drilled
hole, knocked into the hole and sweated
with solder. At the other end (the tail end)
the vertical bar of the tee is fitted with a
washer, is drilled and a taper pin pushed in.
This pin should not only be a tight fit in
itself but must make the long leg of the tee
work tightly in the wood.

The Neck
The neck joints are shown at G, Fig. 9.

These form what is a perfectly universal
movement for the head. There are really
two joints as shown ; the head and middle
portion of the neck are pivoted on a strong
cord which is anchored at the bottom in a
hole by gluing and a hardwood peg driven
down the hole. At the top of the head the
cord is locked by a couple of screws holding
down washers over the cord. The head is
capable of being turned to right or left and
inclined to right or left. By loosening the
top joint it can be made to look upward or
downward and by means of the bottom joint
it can be thrown backward and upward or
forward and downward. Whatever may be
the attitude of the head, little wedges, prefer-
ably of cork, will be required to hold in it
place. For .the cord a good blind cord is
recommended.

With regard to the nature of the wood for
carving : this had better be light in weight,
and it is suggested that nothing could be
better than yellow pine or Siberian pine or
any kind of light wood which does not possess
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Fig. 9.-The neck joints.

hard and soft grain alternately. Some dry
deals are beautiful for carving.

A Simple Electrical Game
An Amusing Game of Chance for the Party

THE game illustrated is suitable for
amusement purposes at a party,
etc., and is extremely simple to con-

struct, yet effective in action. When connected
up and switched on, a green bulb lights and
remains illuminated until the circuit to the
relay is completed, when the green bulb goes
out and the red bulb lights. The relay circuit
is completed when a coin falls across two of

A photograph

together by twisting thin tinned copper wire
from point to point, the wire terminating at a
small terminal. The pin points to which the
wire is taken are then turned down with pliers.
A sheet of stout paper large enough to cover all
the pin points is then pressed down upon the
underside of the board so that the remaining
drawing pins pierce it. The projecting points
are connected together, and to a second

of the completed game showing the relay and the red and green bulbs.

the drawing pin heads which are connected to
different sides of the circuit. The competitor's
aim is thus to toss or roll as many coins as
possible upon the board before causing the red
bulb to come on.

The board itself is of strong cardboard,
ruled in one inch squares. A drawing pin is
pushed through the centre of each square, as
shown. The whole is then turned over, and
approximately half the pins are connected

terminal, by means of a further length of thin
wire. Crossing wires are prevented from con-
tact by the stout paper.

The circuit diagram shows all connections,
and the relay can be of any simple type which
will operate from any convenient 3 or 44.v.
dry battery. When the winding is not ener-
gised, the armature completes the circuit to the
green bulb ; when energised, the circuit is
transferred to the red bulb. The relay, two

The circuit diagram.
To Board

bulb -holders, and terminals for battery and
board connections, are mounted upon a second
piece of any insulating material, connections
being underneath. Two 3.5v. flashlamp bulbs
are suitable.

A simple channel down which coins may be
rolled from a fixed distance can be made from
thin metal or wood. To avoid disconnecting
the battery, an on/off switch of any type may
be added in one battery lead. If coloured bulbs
are not to hand, transparent coloured paper
may be tied over clear bulbs.
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A perspective sketch of the
rowing machine in use.

THIS apparatus is quite easy and inex-
pensive to make, is equally suitable for
the home or club, and is not only

useful to those who are keen athletes, but
will also help the ordinary individual to
keep fit.

The heading illustration shows the machine
in use, from which it will be gathered that
it is made with a bottom frame, which is
fitted at one end with a sliding seat and at
the other with a foot -rest. Outriggers are
fixed at each side of the frame and on these
the oars or rowing handles are pivoted. The
" pull " is obtained by running a length
strong cord from the ends of the oars through

/' 3"

3"

2'- i" Fig. 4.-
Oars or rowing handles.

pulleys at the back of the frame to a short
bar connected to a number of springs fitted
across the frame under the seat.

The Materials Required
Good quality deal is suitable for making

the machine, although, if it is used to a great
extent, hardwood such as ash or birch will
give better service. The frame should be
made first, the dimensions and method of
construction being shown in Figs. t, 2 and 3.

r"

Front bar

Cent -re bar

- 3"

a- ROWING MACInlINE
A Keep -fit Device to Make and Use in the Home
The sides are 4ft. Sin. long by wide
by tin. thick, and they are prepared by cutting
grooves tin. wide by -tin. deep right across,

tin, from the end for the recep-
tion of the front bar. Another
groove of the same size is cut 21in.

up from the bot-
tom edge, exactly
in the centre, for
the reception of the
centre bar, and a
recess 'ft. 6in. long
by tin. deep is cut
in the bottom edge
at the back for the
reception of the
bottom boards.

Three other grooves *in. wide by
gin. deep are cut near the front to
receive the foot -rest, the front groove
being spaced tin. in from the
front bar and t h e
others On. apart. The
sides are joined by
a front bar 'ft. o4in.
long by 3 din. wide
by tin. thick, a centre
bar ifs. o lin. long
by 2iin. wide by tin.

thick, a back bar ift. zin.
long by Sin. wide by tin.
thick and a bottom 'ft.
zin. long by 'ft. 6in. wide
by tin. thick, made up in
two or three widths as may be
convenient. The front and centre
bars are fitted into the grooves
provided, and are nailed through the

Brass Plate Back bar

Bottom

sides, the joints being glued. The back bar
is simply screwed at the top edges of the
sides, while the bottom is fitted in the
recesses in the bottom edges of the sides
and screwed in place.

The Oars or Rowing Handles
These are made partly of wood and partly

of iron, as shown in Fig. 4. The wooden
portions are tft. Sin. long by 'lin. square,
worked up to the section shown, and suitably
shaped for the hands for a length of about
6in. The extension pieces are 'ft. 3M. long,
the iron being about tin. by [in. section. Two
screw holes are provided at one end, a larger
one for fitting to the outrigger and another
for attaching the pulling cord. If no means

o1 e

4
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Fig. 1.-A sectional elevation.

Fig. 2.-A plan view, showing
the arrangement of pulleys.

/ndependent bar _-

Outrigger

are available for
drilling the holes,
the iron may be
heated and the holes
punched. The iron
extensions are
screwed under the

wood handles as shown in Figs. 2 and 4. The
outriggers may be made in either of the
ways shown in Fig. 5. Iron tin. wide by at
least +in. thick should be used, and they are
turned up to the shape and dimensions
shown at Figs. I, 2 and 5. The feet at the
ends should be about 31in. long and provided
with two holes for fixing to the sides of the
frame with wood screws or bolts. A spill
could be riveted into the centre of the straight
portion of each outrigger for attaching the
oar, the end being screwed and fitted with a
nut to prevent the oar working off. A more
satisfactory method, however, is to fit a long
staple above the straight portion of the out-
rigger, riveting it in place, and fitting a bolt

.g. . .1 100 vouvn,/ gn Unc siapic gger Y means o
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Fig. 5.-A
perspective
view of the

outriggers.

which the oar
may be fitted,
t h e clearance
between t h e
staple and
outrigger being
sufficient t o
allow the oar
to work freely.

The Oar Springs
The plan of the machine given in Fig. 2,

shows the way in which the oars are con-
nected to the springs and the method of
arranging the cord. The springs should be
about min. long and of the kind used in
gymnasium equipment; they are attached by
means of screw hooks to the centre bar of the
frame and to another independent bar at the
other end, which should be from 6in. to 8in.
long by zin. wide by tin. thick. Pulleys are
fixed to the ends of the frame and to the
independent bar, and the cord is run from the
end of one oar over the pulley at the side
of the frame to the pulley on the independent
bar, then through the pulley at the other side
of the frame to the end of the other oar. The
number of springs and the length of cord may
be adjusted to suit individual requirements,
but it will be generally found that four

springs, as shown in Fig. 2, will be sufficient.
Stout elastic may be used in place of the
springs, but it will be less satisfactory and
will weaken quickly if the machine is used to
any great extent. The foot -rest shown in
Fig. 6 has a back ift. olin. long by 6in. wide
by lin. thick, made to fit into the grooves in
the sides of the frame. Triangular -shaped
pieces of wood 4in. high by On. wide by
-;in. thick are nailed :in. from the ends, the
top edge of the back is planed level with the

Fig. 6.-The foot -rest.

triangular pieces, and a front 'ft. long by din.
wide by din. thick is nailed on to complete
the foot -rest. Small portions of the ends of
the back are cleaned off level with the triangu-
lar pieces and front. It will be found that
the machine will be worked easier if the feet
are strapped to the foot -rest.

The Seat
This is made as shown in Fig. 7. The seat

board is ift. zin. long by rtin. wide by tin.
thick. Guide pieces I lin. long by 3in. wide
by tin. thick are glued and screwed under
the board tin. in from the ends. A spacing
block sin. long by zin. wide by tin. thick is
fixed outside each guide piece, and outside
this again a covering piece I tin. long by ain.

wide by lin. thick is fixed, the latter being
screwed to the spacing block and through the
seat. Small brass or iron wheels zin. diameter
by yin. thick are arranged to revolve between
the guide and covering pieces, two wheels
being placed at each side. Thin washers
should be inserted on each side of the wheels,
and screws are run through the covering
pieces into the guide pieces to fix them.
Small half -round battens could be nailed
across the front and back eges of the seat to

1/- 2"

Covering Guide. piece
Piece

Fig. 7.-The seat.
prevent slipping when the machine is in use.
It is also a good plan to arrange small brass
plates on the top edges of the frame to take
the wear of the wheels.

BLACK INIICKEL PlatvrilG
How to Obtain a Fine Metallic Black Finish to

Models, Ornaments, etc.
MANY readers will have noticed the fine,

metallic -looking black finish that is
given to some instruments and to the

metal parts of some cameras. It is done by a
nickel -plating process in which a black
compound of nickel, instead of the more
common shiny nickel, is deposited electrically.
It forms a very fine finish for models, par-
ticularly for brass parts, because by protecting
with shellac varnish the parts that are to
remain bright, it may be applied to part
of the work only. For instance, a brass
casting may be black nickelled on the un-
machined surfaces, leaving all the machined
parts bright ; this gives a highly finished
appearance. Alternatively, the casting may
be black nickelled all over before machining,
and when machined a similar result will be
obtained, though, of course, there is a greater
chance of the finish becoming damaged
through accidental abrasions in this case.

The Solution
Small parts may be done at home using a

jar of suitable size for a vat and a two -volt
accumulator for the electrical supply. This
voltage is too high for our purpose, so a
resistance will also be necessary, but this will
be referred to again later.

The solution for the depositing vat is made
up as follows :-

Nickel -ammonium sulphate ... 2 oz.
Ammonium sulphocyanide
Zinc sulphate ... ... 4 oz.
Warm water ... ... I qt.

The water should be warmed to assist the
chemicals to dissolve. It should be about
as hot as you can bear to dip your finger into,

Work Anode

Depositing vat

but should not be boiling, and the solution
must be allowed to become cold before it is
used. Remember that a solution containing
any form of cyanide is very poisonous, so avoid
the use of cooking utensils, etc., when making
up this solution.

An anode of some kind must be provided,
the anode being connected to the positive
terminal of the accumulator, and the work
which is to be plated connected to the
negative terminal ; both the anode and the

work are, of course, immersed in
the depositing solution. The

proper material for the
anode is cast nickel,
which may be ob-

tained specially
for the purpose
from Messrs.

Variable resistance 2 volt accumulator
The arrangement of apparatus for black nickel plating.
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Canning and Co., Ltd., Great Hampton Street,
Birmingham, but if you intend to plate only
one or two small articles a carbon rod (obtain-
able from an old dry battery of the electric bell
type) may be used. With a proper anode
the nickel dissolves away, thus maintaining
the strength of the solution, but with a carbon
anode the solution becomes impoverished and
must be strengthened up by the addition of
chemicals froth time to time. The work
should be kept well clear of the anode, say,
from 4in. to 6in. away, and should be turned
during the process of depositing, otherwise
the side away from the anode will have less
deposit than the near side. If two anodes
are used, one on each side of the work,
turning is not necessary.

The Resistance
This may consist of two strips of copper

or brass, or, better still, two carbon rods
hanging in a jar of slightly acidulated water
(a few drops from the accumulator may be
used). The resistance may be altered by
varying the amount of water in the jar or by
bringing the strips closer together. Of
course, if you have a suitable variable resistance

A

among your wireless apparatus that would
be the ideal thing. In any case, the resistance
must be adjusted until the voltage across the
depositing vat while it is working reads
three-quarters of a volt on the voltmeter.
You can do without a voltmeter by making a
few trials on a piece of scrap metal of similar
size before putting in the article to be
nickelled, but this is working more or less
in the dark. If the deposit is grey and
powdery, instead of smooth and black,
increase the resistance (by taking away
some of the water from the resistance jar)
and try again. The article should remain in
the vat from fifteen to thirty minutes, and if
it is not a good black by then the resistance
should be decreased by adding water or by
bringing the strips closer together. Take
out the work as soon as it is a good colour,
swill it in hot water and wipe dry on a clean 
rag; It should be given a coat of lacquer
as soon as it is dry to preserve the colour.

The Preliminary Cleaning
A most important stage of the proceedings

not yet mentioned is the preliminary cleaning
of the work ; great care must be taken to

remove every trace of dirt or grease. If the
article has any oil or grease on it it should be
first washed in clean petrol and dried and
then dipped in a hot, strong solution of soda
and scoured well with an old toothbrush and
pumice powder. It should 'be rinsed well
under the tap, and without being dried and
without the surface being touched again
with the fingers hung up in the depositing vat.

If the article has been previously nickel
plated it will be necessary to clean off the
old nickel by means of a " pickling bath "
consisting of one part water, one part of
strong nitric acid and two parts of strong
sulphuric acid. Add the sulphuric acid last,
a little at a time, and stir well. This will
dissolve some of the work away, so do not
leave the work in longer than is necessary to
remove the old plating. Do not put your
fingers in the acid or let it get on your clothes.
It is dangerous. Do not let any of this acid
get into the depositing vat or the solution
will be spoiled ; if you rinse the article after
" pickling," dip it in the soda, scour and well
rinse again all trace of acid will be removed;
so avoiding any chance of acid being trans-
ferred to the vat to spoil the solution.

Homeomade Pickup
An Inexpensive Instrument for the Gramophone

By H. CANALE

THE pick-up described in this article can
be constructed quite simply for the
outlay of one shilling-the cost of an

" Eclipse " button magnet, plus a few odd-
ments usually found in the home workshop.

Fig. i shows the constructional details of
the magnetic cartridge assembly : magnet (I),
pole pieces (2), and coil (3). The pole pieces
are made by drilling and sawing to shape the
keeper supplied with the magnet, while the

Magnet

Pole
Pieces

32 /6

co!

Fig. I.-Magnetic cartridge assembly.

Insulation tape

Steel Polythene
rod tubing

Fig. z.-The temporary coil former, and Fig. 3,
the assembled cartridge.

coil is of the self-supporting type wound on
the temporary former shown in Fig. 2.

Make the former by slipping a piece of
polythene tube on to a steel rod and wrapping
insulating tape round it to form temporary
walls. Coat the inside of the former with
cellulose cement and, using 40 -gauge wire,
commence winding, a layer of cement being
applied after each layer of wire. When com-
plete, remove the walls and withdraw the rod,
the coil then slips easily off the polythene tube.

After the cement has hardened, insert a
piece of soft rubber into the centre of the coil,
then push a semi -permanent miniature needle

re

Ir

Bend
up

Enthusiast

II

Diameter to
fit cartridge

Fig. 4.-The pick-up head.

through the rubber as shown in (3) of Fig. 1.
Cement pole pieces (z) to the coil, keeping the
needle centrally in the aperture and assemble
as in Fig. 3. This can now be inserted into a
piece of thin -walled brass tube. Those with
sisters will find that an old lipstick case will
do admirably.

11'1

Tongue Head

Balance Staff

Fig. 6.-The vertical movement arrangement.

The design of the arm is purely an indi-
vidual matter ; a suggested design is shown
in Fig. 7 and details of the head may be seen
in Fig. 4.

Only a brief outline of the arm and head

will be given, but mention must be made of
the necessity for perfect freedom of movement
in both the lateral and vertical planes, as any
stickiness in the bearings will prevent perfect
tracking.

For the vertical movement it will be found
that the balance -staff and bearings from an old
alarm clock are ideal, while a brass block
drilled to a good fit for a silver steel pin and
having a ballbearing at the foot is satisfactory
for the lateral movement. Details will be found
in Figs. 5 and 6 which are self-explanatory.

Three graduated pieces of brass tube form
the arm. In my case, tin. tube was unobtain-

Brass hex. nut Hole tapped 4BA

Fig. 5.-The arrangement to allow horizontal
movement.

able, so a sawcut was made along a length of
copper rod to take the leads from the
cartridge. Some form of balance -weight is
necessary to prevent too heavy needle pressure
on the records ; either pieces of lead inserted
into the rear of the arm, or a steel block
drilled to fit the outside, will do.

For appearance a cover can be made for the
pivot, and the whole unit plated. Cadmium
was used and was found to impart a more
pleasing finish than the usual chrome.

Compared with more expensive pick-ups,
the reproduction is quite amazing and is far
superior to the " standard " commercial type.

Fig. 7.-Details of the completed pick-up.
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LiST month we described how to rewind
a Lucas A9ooC dynamo to make it
charge at low speeds for windcharger

use. In this article, instructions are given for
building a good windcharger with this
particular dynamo.

Turntable and Slip Ring
The turntable is built on the lines suggested

in the first article of the series. Two iron
pipes (t) and (2), Fig. 5, about tin. and 2
diameter and 3ft. long, fit closely together in
one another. The cross -arm, which carries
the dynamo and tail, is made from two flat
iron bars (32) Figs. 2 and 3, bent at the local
forge, and bolted around the inside pipe. In
the photographic illustrations these bars are
3in. x fin., but something lighter would do
quite well, although they should be wide
enough to take four in. bolts to secure them
to the pipe. The bars lie flat against each other
on the side that holds the dynamo, but a
space of 4in. is allowed on the short side for
tightening purposes. The bottom of the
outside pipe is closed by a wooden block (4),
Fig. I, Sin. or 4in. long, driven tightly into
the pipe. A length of copper or brass tube (3)
fits tightly in this block and passes up through
the turntable to carry the control rope (35),
Fig. 3, through the oil reservoir (7). This is
filled through the opening (8) with heavy
motor oil when
the whole
machine is
finally mount-
ed on its pole.

The filler
(8) is made by 14 18 15

tapping a
wander - plug
socket into a CO'

i n . slanting 13
hole. The oil

Fig. 2.-Side view
of t h e assembled

windcharger.

nd Powerina tits
3.-Constructional Details of a Serviceable Unit

(Continued from the lune issue.)

This series of articles was first published in "Practical Mechanics" in 5944,
and is now being reprinted in response to readers' requests.

is poured through a piece of rubber tube
joining the filler to a funnel laced to the side
of the windcharger on a calm day. The
copper pipe also carries the positive connec-
tion from the slip -ring (6) to the cable (9),
Fig. 2. This slip -ring is made of brass. The
case from an old headphone earpiece, with
the bottom cut off, will generally do for the
purpose. It is driven on to the wooden
block (5), which also serves as a support
to centre the top of the copper pipe. If it is
available a short piece of pipe (not shown),
which fits closely outside the copper pipe, is
hammered into the hole in block (5) to act as
a " bearing " for the copper pipe, and to
prevent enlargement of the hole in the block.
If necessary, slip -ring and wooden blocks are

any convenient method to the copper pipe.
In the illustration it is soldered by four small
brass brackets to a clip, made from sheet
brass, which bolts around the copper pipe.
Alternatively, the slip -ring may be attached to
the copper pipe, and the brushes bolted to
the two pieces of angle -iron which hold the
rope pulley -drum. They must, in this case,
be insulated from the angle -iron and con-
nected together by rubber covered cable.
Two connecting clips (to) and (H), made
from in. -wide copper strip, are bolted in
position before the pipes receive their first
coat of enamel. The dynamo is fixed on the
turntable by ,two iron rings (25) (22). Here,
again, the assistance of the nearest blacksmith
is needed.

/9 25 20
- _
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32

(Above)-General view of23 24 the windcharger described
in the text.

22

IIIIIIIil
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Fig. 5 (Right)-Section
through turntable and sup-

porting tube.

all secured by countersunk woodscrews, but
they should all fit so that considerable force is
necessary to drive them home. A piece of
brass acts as a soldering tag for the slip -ring.

The brush ring (55), Fig. 2, is taken from
a Ford self-starter, and contains four heavy

9 copper brushes. The two insulated ones are
removed, leaving the two diametrically
opposite earthed brushes. It is attached by

I

1

0

/

IF
111I 4

Braking System
In building a home-made windcharger,

the braking system presents the greatest
problem in the whole design. Commercial
units follow three systems : (I) an internal
expanding friction brake working on a drum
at the front of the dynamo. (II) A dynamo
mounting which tilts up to a vertical position.
(III) A swinging tail -vane shut off. The first
type is very efficient and simple, but does not
lend itself to home construction. An internal
brake drum on this dynamo would be
awkwardly large, whereas an external brake
element usually burns out in the first storm.
Besides, the problem of governing would not
be helped in any way by this system.

Type II is very simple in theory, but drasti-
cally weakens a vital point in the construc-
tion of the unit. A dynamo held to the turn-
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table by a single bearing will sooner or later
vibrate itself off. The only hope of survival
in a home-made plant lies in exceptionally
strong construction.

Type III is really the only brake that can
be used easily on a home-made plant, and it
also solves the question of governing. The
main tail is held by a hinge (12), bolted to the
cross -arm. The writer was doubtful about the
strength of such an arrangement, but it has
proved quite efficient. A good hinge, with at
least four " bearings," is needed.

The tail is held in position by a rubber
band (30) Fig. 3, cut from a strong motor
tube, and stretched between two large cotton
spools. A rubber band is easier to mount,
and works more efficiently than a steel
spring. The arm (29), which carries one
cotton spool, also acts as a stop to limit the
position of the tail, which is variable by
changing the spacing nuts (27) (28).

To shut off the windcharger, the tail is
pulled to one side by the rope, turning the
dynamo and propeller out of the wind. A
great advantage of this type of brake is that
the machine may be shut off to any extent
required, so that it acts as a " trickle -
charger " to maintain the batteries in a full
condition. During winter months it is well

38
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Fig. 4.-Section
through the fan

casing.
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to make a habit of half -shutting off the wind -
charger last thing at night in case of
storms.

The pulley (18) is made from an empty
wire spool, mounted on the axle of a bicycle
wheel between two pieces of angle -iron.
These tin. or i in. angle -irons (13) (17) are
slightly opened and closed in a vice to give
the slope necessary for the pulley -drum, and
are mounted on opposite sides of the turn-
table to bring the drum into position above the
copper tube.- This necessitates cutting away
a piece of the upright (13) as shown in Fig. 2.
A more efficient and durable pulley is obtained
by mounting sl complete bicycle rear hub
instead of the wooden spool. The upright
(13) also carries the bracket (t4) which holds
the rain cover in position.

The second pulley (26) is bolted to a right-
angle bracket (34) held by the bolts which
secure the hinge, see Fig. 3. Two pieces of
aluminium are bent round this pulley to
form guards for keeping the rope in the
pulley -groove. The pulley should be at
least t2in. from the turntable. Remember
that wire cannot be used instead of rope,
since it would short-circuit the dynamo.

Action of Governor
The bracket that

holds the second
pulley -wheel also has
attached to it a length
of light tin. angle
iron or circular tube
with the governing
vane on its end. The
operation of this
governor is extremely
simple. When t h e
wind pressure on the
side vane becomes
sufficiently great to
stretch the rubber,
the side vane closes
up with the main tail,
turning the dynamo
and propeller to one
side. When the
wind falls, the rubber pulls the dynamo
into the normal position again. The main
tail is so large that it acts as an " anchor " in
space, against which the side -tail and the
rubber exert opposing forces. The length and
area of the side tail is best found by trial while
" running in " the finished wind -charger
on a small experimental pole, erected tempo-
rarily in a windy spot. Three feet is a suitable
length to try, with a vane about t2in. square.

There is a very important point to be ob-
served in the construction of this governor.
The line drawings and photographs were
made on an anti -clockwise windcharger, so
that for a clockwise dynamo the side -tail
would have to be on the other side from that
illustrated. The reason for this distinction
would take too much space to explain but
will be obvious to many readers. If built on
the wrong side, the side -tail will refuse to
work. The side -tail needs to be strengthened
by a length of wire stretched from its end to
the clamping ring (22). The vane must also
be reinforced by several light bars bolted
along its rear side. The tension in the rubber
band is made adjustable by attaching the
second spool to a low bolt whose head has
been removed, passing the bolt through a
hole in a small bracket, and screwing the nut
to any position required. The main -tail

30

29

Enlarged detail of the turntable and fittings.

cooling fan to the front of this dynamo. As
well as increasing the permissible charging
current, it completely protects the front
bearing from rain. Even if no fan blades are
fitted, it is worth while to add the casing for
this latter purpose alone. A small cake tin
(23), with a diameter the same as that of the
front plate of the dynamo, is held in position
by the screws that hold the front plate. The
screwheads will force the tin to the shape of
the countersunk holes. Six 'in. holes (38) are
drilled through the tin and front plate. Two
intake " scoops " (45), Figs. 2 and 4, are
shaped and soldered to the bottom of the
cake tin, where they will pick up the least
rain. One of these can be seen in the general
view in the photograph.

The plate which holds the propeller to the
axle (36) is spaced as far as possible from the
dynamo by the piece of pipe (37) which
presses against the inside race of the dynamo
bearing. To the back of this plate is attached
a lid (24) of a second cake tin, so that it
overlaps the first by lin. A loop of wire is
soldered to act as a rim for the first tin, where
it has been cut short, so that no water will
make its way between the two tins when the
machine is shut off on a rainy day.

Six aluminium fan blades are bolted sym-
metrically around the plate by six B.A. bolts,

4 22

23 24

Fig. 3.-PIan of windcharger, with current
collecting gear and rain -cover omitted.

is displaced a few degrees by reducing the
spacing nuts (28) to balance the permanent
pressure against the side -tail.

If a side governor is used, the tail vane
should be not less than loin. square. Never
use a flat iron bar to hold a windcharger tail.
It can vibrate in one direction, and soon
breaks off at the " node " of this vibration.
Angle iron, or tubing, is rigid in all directions.
The rain cover (19) is made from tinplate,
soldered at the edges, and with a " porch "
at one side for the rope. It is held by the
band (20) and the bracket (r4), and adds
greatly to the appearance of the finished unit.

Cooling Fan
Those who wish may add a forced draught (To be continued)

countersunk on the front plate. These blades
are bent to an angle of 45 deg. The top one
(39) is bent upwards over the head of the
propeller bolt, which it then holds in position,
and the bottom one is bent downwards, also
over the head of the other propeller bolt.
The air draught emerges through the brush
inspection holes and the gap (25) Fig. 2. A
strong plate, 6in. by 4.lin., is used as a
" washer " between the front of the propeller
blade and the two nuts that hold it, since
large local strains in the timber cause it to
split at high speeds. A singlet mfd. con-
denser is connected across the brushes, to
prevent radio interference.
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The Aqualung
A Light, Compact Diving Apparatus Which May be Used

With Equal Facility for Pleasure or Utilitarian Purposes

THE sport of underwater swimming,
fishing and exploration is becoming
increasingly popular in many different

parts of the globe, but mainly in America. It
is best suited, of course, to those places with
tropical or semi -tropical water conditions,
but in England, during the summer months,
the temperature is suitable for this kind of
aquatic sport.

The Aqualung was popularised by Captain
Cousteau, the famous French underwater
explorer, and is made in this country under
licence by Siebe Gorman and Co., Ltd.,
Davis Road, Tolworth, Surrey, who are
experts in all matters connected with diving
and, during the war, were responsible for
producing the frogman suits, human torpedo
suits, etc.

Types of Aqualung
This apparatus is in three sizes : the

Standard " Essjee " Aqualung with one
compressed air cylinder, the Twin " Essjee "
Aqualung with two compressed air cylinders,
and the Junior " Tadpole " Aqualung with
one small compressed air cylinder. They
consist of one or two cylinders of compressed
air strapped to the swimmer's back in a
webbing harness, including a belt with lead

Rubber
nose -clip Moulded rubber

mouthpiece

Pressure
gauge

Flexible pressure
gauge tube

weights suspended on it (see diagram). Each
of the cylinders is capable of holding 4o cu. ft.
of air when fully charged to x,800lb./sq. in.,
and the air flowing to the lungs is regulated
and reduced to the pressure of the surrounding
water by a two -stage demand valve. The air
travels by means of a corrugated pipe to a
mouthpiece and the exhaled carbon dioxide
passes into the surrounding water via another

The dive mask

Dive mask (moulded
with metal -Framed

detachable
ndow )

used in conjunction with
Aqualung.

Two- stage demand valve

Cylinder valve

Breathing tubes, corrugated rubber

Quick release clip
For slipping weight belt

the

On the right is the
smallest of the three
Aqualungs, the

" Tadpole."

Webbing carrying
harness

CYLINDER CAPACITY
Light steel alloy approc
I200 /Wes( 40 cud?)
Free air when charged
to 00016s/win.

The general layout of the " Essjee" Standard Aqualung.

corrugated pipe and an outlet valve. A
pressure -gauge registers the amount of air in
the cylinders. The units weigh 2o, 25 and
5olb. respectively in air, but, of course, under
water weigh practically nothing.

The operating depths and times, assuming
light exertion, are as follow :

Depth Standard Twin Tadpole
o-12ft. 35 mins. t hr. to mins. 24 mins.

33ft. 22 mins. 44 mins. 12 mins.
6oft. 15 mins. 3o mins.

tooft. lomins. 20 mins.
Used in conjunction with the equipment is

a diving mask which covers the eyes and nose,
and large rubber flippers are fitted to the feet.
Cylinders may be recharged by the British
Oxygen Co., Ltd., at any of their depots. Also
supplied by Siebe Gorman is a special sponge
rubber suit for protracted diving in very cold
water. The use of the Aqualung in conjunc-
tion with this suit suggests many other more
utilitarian purposes, such as inspecting dock
walls, oyster -bed cultivation, pearl and sponge
diving, inspection of underwater cables, and
many others.

A NEW HANDBOOK
"PRACTICAL TELEVISION CIRCUITS"

288 pages. 156 illustrations. 15,'- net.
CONTENTS

The " Argus." A Television Receiver. A 3 -inch
Midget Televisor. A Compact Televisor. An A.C.-
D.C. Television Receiver. A Combined Television
and Broadcast Receiver. The " Argus " Pre-
amplifier. Low Noise Factor Pre -amplifier. Two -
valve Pre -amplifier: A " Spot-wobbler." A Black
Spotter. A Variable E.H.T. Generator. A Portable
E.H.T. Generator. An Alignment Aid. The Grid -
dip Meter and Bar Generator. A Pattern
Generator. The Telesquare. The Practical
Television " Lynx." The Practical Television
" Super -visor." Aerial Data.
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THE catamaran, with its twin hulls, is one
of the earliest forms of water craft, and
is still used by some of the more primi-

tive peoples of the world. It doubtless owes
some of its popularity to the fact that a
hollowed -out tree trunk forms a simple but
effective method of float construction. The
catamaran is very much simpler to build
than the more conventional, larger, single -hull
craft ; it draws very little water and can be
safely navigated in weedy rivers and lakes ;
it is practically impossible to capsize and very
difficult for it to sink, and, finally, with the
floats unbolted, it could be stowed on the
roof of a to h.p. car. Thus, simplicity of
construction, safety in use, easy portability
and shallow draft make this type of craft
ideal for the amateur handyman and his
family.

General Description
It is unnecessary to give a great number of

details under this heading, as the cover plate
gives a good general idea of the finished
catamaran. The chief dimensions, however,
are : floats, Itft. Sin. overall ; beam, 6ft. 8in. ;
cockpit, 7ft. 2in. x aft. loin. (ample room for
two) ; mast, i4ft. ; boom, 8ft. A battened
Bermudan mainsail is used. The catamaran
is fitted with a centre board, and steering is by
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two rudders (one in each pontoon) which are
linked by an additional bar connecting the
two tiller bars. The craft has a safe loading
of 5oolb.

Materials
There are many woods which may be used

in boat construction, both hard and soft
types. For the catamaran, apart from making
certain that the material is straight grained
and free from knots, almost any wood can be
used, with the exception of the gunwale,
chine and keel, which must be made of a
bendable wood, such as spruce.

The floats are covered with in. resin
bonded plywood B.S.io88, obtainable from
J. Williams and Sons, Christchurch Road,
Colliers Wood, London, S.W. Hardboard
could be employed but this requires a great
deal of looking after in use.

All the fixings must be of brass or copper
as the use of steel nails and screws would
result, ultimately, in nothing but a sheer
waste of time and materials.

All the joints must be glued and for this
purpose a waterproof glue is used. One
specially recommended is "Aero 300," and
this is used in conjunction with an acid
hardener, further details of which can be
obtained from the manufacturers, Messrs.
Aero Research, Duxford, Cambridge.

Construction
The frames (1, 2,

3, 4 and the transom)
are the first to he
made. The details
from Fig. 5 (A and B)
should first of all be
drawn out on any
suitable paper to full
size and used as
templates for the final
gluing and screwing
up. The bow knee
(Fig. 6) and the apron
(Fig. 5C) should be
cut out next, leaving
the latter slightly
over -large in its width
dimensions, to allow
for adjustment when
the chine and gun-
wale strakes are
fitted. Screw the
bow knee and apron temporarily
together (as in Fig. 6), and then pre-
pare for the next stage, which is the
setting out.

You will require for ails stage a
clear floor area rift. 6in. long or
a

rleong le
pla, well supported ontsts.nk A

centre -line, the

Transom
21
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Fig. i (Zbc-e).-Side elevation, giving main dimensions and general details.
(Bcicw).-Plan view with float ccvcring removed.

length of the float, should be drawn and the
various station distances (bow, 5, 2, 3, 4,
and transom) marked along it (see Fig. i).
Transom and frames should then be screwed
keel uppermost on blocks i fin. high and firmly
fixed vertically in their respective positions.
The apron and knee should now be
permanently fixed.

Next the keel strip is bent into position
and, after making certain of the fit, glued and
screwed. Following this, the gunwale strips

fia.orl .tad ttIrtn thp rhine. Th. in;nte at
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the apron are rather difficult to cut and great
care must be taken (see Fig. 2). After allowing
the required time for the glue to set, the chine
and keel must be chamfered off to conform
to the frame curvature, and, at the bow (as
shown in Fig. 2), the chine strip must provide
an even flow to the chamfered sides of the
apron. Fig. 3 shows how the transom will
appear and the framework should now be as
in Fig. 4.

Covering
As plywood is only obtainable in 8ft.

lengths, the covering must be done in sections,
the first being the underside length, between
the frames i and 4, followed by the stern and
bow sections ; these butt at the centres of
frames r and 4. Here paper templates should
be used to assist marking out the plywood.
After the various sections of plywood have
been cut and temporarily tacked into position,
a pencil should be run along the inside of the
chine and sides of the keel, marking the ply-
wood as a glueing guide. Fixing should be by
',in. screws at 4in. centres on the keel and Sin.
along the chine.

Covering the bow section may prove diffi-
cult owing to the rather acute curve where the
keel meets the apron foot, but, if boiling
water is poured over the plywood, it will
bend quite easily.

The edge of the plywood should now be
planed roff to the
angle of the frame -
sides, as the side
covering overlaps.
Between frame

Bow
go.

FRONT. ELEV.
OF FLOAT

and the bow the
overlap gradually
changes to a butt
joint. When the
side covering has
been completed and
all the chamfering
along the chine
done, the float can
be unscrewed from
its building position
and turned topside
up. Now add the
small reinforcing
pieces ( Ain. ply)
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Fig. 3.-Constructional de-
tails of the transom.

tion the galvanised bolts in frames i and 4,
the deck can be added. This is followed
by the fixing of the stem, half round moulding
along the gunwales and a !lin. x tin. rubbing
strip along the keel.

The whole of the foregoing procedure must,
of course, be repeated for the second float.

The Cockpit
This superstructure is quite simply made

and can be modified in many ways, providing
the final result is a robust job. A suggested
design is given in Fig. 7.

The two main cross bearers should be
good sound timber as they will have to take a
considerable strain. They should measure
4in. x 2in. x 6ft. 8in. long, and are drilled at
each end with two holes for attachment to
the floats. They are positioned at the
distance between frames i and 4 and are
joined together by two longitudinal runners
Sin. x 1M. These runners are themselves
connected by three deck bearers also Sin. s
I in. All joints on the above should be
mortise and tenon, glued, wedged and screwed
as well.

This framework should now be covered
fore and aft by fin. planking to form a

platform. The planking should be, if
possible, tongued and grooved, and nailed on.
The cockpit sides come next and are made

from 'in. plywood. They
must be glued and screwed
to the side runners. Nov
add the horizontal strips
which form the forward and
stern cockpit edges.

just forward of
frame 2. These are
to give additional
thickness to the
skin, where the
shroud plates screw
on.

After well var-
nishing the interior
and placing in posi- Fig. 4.-The completed framework.
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THE catamaran, with its twin hulls, is one
of the earliest forms of water craft, and
is still used by some of the more primi-

tive peoples of the world. It doubtless owes
some of its popularity to the fact that a
hollowed -out tree trunk forms a simple but
effective method of float construction. The
catamaran is very much simpler to build
than the more conventional, larger, single -hull
craft ; it draws very little water and can be
safely navigated in weedy rivers and lakes ;
it is practically impossible to capsize and very
difficult for it to sink, and, finally, with the
floats unbolted, it could be stowed on the
roof of a to h.p. car. Thus, simplicity of
construction, safety in use, easy portability
and shallow draft make this type of craft
ideal for the amateur handyman and his
family.

General Description
It is unnecessary to give a great number of

details under this heading, as the cover plate
gives a good general idea of the finished
catamaran. The chief dimensions, however,
are : floats, Itft. Sin. overall ; beam, 6ft. 8in. ;
cockpit, 7ft. 2in. x aft. loin. (ample room for
two) ; mast, i4ft. ; boom, 8ft. A battened
Bermudan mainsail is used. The catamaran
is fitted with a centre board, and steering is by
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two rudders (one in each pontoon) which are
linked by an additional bar connecting the
two tiller bars. The craft has a safe loading
of 5oolb.

Materials
There are many woods which may be used

in boat construction, both hard and soft
types. For the catamaran, apart from making
certain that the material is straight grained
and free from knots, almost any wood can be
used, with the exception of the gunwale,
chine and keel, which must be made of a
bendable wood, such as spruce.

The floats are covered with in. resin
bonded plywood B.S.io88, obtainable from
J. Williams and Sons, Christchurch Road,
Colliers Wood, London, S.W. Hardboard
could be employed but this requires a great
deal of looking after in use.

All the fixings must be of brass or copper
as the use of steel nails and screws would
result, ultimately, in nothing but a sheer
waste of time and materials.

All the joints must be glued and for this
purpose a waterproof glue is used. One
specially recommended is "Aero 300," and
this is used in conjunction with an acid
hardener, further details of which can be
obtained from the manufacturers, Messrs.
Aero Research, Duxford, Cambridge.

Construction
The frames (1, 2,

3, 4 and the transom)
are the first to he
made. The details
from Fig. 5 (A and B)
should first of all be
drawn out on any
suitable paper to full
size and used as
templates for the final
gluing and screwing
up. The bow knee
(Fig. 6) and the apron
(Fig. 5C) should be
cut out next, leaving
the latter slightly
over -large in its width
dimensions, to allow
for adjustment when
the chine and gun-
wale strakes are
fitted. Screw the
bow knee and apron temporarily
together (as in Fig. 6), and then pre-
pare for the next stage, which is the
setting out.

You will require for ails stage a
clear floor area rift. 6in. long or
a

rleong le
pla, well supported ontsts.nk A

centre -line, the

Transom
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Fig. i (Zbc-e).-Side elevation, giving main dimensions and general details.
(Bcicw).-Plan view with float ccvcring removed.

length of the float, should be drawn and the
various station distances (bow, 5, 2, 3, 4,
and transom) marked along it (see Fig. i).
Transom and frames should then be screwed
keel uppermost on blocks i fin. high and firmly
fixed vertically in their respective positions.
The apron and knee should now be
permanently fixed.

Next the keel strip is bent into position
and, after making certain of the fit, glued and
screwed. Following this, the gunwale strips
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the apron are rather difficult to cut and great
care must be taken (see Fig. 2). After allowing
the required time for the glue to set, the chine
and keel must be chamfered off to conform
to the frame curvature, and, at the bow (as
shown in Fig. 2), the chine strip must provide
an even flow to the chamfered sides of the
apron. Fig. 3 shows how the transom will
appear and the framework should now be as
in Fig. 4.

Covering
As plywood is only obtainable in 8ft.

lengths, the covering must be done in sections,
the first being the underside length, between
the frames i and 4, followed by the stern and
bow sections ; these butt at the centres of
frames r and 4. Here paper templates should
be used to assist marking out the plywood.
After the various sections of plywood have
been cut and temporarily tacked into position,
a pencil should be run along the inside of the
chine and sides of the keel, marking the ply-
wood as a glueing guide. Fixing should be by
',in. screws at 4in. centres on the keel and Sin.
along the chine.

Covering the bow section may prove diffi-
cult owing to the rather acute curve where the
keel meets the apron foot, but, if boiling
water is poured over the plywood, it will
bend quite easily.

The edge of the plywood should now be
planed roff to the
angle of the frame -
sides, as the side
covering overlaps.
Between frame

Bow
go.

FRONT. ELEV.
OF FLOAT

and the bow the
overlap gradually
changes to a butt
joint. When the
side covering has
been completed and
all the chamfering
along the chine
done, the float can
be unscrewed from
its building position
and turned topside
up. Now add the
small reinforcing
pieces ( Ain. ply)
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Fig. 3.-Constructional de-
tails of the transom.

tion the galvanised bolts in frames i and 4,
the deck can be added. This is followed
by the fixing of the stem, half round moulding
along the gunwales and a !lin. x tin. rubbing
strip along the keel.

The whole of the foregoing procedure must,
of course, be repeated for the second float.

The Cockpit
This superstructure is quite simply made

and can be modified in many ways, providing
the final result is a robust job. A suggested
design is given in Fig. 7.

The two main cross bearers should be
good sound timber as they will have to take a
considerable strain. They should measure
4in. x 2in. x 6ft. 8in. long, and are drilled at
each end with two holes for attachment to
the floats. They are positioned at the
distance between frames i and 4 and are
joined together by two longitudinal runners
Sin. x 1M. These runners are themselves
connected by three deck bearers also Sin. s
I in. All joints on the above should be
mortise and tenon, glued, wedged and screwed
as well.

This framework should now be covered
fore and aft by fin. planking to form a

platform. The planking should be, if
possible, tongued and grooved, and nailed on.
The cockpit sides come next and are made

from 'in. plywood. They
must be glued and screwed
to the side runners. Nov
add the horizontal strips
which form the forward and
stern cockpit edges.

just forward of
frame 2. These are
to give additional
thickness to the
skin, where the
shroud plates screw
on.

After well var-
nishing the interior
and placing in posi- Fig. 4.-The completed framework.
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Fig. 8.-(i) Halyard Cleat ; (2) Gooseneck ; (3)
Typical Pintles. and Gudgeon Plate ; (4) Ring
Plate ; (5) Chain Plate ; (6) Pulley Block.

Brass ferrules
3/edia oltrass -

r,H

1dia (Z)

(46, METHOD OF CONNECTING
Quu THE TILLERS

Section
TILLER 3'.6"long ash

(roundefop side to fit tiller cap
and tapered at end

Position
r- 5"-.1 to !Vial

of brass
tiller
cap 1

.o1.,,ht,"hi iti
ft

112

2-4"

MAST STEP PLATE

brass
bolt

11i\

hiclearence

Fig. 5.-Details of the centre board, the rudders,
tillers, apron and stem, transom, etc.
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Next comes the covering and this can be
done in one piece or in separate sections, the
joints in the latter case coming along the
cockpit edge beams.

The Centre Board Trunking
First cut the slot to take the trunk, which

is made up as detailed in Fig. 5D. The boards
forming the sides should be true, as any
warping will affect the easy sliding action
of the centre board, dimensions of which are
given in Fig. 5D. Attach the top edge of the
trunk to the cockpit cross member ; the
screwing can be done through the hole for
the mast in the for'd coaming. As the centre-
board has to take a lot of strain, four knees
are now added to the trunking sides ; these
can be screwed up through the floor planking
from the underside, but diagonal screwing will
be necessary to attach them to the trunking.
Finally, add the mast step plate, which is
nailed to the floor boards and drill in. holes
in the main bearers to suit the bolts in the
floats.

The Rudders
For the blades, use is made again of tin.

resin bonded plywood. This is pivoted
between two cheeks and securely glued and

Ili cap screwed to top edge of Centre board

Support
knees r-

1/4 141-

114 Joints cut to
framework only

46.

CENTRE BOARD
& TRUNK

/14

.

-I I-

2"

10;
11/2.4

13"

3/(Resin
bonded

ply

1V2*

'74

1/4"

TRANSOM
(looking aft)

Frames 2&3 2",1"
pine

--t

/2 flat on leading 1,71 3/4'edge to take half ,4"
round brass strip 10'

0

4",,2" FR1.14
1,2" FR 2&3

f t.

APRON 8 STEM
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nailed to a distance piece, the resultant three
thicknesses forming the rudder stock, to
which is added a wrapped over brass cap to
form the tiller bar socket, (see Fig. 5E.) The
tiller bars are best made up from oak or ash
and are ferruled at the tapered ends, to provide
the bearing hole for the connecting bar (see
Fig. 5F). This is made up from stout
dowelling, also ferruled at the ends. The
length of this between the bearing points
should be the same as the distance between
the starboard and port rudder pintles, typical
examples of which are shown in Fig. 8.

The Mast
This should be made from spruce or pine

and should be 212in. diameter at the base,
' tapering to r Ain. at the top and t4ft. high.
It can be made from two strips glued back
to back, this simple lamination making for
greater strength. At a distance Sin. down
from the top, a slot gin. wide should be cut
for a small pulley to take the halyard. This
pulley should be inserted after the mast is
varnished and this also applies to the track,
which should run from immediately below
the pulley slot to within 'ft. 6in. of the foot.
The top of the track should be closed to
prevent the sliders being pulled out.

The Boom
This is 8ft. long and made from spruce

or pine. A section is shown in
Fig. 6. It is of the slot-
ted type, the rope
edging on the

ld Ply sides

1

Fig. 7 (Right).-
A suggested de-
sign for the
superstructure.

C1

Longitudinal deck bearer _

e,,11/2 jointed at ends

34 die
hole

Glued joint

1/2 A

1/8

r-

2%;

sail foot, sliding into the hole and the sail
along the slot, thus securing it. At the mast
end and below the slot, a hole should be
drilled to take the gooseneck spigot (see Fig. 6).
It is also usual to reinforce this end with a
brass capping, 'ft. 6in. from the boom tip,
provision should be made for fitting the
pulley, an example of which is shown in Fig. 8.
Another should be attached to a brass ring
to allow it to slide along the traverse bar in the
cockpit.

The Rigging
This comprises four Rin. galvanised wire

shrouds, one from each bow, where they are
attached to eye plates. The other two run
from the sides of the port and starboard
floats, just forward of frame 2, and are attached
to chain plates screwed into - the reinforced
positions in the plywood skin. All four are
then brought up to within 2ft. of the mast
head and attached to a pronged brass collar.
Each must be fitted with wire strainers. The
main halyard is tin. hemp and after passing
through the pulley at the top of the mast, it

Position for
gooseneck spigot

Wood ormeta/ traverse bar

Reinforcing strip nailed to
underside edge

Centre board
trunk

Support knees

Horizontal deck bearers
3"xl 112"

SECTION THRO BOOM

3/4" Keel

Frame 1

Temp. blocks raising frames
11/2n from GL

2-2"

SET UP FOR BOW SECTION
0 ilf
ft.

54'4"

Apron

131/i

GL.

Fig. 6.-A sectional view
of the boom and how to set

up the bow section.

A general view of the bow construction.

passes through another at the foot and so
to a belaying cleat in the side of the centreboard
trunk.

Centreboard

3/4
cockpit coming

Deckboards

Mast step plate

4".1x /77c9/f) bearer

1/2dia. ho/es spaced at eapart
to suit floats

The Bermudan Sail
Sailmaking is a very difficult task, and few

amateurs care to tackle it. Messrs. Jeckels &
Sons, Ltd., of Wroxham, Norfolk, and Messrs.
A. Beale, of Shaftesbury Avenue, London,
W.C.2, make sails to order and will gladly give
quotations, but whatever the reader's decision,
the main dimensions are as follow : t ift. 6in.
luff ; 7ft. 6in. along the foot ; t3ft. 6in. leech,
in which are three battens. The sail is made
in ift. wide panels from lightweight sail
cloth and should be roped along the foot and
up the luff, to which brass slides are sewn.

Finishing
All the woodwork should be sandpapered

and if a varnish finish is desired, the floats
and superstructure can be stained to enhance
the natural grain in the wood and at least
three coats of a marine varnish applied.
Alternatively, if you have used hardboard for
the skin, painting is the best treatment, but
once again marine paints should be used.
The mast and spars are always varnished and
to preserve the shine on the brass fittings,
these should be varnished also.
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Man-made Elements
The Discovery of New Elements Other than the Natural Ones

IN the last decade or so, the age-old quest
for a means of transmuting the elements
has been realised in a surprisingly

rapid manner. Notionly have existing elements
been transmuted into other known elements,
but hitherto unknown elements have been
made.

Unfortunately, many of the newer dis-
coveries in this field have passed unnoticed by
most of us, being completely overshadowed by
the development of nuclear fissionable mater-
ials which are capable of the spontaneous
evolution of large quantities of energy. That
this is so is inevitable, for the strategic and
economic importance of atomic power cannot
be overlooked and, whilst everyone is aware
of the man-made element, plutonium, because
it is used in atomic weapons, few have heard
of the other man-made elements, the dis-
covery of the last of which was announced
recently.

This most recently produced element,
which has been tentatively called eka-holmium,
is the ninety-ninth one and we may, no doubt,
look forward to a future announcement of
the discovery of the hundredth element-an
event of no little importance. Out of this

t. !o2.U2:;4 ont 9-132,9
uranium 238 + neutron uranium 239

2. 921-12:9 aals1p239 --1 (0
uranium 239 neptunium 239 +

electron

3. 9::/sipafa, aaPu2't. + -1[1'
neptunium 239 plutonium 239 +

electron
(a)

I. 921.J238 + 1132 93Npa38 ± 2001
uranium 238 + deutron neptunium 238 + 2

neutrons

2. 93Np`.n_NsaPu2"9_ t flO
neptunium 238 plutonium 238 -I-

electron
(b)

r. 921.12:-,8 + onl tvitY237 + 2onl
uranium 238 + neutron uranium 237 + 2

neutrons

aaTja:;7
uranium 237

salsip237 + - t do
neptunium + electron

(c)

Fig. 1.-Transmutation of uranium into the
new elements neptunium and plutonium.

(a) Uranium 238 into neptunium 239 and
plutonium 239 using slow moving neutrons ;

(b) Uranium 238 into neptunium 238 and
plutonium 238 using dezarons from cyclotron ;

(c) Uranium 238 into long-lived neptunium
237 using high velocity neutrons derived from
particles accelerated in cyclotron.

[Note that in these transformations, fl -rays,
i.e.,high velocity electrons are emitted from the
nucleus. These are thought to be produced by a

neutron changing into a proton.]

first century of elements, no less than eight
will then have been made by man.

It has long been known that there are
92 naturally occurring elements and it was
commonly believed that these were all the
elements capable of an independent existence.
This appeared to be borne out by the be-
haviour of the larger atoms which, frequently,
displayed the phenomenon of radioactivity,
i.e., the omission of particles of matter from
the nucleus which invariably led to a reduction
in both atomic weight and atomic number.

Some investigators acknowledged the fact
that heavier elements had probably existed
in the past, but these, being radioactive and

By " PHYSICIST "

unstable, had by now completely disappeared.
A few saw the possibility of remaking some
of these by forcing particles into the nucleus ;

carry a positive electrical charge and are
called protons, whilst others, having the same
mass as the proton, are electrically neutral
and are called neutrons. There is still much
controversy as to the precise nature of the

General view of the Harwell Imin. cyclotron magnet during erection. The magnet contains
70o tons of steel. Some of the copper windings have been installed on the lower pole. There
are six pairs on each pole now that the magnet is completed, containing a total of 8o tons of
copper. At maximum power a current of 60o amps at 500 volts is passed through the coils.

but the practical means of achieving this
seemed impossible.

Although most of the new man-made
elements do not survive very long, for they
are radioactive and disintegrate by the
emission of particles, their importance should
not be underestimated. They represent the
successful outcome of man's first attempts
to synthesise atomic nuclei and as such, they
may very well lead to the discovery of valuable
new materials.

Among the existing man-made elements
there is one material, plutonium 239, which
though radioactive, is very stable until it is
bombarded by neutrons, whereupon, it splits
rapidly into two smaller atoms together with
the evolution of a large quantity of energy. In
point of fact it seems likely that most of the
world's future power supplies will be ob-
tained from the transmutation of uranium 238
into plutonium 239 in atomic reactors and
thus we shall, in effect, obtain virtually free
power as the stocks of this valuable and long-
lasting element are built up.

Atomic Structure
All atoms are made up of a small solid core,

or nucleus, in the space around which several
smaller particles revolve. These smaller
particles, known as electrons, carry a negative
electrical charge and their total charge is
counter -balanced by an equal and opposite
charge on the nucleus.

It has been shown that, with one exception,
the nucleus is not a single entity, but is made
up of several discreet particles, some of which

fundamental nuclear particle, but this need
not concern us here.

By comparision with the nucleus, the
(Continued on page 447.)

B

E

B

A

A

B

Fig. 2a.-Diagrammatic representation of a
cyclotron. A-magnet pole pieces ; B-energising
coils for the magnet ; C--" Dee" shaped
accelerating electrodes, which are in an evacuated
enclosure ; D-particles to be accelerated enter
the " Dees" here ; E-evacuated enclosure in

which the " Dees" are situated.
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The fact that you are reading this magazine indicates that you appreciate crafts-
manship and first quality equipment. This encourages us to advertise here as we
know that the instruments we sell will appeal to men of discrimination. Unfor-
tunately the limitations of space make it impossible to give you anything more
than a rough cross section of the good things in stock at DOLLONDS of the STRAND.

CAMERAS, etc.
Leica 111, chrome, 52 Summitar, coated. E.R. case. £87 10s. 0,1.
Agfa Karat, 53.5 Solinar, Compur Rapid shutter, Ever Ready case, £15.
Retina 11, f13.5 Ektar, Compur Rapid. E.R. case, £43 10s. Od.
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Super Ikonta 531, f/3.5 Tessar, Compur Rapid, E.R. case, £52 les. Od.
Aldis Epidiascope, educational pattern, taking solid objects up to Bin. square and
31in. lantern slides ; with slide carrier, cover, shop soiled, £85 (carriage extra).

BINOCULARS
7 x 50 Ross Steplux, centre focusing, -coated. case. £82 10s. Od.
7 x50 Barr & Stroud, eyepiece focusing, case. £22 10$. Od.
7 x 42 Barr & Stroud Service, case, £18 10s. Od.
10 x Prism Periscope, without case. £10.
12 x 40 Denhill, C.F.. case, £12 10s. Od.
6 x 30 Zeiss Marineglas, eyepiece focusing. case, £10.
8 x 24 Zeiss Turactem, centre focusing, case, £10 17s. 64.
6 x 24 Watson, EY.. case, £7 18s. 6d.

TELESCOPES
Hughes Observation, 31n. 0.G.. x35, leather -covered body on tall wood tripod. £15.
Hawk, lin. 0.0.. x 18, pocket telescope, £3 15s. Od.
Negretti & Zambra, Field Artillery, 2 and 1/bin. 0.G., x 18, tripod. £7110s. 04.
Harris, 2in. 0.G.. 1 astro. eyepiece, 2 terr. eyepieces, table stand, box. £15.
Newton, 3M. 0.G., telescope body with starlinder, and fitted box, £13 10s. Od.
3M. O.G. mounted in cell, with pancratic eyepiece x 50 to x 65, £8 10s. Od.
21in. O.G. mounted in cell, £410s. Od.

MICROSCOPES
Beck Greenough, inclinable prism head, 3 paired objs., 59 mm., 32 mm. and 16 mm.,

pair wide field eyepieces, armrests, case. (listed, £78 ls. 64.), unused. £53 5s. Od.
Watson " Kline," inclinable to horizontal, triple nosepiece, focusing substage with

Abbe condenser, 2/31n., 1/bin. objectives. 2 eyepieces, case. £27 10s. Od.
Bausch & Lomb. black and chrome, mechanical stage, triple nosepiece, focusing

Abbe substage 2,3in., 1/61n. objectives. 2 eyepieces, case. £32 10s. Od.
Send for Lists of Second-hand instruments, mentioning " Practical Mechanics."

DLLN DS
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428, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
%AP n00

HIGH-SPEED SENSITIVE
POWER BENCH DRILLING MACHINE

CHUCK CAPACITY 5/16"

An Accurate Machine Tool,
for Machining to very fine

Limits.

Write for full details and
specifications.

Price

1.8104
(NETT)

CARRIAGE
PAID

ABERDEEN PRECISION ENGINEERING
CO  LIMITED

WELLINGTON STREET ABERDEEN

OUTSTANDING SCIENTIFIC BOOKS AT ONLY
A FRACTION OF THE NORMAL -PRICES!

Join The

SCIENTIFIC
Book Club

You BUY Books Published at
1016, 1216, 151- for ONLY 3/6

Each month the Scientific Book Club brings to its members the
of the march of modern science, told in
thoroughly dependable books by the front -
rank scientific writers of our time -vivid
vital, constructive contributions to Man's
unceasing, struggle to solve the problems of
the Universe. And although the ordinary
editions of these books are sold to the
general public for 10s. 6d., 12s. 6d. and .15s.,
THE PRICE TO MEMBERS OF THE
SCIENTIFIC BOOK CLUB IS ONLY
3s. 6d. ! Remember, too, that Scientific
Book Club selections are full-length and
unabridged. They are printed on good
quality paper, well -bound, with an attrac-

tive picture jacket. The selections listed below give some idea
of the wonderful value offered to members of the Scientific
Book Club -you would, in fact, save no less than £4 Os. 6d. on
these books alone ! Through the Scientific Book Club you
will be able to build up, at remarkably low cost, a first-class
collection of best-selling books. Now is the time to join !

fascinating story

A triumph of modern
boolc production.

SOME RECENT AND FORTHCOMING SELECTIONS
-at only 3s. 6d. to members -include BETWEEN THE TIDES, by
Philip Street (Published at 15s.) ; INSECTS INDOMITABLE, by
Evelyn Cheesman (12s. 6d.) ; CURIOUS CREATURES, by Erna Pinner
(12s. 6d.) ; BUTTERFLY FARMER, by L. Hugh Newman (16s.) ;
CAVES OF ADVENTURE, by Haroun Tazieff (12s. 6d.) ; THE HEAL-
ING ARTS, by Kenneth Walker (12s. 6d.) ; THE WORLD'S GREAT
BRIDGES, by H. Shirley Smith (15s.) ; EXPLORATIONS IN SCIENCE,
by Waldemar Kaempffert (12s. 6d.). All wonderful value !

FILL IN THIS ENROLMENT FORM TODAY
To the Scientific Book Club, 121, Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2.

I wish to join the Scientific Book Club and agree to purchase the selected book issued
each month to members at a cost of 3s. 6d. (postage 6d.). I agree to continue my member-
ship for a minimum of six books and thereafter until countermanded.

Name

I will pay for selections on receipt.
Or if you wish to save time, postage and postal -order costs, you may send
an advance subscription. Six -months 24s. 04. ; twelve months 48s. Od.

 I enclose 24s./48s. (strike out amount not applicable).
Prac. Mechanics /3.

* Place V in the space above, as required.

Address

BLOCK LETTERS, PLEASE

Overseas enrolments must be accompanied by an advance subscription.
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MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO,. OFFER :-
BECK PRISMATIC PERISCOPES. 6x magnification, adjustable eyepiece at right
angles, length 17in. extending to 23in.. removable handgrip, in leather carrying
cases, used, otherwise in perfect condition, a real bargain. 25/-, Post 1/6. KLAXON
STRESS, fitted handgrip, operated by turning handle, internal 40-1 gears. gives a
loud warning note, used by Civil Defence, ideal for works, farms, building sites.
field events, boats. etc.. etc., fraction of original cost, 30/-, carriage 5/-. P.M.
SPEAKERS, less transformers, brand new latest types, suitable for extension
speakers. etc., Electro Acoustic Industries " Elac " 64in. dia., 12/6, post 1,6. ;

ditto same make 3i in. sq. front, 10/-, post 1/-. Goodman 61in. dia. wafer type. 10/-.
POst 1/3. Plessey 3M. dia. personal portable type, 8/6. post 9d. HOOVER MOTOR
BLOWERS, terminations for 12 or 24 v. D.C., also suitable for 20 or 40 v. A.C.,
size 51in. long, motor dia. 3in., fan casing dia. 41in., inlet and outlet ports I lin.
dia., the ideal blower for car heaters and air conditioners, vacuum cleaners.
etc., new unused, 25/-. post 1/6. PROJECTION UNITS, consists of optical
mounts containing a bloomed F2.2 Achromatic 31in. F.L. lens, also a concave/
convex ground glass, attached lamphouse, fitted highly polished reflector, with 24 v.
15 watt. lamp, taken from new equipment, 10/-, post 1/-. VENNER 24 -VOLT TIME
DELAY SWITCHES, consists of a high grade clockwork motor, with external
press wind, 2 electromagnets, with 5 -pole cam operated contacts, in smart metal
eases 31in. x 21in. x 21in. fitted 4 -way terminal block, new boxed, cost Is.. our price.
7113. post 1/-. ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, 32 mfd. 450 v. D.C., high grade
manufacture, new and guaranteed, cartons of 25 condensers, 20/-, post paid.
RECEIVERS TYPE 5C/2264. a complete self-contained instrument for direct
vision of otherwise Invisible Infra -Red sources, size 6in. long, extending with shade
to Bin., 21in. dia., includes front magnifying lens, image convertor cell. duo -Achro-
matic lens system, infra -red filter glass, requires 3,000 v. D.C. at negligible current
to operate, instrument new, unused, 35/-, post 1/6. STABILIZING HEADS.
consists of 80 -deg. vertical and horizontal action, with micrometer knob control,
graduated scales, fitted vacuum operated gyroscope, includes fine cut gears, worms.
helical traverse, etc.. weight 161bs., fraction of original cost. 15/, carriage 216.
PLESSEY 2001250 v. A.C. mains shaded pole motors, as fitted to the 3 -speed gram.
units, size 3in. x 3M. x 21in., list price. 36/-, our price, new, boxed. 12/6, post 1/3.
BREECH MECHANISMS, consists of a revolving magazine to take 5 cartridges,
lever actuated with special oil hydraulic check, electric firing mechanism, used
for engine starting, brand new, originally cost £20, our price, 10/, post 2/4. AIR
COMPRESSORS, Romec rotary vane, develops approx. 40/501bs. se. in., when
driven by 1 h.p. motor, size less shaft 61n. long, 4in. x 4in. dia., fitted 2in. long lin.
dia. shaft; new in sealed cartons, 20/, post 2/4. " K " TYPE CYLINDER LOCKS.
dead -locking and thiefproof, has 7 concentric tumblers, instead of the usual 5 in -
line, interchangeable with ordinary cylinder locks, for right or left-hand doors.
complete with 2 keys and all fittings, instruction booklet, new boxed, list price,
18/9, our price. 5/-, post 1/1 ; 2 for 10/-, Post paid. BURGESS MICRO SWITCHES,
size 2in. x lin. x tin., make or break, has 101 applications, our price, new, unused.
1/9. post 3d. 18/- doz., post 1/-. CRYSTAL SET COILS, dual range. Med. and
L.W., high gain, complete with circuit and diagram, new boxed. 2/6. post 3d.
CRYSTAL SET CONDENSERS, variable .0005 mfd., bakelite dielectric,with pointer
knob, 316. post 4d. CRYSTAL SET DETECTORS, latest wire -ended Germanium
diodes, 21-. post 3d. D.C. SERIES MOTORS. 12/24 v. D.C. 15/20 amps., size 6 lin.
long, 32in. dia., fitted lin. dia. shaft, weight bibs., a very superior motor, originally
cost £10, our price new, unused, 7/6, post and packing 2/6. TELEPHONE SETS,
consists of 2 combined microphones and receivers. 20ft. twin connecting flex, provides
perfect 2 -way communication (up to 1 -mile with extra flex), self -energised, no bat-
tery required, complete ready for use. new boxed, 12/6, post 1/3. BUZZERS. 3-6 v.
high note, variable note control, very superior, easily worth 30/-, our price new.
unused, 5/-, pat 1/-. VARIABLE RHEOSTATS, wire -wound on circular ceramic
former, laminated wiper, 50 ohms at 1 amp., easily altered to 12.5 ohms at 2 amps.,
new, unused, 5/-, post 1/1. CELLOPHANE BAGS, size 71in. x 6in., ideal for sand-
wiches, packaging, etc.. etc., brand new cartons of 1,000 bags, 12/6, post 2/6 ; sample
100 bags, 2/-, post 6d.
Also hundreds of other interesting bargains, send 3d. with s.a.e. for current lists.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, 17.1 Tel. HAR-1308

NEW! LEARN
THE PRACTICAL WAY
With many courses we supply
actual equipment thus corn -

I
bining theory and practice
in the correct educational

I sequence. This equipment,

I
specially prepared and de-
signed remains your property.

I Courses include: Radio, Tele-
vision, Mechanics. Electricity,
Draughtsmanship, Carpentry,
Photography Commercial

I Arc, etc.

THE

The HEART
of the
HOME

- WORKSHOP

ML7 al" LATHE

If there is any one
reason why more
and more ML7
Lathes are being in-
stalled in home workshops all over the world, it is because they
more value per £1 than any other machines of a similar capacity.

() `1DjID) NOTTINGHAMN

IF IT'S
POWER 1/4" TOOL POWER GENERAL PURPOSE DRILL

TOOLS- This is it ! Bridges newest drill with twice the power
and 4 times the life of any other drill in its class

IT'S BRIDGES Faster penetration, easier handling, bags of guts. Lilo
all Tool Power' tools it's built to last a lifetime.

S. N. BRIDGES & CO. LTD., BRIDGES PLACE, PARSONS GREEN LANE, S.W.6 (REN 1177/3)

represent

FOR TOOL POWER
THE POWER TOOLS THAT

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS
OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER

150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME

Accountancy Commercial Art M.C.A. Licences Sanitation
Advertising Drawing Mechanical Engineering Secretaryship
Aeronautical Customs & Excise Officer Motor Engineering Sheet Metal Work

Engineering Draughtsmanship Photography Shorthand & Typing
Automobile Economics P.M.C. Licences Sound Recording

Engineering Electrical Engineering Police Structural Eng.
Banking Electronics Production Engineering Telecommunications
Book-keeping Fashion Drawing Public Speaking Television
Building Heating & Ventilating Eng. Radar Time & Motion Study
Business Management Industrial Administration Radio & Television Tracing
Carpentry Journalism Servicing Welding
Chemistry Languages Radio Engineering Writing
Civil Service Marine Engineering Refrigeration Works Management
Civil Engineering Mathematics Retail Shop Management Workshop Practice
Commercial Subjects Salesmanship and many others.

Also courses for University Degrees. General Certificate of Education, B.Sc.Eng., A.M.I.Mech,E,,
9.0.0.0., A.C.1.S A.M,Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.I.A., City & Guilds Examinations, R.S.A. certificates, etc.

ADVANTAGES OF E.M.I. TRAINING
* The teaching methods are planned to meet modern

industrial requirements. * We offer training in all

subjects which provide lucrative jobs or interesting
hobbies. * A tutor is personally allotted by name to
ensure private and individual tuition. * Free advice

COURSES FROM 41 PER MONTH I

The only Postal College which is part
of a world-wide Industrial Organisation

covering all aspects of training is given to students
before and after enrolment with us.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please send without obligation your FREE book.

E. M.I. INSTITUTES (Dept. 14410

43 Grove Paris Road, London,W.4 Phone: Chiswick 4417/8

NAME

ADDRESS

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST
31/7
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Particles enter chamber 'Cled'shaped
here electrodes

High Frequency Alternating
Potential applied here

Beam of high
velocity particles
leaving chamber

Fig. 2b. -Diagram of electrodes in which
particles are accelerated. Path of particles

undergoing acceleration is a spiral.

electron is virtually weightless, so that for all
practical purposes it can be assumed that all
the mass of the atom is in the nucleus.

It is customary to refer to the mass of the
proton or neutron as unity, and in this way
an atomic weight can be deduced for every
atom which is numerically equal to the total
number of protons and neutrons in nucleus.
Thus, for hydrogen, whose nucleus is a
single proton, the atomic weight is r and a
particular type of uranium whose atomic
weight is 235 has a nucleus made up of 92
protons and 143 neutrons.

Hydrogen, which is the simplest atom of
all, has one electron rotating around the single
proton and all other elements have atoms of
increasing size and complexity, up to uranium
238 which is the largest naturally occurring
atom (excluding plutonium 239, which was
originally thought not to exist naturally, but
has subsequently been found in very small
quantities).

The chemical properties of atoms are
determined exclusively by the number and
configuration of the electrons which rotate
around the nucleus and, as long as the number
of electrons remains the same, the chemical
properties of the atom will remain unchanged,
even though the number of particles in the
nucleus, i.e., the mass of the atom, varies.
Of course, in all these variants, the charge
on the nucleus must remain the same or the
electron configuration will be disturbed and
electrons will either be lost or gained to
maintain the electrical neutrality of the atom
and the chemical properties will alter. Thus,
an atom of one element will be changed into
that of another.

It is usual to consider the charge on a
proton or electron to be unity and to express
the total charge on the nucleus in these
units. This is often referred to as the atomic
number of the element and these run con-
secutively from hydrogen with an atomic
number of r to the various types of uranium
atoms of atomic number 92.

The atomic number therefore defines an
element and, as we have seen, as long as this
remains unchanged, the atomic weight may
vary and yet all the variants will have identical
chemical properties.

Almost every element is now known to
exist in several such forms, which are called
isotopes. They may be looked upon as
atoms in which the nuclei are enriched or
deficient in neutrons ; the number of protons
and, hence, the electric charge remaining the
same.

The simplest atom of all, hydrogen, has an
isotope -heavy hydrogen or deuterium, whose

nucleus is twice as heavy as that of ordinary
hydrogen. This, when combined with oxygen,
gives heavy water, which is growing in
importance because of its use as a moderator
in atomic reactors.

Because isotopes of one element have
identical chemical characteristics, they are
extremely difficult to separate and methods
of separation which rely upon differences
in their physical characteristics have been
evolved, notably diffusion, centrifuging, or
the mass spectograph. These methods become
less successful as the size of the nucleus
increases, for the weight difference between
the isotopes is invariably small and its
significance thus decreases with increasing
nuclear size.

The Isotopes of Uranium
Naturally occurring uranium contains three

isotopes, viz., uranium 234, uranium 235
arid uranium 238 (the numbers refer to the
atomic weight of each isotope). There is
only one uranium 235 atom to every 140

1. s4Pu2ss ont
plutonium 239 1 -

neutron

2. 94Pu240
plutonium 240 4 neutron

94Pu2.4o
plutonium 240

o4pn241
plutonium 241

3. "13n241 9.5AM24, -00
plutonium 241 americium 24t +

electron

4. 95Am241 ssCm212 +
americium 241 + neutron curium 242 + electron

(a)

1. a4Pu2ss + 211e4 oeCm242 onl
plutonium 239 + helium curium 24.2 neutron

(b)

Fig. 3. -Transmutation of plutonium into
americium and curium.

(a) both elements formed from plutonium 239
by bombardment with neutrons in atomic piles ;

(b) formation of curium 242 by bombarding
plutonium 239 with high velocity helium nuclei.

atoms of uranium 238 and uranium 234
is even much less abundant. Unfortunately,
it was found that only uranium 235 was able
to split under neutron bombardment and
initiate a chain reaction in which a large
quantity of energy was evolved. It was this
material which first attracted the attention
of physicists and led to the development of
the atom bomb.

Up to this point, no new elements had been
discovered and it was thought that fissionable
material would have to be extracted at
enormous expense from naturally occurring
uranium (less than 0.7 per cent. of this being
fissionable). But in 1940, scientists at
Berkeley in California found that the heavy
isotope, uranium 238, could capture slow
moving neutrons, to give a new man-made
isotope -uranium 239, which was not stable
and rapidly emitted an electron from its
nucleus, thereby becoming an isotope of a
new element (since the charge on the nucleus
has thus been altered), which is called
neptunium 239. This isotope of element
93 was radioactive and emitted another
electron, giving an isotope of element 94,
viz., plutonium 239 (Fig. ta). Unlike
neptunium 239, plutonium 239 is only feebly
radioactive and is fairly stable, so much so
that it would take 20,000 years for it to
decay, by particle emission, to half its original
weight. This interval of time is often
referred to as the half life period of the
isotope.

It is obvious, since plutonium 239 is used
in atomic weapons, that it undergoes fission
when bombarded by neutrons, but if this
does not occur, it slowly emits helium nuclei
of atomic weight 4 and becomes uranium 235.

The attention which has been given to the
devastating potentialities of this new element
has obscured the epoch-making significance

of its discovery. Although this isotope of
plutonium is so important, it was not the first
man-made isotope of this element, for the
same investigators, some little time previously,
had bombarded uranium 239 by heavy
hydrogen nuclei (deuterons) moving at high
velocity and had thus obtained an isotope
of the element neptunium, viz., neptunium
238, which quickly changed by electron
emission into plutonium 238. This is an
isotope of plutonium with a half life period
of 5o years (Fig. lb).

In all, some seven isotopes of neptunium,
all of them man-made, are now known and
there are eight isotopes of plutonium. Some
time after it was first made, plutonium 239
was found to occur naturally in small amounts.

High Energy Particles for Atomic
Transmutation
The development of apparatus in which

nuclear particles can be accelerated to high
velocities is largely due to Lawrence and his
co-workers in California, who devised the
cyclotron which overcame the limitations of
the linear accelerators that had previously
been used for that purpose.

They succeeded in doing what had formerly
been held to be impossible, by making the
particles travel in approximately circular
paths repeatedly through the same electric

Atomic Name
Number

Isotope Half Life
Period

92 Uranium U227 -
U228 9.3 mins.
U229 58 mins.
U230 20.8 days
U231 4.2 days
U232 70 years
U233 1.62 x ros

years
'U234 2.35 X 105

years
*U235 8.91 x ros

years
U237 6.7 days

'U238 4.51 x toy
years

U239 ' 23.5 mins.
U240 -

93 Neptunium Np231 53 mins.
Np232 -
Np233
Np234 4.4 days
Np235 420 days
Np236 22 hrs.
Np237 2.6 x 106

years
143238 2.0 days
Np239 2.3 days
Npz4o -
Np241 -

94 Plutonium Pu232 22 mins.
Pu234 8 hrs.
Pu236 2.7 years
Pu237 40 days
Pu238 90 years

'Pu239 2.4 x 104
years

Pu240
Pu241

6,000 years
so years

95 Americium Am238 r.5 hrs.
Am239 12 hrs.
Am24o 5o hrs.
Am241 475 Years
Am242 400 years
Am243 _
Am244 -

96 Curium Cm238 2.5 hrs.
.

Cm24o
Cmz4t

27 days
55 days

Cm242 162.5 days
Cm243 -
Cm244 -

97 Berkelium Bk243 4.6 hrs.
Bk244 -
Bk245 -

98 Californium Cf244. 45 minx.
Cf246 35.7 hrs.

99 Eka-holmium Symbol not
designated.
At weight=

Not stated
but very
short lived.

247

Fig. 4. -Table of isotopes of elements 92 to
99. Isotopes marked with an asterisk occur

naturally.
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and magnetic fields. Suitably shaped
electrodes were fed with an alternating
potential and arranged in such a manner
that the particles continued to accelerate and
travel in paths of ever-increasing radius
(Fig. 2b). The speed with which the particles
travel is in the main limited only by the
frequency of alternation of the accelerating
potential and the strength of the magnetic
field.

The earlier investigations on the new
elements were carried out with a cyclotron
having a 6oin? diameter accelerating chamber,
but later work was performed -on a 184in.
diameter cyclotron. Last year, a new
machine, called the cosmotron, was developed
and, for the first time, enabled particles to be
accelerated to the same speeds as cosmic
rays. A larger machine still, the bevatron,
has just been completed and this can accelerate
particles to twice the speed attainable in the
cosmotron.

Other methods of particle acceleration have
been devised, some in which very high
potentials are produced and applied to the
electrodes, but the cyclotron and its -recent
modifications is the instrument which has
proved most successful.

One of the reasons for accelerating nuclear
particles to such high velocities was to use
them as projectiles which could penetrate
the nuclei of atoms and it is from this type
of experiment that most of the new elements
have been made.

The New Elements
During 1944 and 1945 two new elements,

curium and americium, were discovered, first

in the products of atomic fission and, later,
by the bombardment of other atoms with high
speed nuclear particles. Thus, plutonium
239 was transformed by neutron capture
into plutonium 240 and, by the same process,
into plutonium 241. This isotope of plutonium
decays by the emission of an electron from the
nucleus and becomes americium 241 (Fig. 3a),
Americium 241 is fairly stable, having a half
life period of 475 years. Seven isotopes of
this element are now known.

Curium, the 96th element, was first
detected in atomic fission products, being
formed by neutron capture by americium 241,
followed by the emission of an electron from
the nucleus, which gives the isotope, curium
242 (Fig. 3(a)). It has also been made by
bombarding plutonium 239 with helium
nuclei which have been accelerated to high
velocities (Fig. 3(b)). Six isotopes have been
discovered, none of which are very stable.

Further work carried out in 195o, in which
the above two elements were bombarded with
helium nuclei travailing at high speed,
produced elements 97 and 98 respectively.
Americium 241 thus bombarded gave element
97, which was called berkelium 243: a very
unstable isotope, whose half life period is
4.8 hours. Two more isotopes have
subsequently been discovered.

Element 98, which was formed when a few
millionths of a gram of curium 242 were
bombarded with helium nuclei, has been
given the name californium 244. This
isotope is very unstable, its half life period
being a mere 45 minutes. A longer lived
isotope, californium 246, whose half life
period is 35.7 hours, has since been discovered.

It was thought that no further elements
would be made, because heavier bombarding
particles would be needed and, or, higher
velocities achieved and these could not be
reached in the then existing cyclotrons. The
recent announcement that element 99 has
been produced in one of the newer cyclotrons
at Berkeley, suggests that these difficulties
have been overcome. In common with all
the other man-made elements, except
plutonium 239, only a minute quantity of
this element has been made. It has been
tentatively called eka-holmium 247 and it is
characterised by a very short life before it
disintegrates by particle emission.

Unfortunately, none of the man-made
elements except plutonium 239 are suitable
for use in atomic weapons and therefore it is
unlikely that they will ever be made in
quantity, but the importance of these dis-
coveries lies in the fact that there now seems
no limit to the number of new elements that
can be made. Perhaps, some may prove even
more valuable than either uranium 235 or
plutonium 239, in so far as they may dis-
integrate with the evolution of considerably
more energy.

That they require specialised and expensive
equipment and have as yet been made only
in minute quantities is not in itself a deterrent
to their ultimate exploitation. We have seen
in the large scale development of atomic
energy the successful outcome of an equally
difficult and expensive task. Virtually nothing
is impossible once its value is realised and we
can, undoubtedly, look forward to a future
in which these unknown elements will play a
very important part !

The Inventor and the Manufacturer
2.-Striking a Bargain

THE inventor has sent to the Patent
Office his preliminary description, his
" provisional specification," and has

applied for a patent. Perhaps he already
has the official " acceptance " of his applica-
tion and he is possessor of the dignified
document whereby Queen Elizabeth II
declares, " Whereas We, being willing to
encourage all inventions which may be for
the public good, are graciously pleased to con-
descend to his request, and We grant to him
the sole use and exercise and the full benefit
of the said invention." That is an achieve-
ment. But, if the inventor is to prosper from
his success in embodying a novel idea in
material form, another task, maybe a harder
one, is before him. To exploit his patent
he must find capital ; and normally that in-
volves his finding a manufacturer able and
willing, upon mutually agreeable terms, to
co -,operate. The quest -is not hopeless, but
it is not easy. Each day about 300 appli-
cations reach the Patent Office ; and many
inventors will, disappointment seeming to
attend their efforts, sadly say Hoc opus, hic
labor est-" Therein is the toil, therein the
task." -

We will assume that the search, maybe by
way of television, and its Inventors' Club.
has ended in success, but what about the
bargain? The one struck is likely to be less
favourable to the inventor than that imagined
in his more sanguine moods ; perhaps this
is inevitable. For the inventor knows well
what a boon to people his invention would
be, if only they could be induced to use it ;

he forgets that much persuasion-skilful
Salesmanship, if you like-is necessary to
overcome ingrained habit, and he under -rates
the cost of installing equipment to produce
on a large scale. However, consider some

of the points he has, or should have, in mind.
Should he stipulate a down payment for

" all rights," which will leave him carefree
about whether few or many of the patented
articles are sold? Should he, on the other
hand, stipulate that he should receive a part
of the price, or part of the net profits
(royalties), sharing with the manufacturer the
ups and downs of the market? The usual
and perhaps the most desirable course is to
stipulate a combination of the two : a sum
down and a share in the profits.

In Mr. Bagley's very useful and most
entertaining book, " Everyman Inventor,"
these instances are given: for a " table cig-
arette lighter," £25 down and a minimum
royalty of £5o a year ; for a " petrol lock,"
£2oo down and 25 per cent. of profits ; for
a " conveyor," £4,000 down and minimum
royalty of £I,000 a year.

The nature of his invention has much to
do with the decision to be taken. Some
inventions strike the world with glad surprise.
Obviously these are what people have been
longing for and sales are certain to be large.
Other inventions, boon and blessing though
they are, come tardily into general knowledge
and use. After many years, sales may be,
great, but long before that time the patentee's
monopoly has gone. Clearly, the inventor
should incline towards royalties when his in-
vention may reasonably be placed in the first
category, towards a lump sum when it cannot.
The inventor need feel no compunction in
leaving the manufacturer to greet the coming
market alone; the manufacturer is well able to
take care of himself.

An inventor might be inclined towards
the lump -sum payment for another reason :
he does not have to bother about how the
figure of " net profit " is reached. It is not

By W. J. WESTON

everyone that can make a rational estimate
of the amount of " overheads " to be set
against gross profits ; the income tax inspec-
tor himself may express doubt. The inventor
can, and usually does, bargain for a right
to inspect books; but if, as may be assumed
of manufacturers in this country, the buying
firm is an enemy of shady practices, this
right is not needed. If the buying firm is
intent on trickery, the inspection would prob-
ably disclose nothing reprehensible. In
short, the inventor had better reconcile him-
self to the fact that he is in the manufac-
turer's hands for a fair deal.

One further point is to be noted. The
patented invention must be " worked " within
three years of the date of grant: the patentee
himself must have used it on a commercial
scale or have arranged with his licensee to
work it. If not, any person may ask the
Comptroller either for a " compulsory
licence " or for the patent to be endorsed
with the direction, "licences of right." To
the inventor that sells for a lump sum this
matters hardly at all ; it matters very much
to him whose reward is wholly or mainly in
royalties. He will, being wise, stipulate that
one clause in his agreement should be such
that it will bind the manufacturer to work
the patent.

Clear statements about liability for renewal
fees and about the bringing of actions for
infringements should have place in the con-
tract. These are, however, minor matters.

The inventor is protected from the time
when he files his application, and the Patent
Office does not..publish his invention until
some two years later, when the examiners
have accepted the application. During the
interval the inventor may negotiate and
decide how far he will disclose his discovery.
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will make a better job of it.

We designed them from our own experience of what's needed -

and they are used in any number

and industrial glassware.

For full details write to :

CHANCE BROTHERS LIMITED, ea.srf

of factories producing chemical

Lighthouse Works, Smethwick 40, Birmingham.

s-" The same people who make the " Flamemaster".

GAMAGES
HUGE DISPLAY OF TOOLS

I & G' UNIVERSAL
SAW for ELECTRIC
HAND DRILLS
Cuts Wood, Plastic

and Metal
No professional's or am-
ateur's workshop is com-
plete without this
remarkable saw. It does
jig sawing, cross
cutting, rip sawing,
coping, keyhole cutting or hack sawing.
Simply attach to your existing electric
hand drill-the handle can be screwed on
top or fitted to the left or right side of the
saw as preferred. No vibration, robust and

blades, Post & Pkg. 116. /light. Complete with fitting
attachments and two saw 49 6
Extra blades for metal, wood or plastic,

11- each.

'PRIMAX '
Instantaneous Heating

Balanced Grip
SOLDERING

GUN
The balanced grip with
trigger control is specially
designed for easy soldering
on hard -to -reach lobs. Ex-
clusive alloy tip never needs
re -tinning. Heats instantly --
ready for soldering in 6

seconds. Slips Into pocket
or tool -kit. Weight only
23 ozs. Ideal for the Radio,
TN.. Telephone .701.
Mechanic, or am-
ateur. F o r 220/250
volts A.C. only. Post & Pkg.1,'3.

BALL BEARING HYSPEED SHAFTS Spindle 11 in. x a in.
For use with Circular Saw Blades up to 12in. dia.,
Grinding Wheels, Wire Brushes, etc. Single groove vee
pulley at one end, and flanged securing nuts at the other.
Will aloegive years of service without attention.

Post & Pkg. 1/9 outside our van area. PRICE
Value 90/,Today's

HEAVY DUTY GENERATORS
at Far Below Normal Price!

Output 12-15 volt, 35 amp. at 2,300 r.p.m. Requires I h.p.
motor to drive. Ideal for battery charging, low voltage
lighting, etc. Simple modification will
increase. output to 60 amps. of-

=Lcmiv

STRONG STEEL TOOL BOXES
An exceptionally well -made and finished tool
box. Fitted with removable inner tray and
hinged lids. Hasp for padlock fastening. Enam-
elled Dark Green. Size 24 x 8 x 6in. 27/6
Weight, 17/18 lb. Carr. & Pkg., 41-.

TOOLS & MOTOR CAR ACCESSORY LIST FREE
GAMAGES, HOLBORN, E.C.1. HOLborn 8484.
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SPECIAL OFFERS
EXPOSURE METERS.-Metrovick photo-
electric in leather case. Cine model
£4.17.6.
ENLARGER TIMER.-A mechanically
operated unit giving from to 16 seconds
exposure at each winding, dial calibrated in

seconds. Will work on any voltage from
6 to 250, A.C./D.C. Lamp automatically cuts
out at end of each exposure. Separate switch
fitted for focussing. Simple to use, will save
its cost in Bromide paper in a few weeks.
Improved model, still same price 50/-.
Post 2/6.
FLECTRO !MAGNETIC ('OUNTERS.
-Post Office type, counting up to 9,999.
operating from 11 to 6 volts D.C. Coil resist-
ance 3 ohms, overall size 41 x 11 a 11 in.,
perfect condition. 12/6 each, post V-.
FIREMAN'S AXE.-One piece blade of
finest drop forged steel. Insulated handle
tested to 20,000 volts. Special curved blade
for breaking through flat surfaces, with
spike attachment. Brand new, 17/6. P. &
P. 2/6.
VEEDER COUNTERS TO 9,999. another
make to 99,999. Only 7/6 each, post 6d.
ALKLUM LONGLIFE BATTERIES. -
12 -volt unit consisting of 10 cells in crate,
each cell is 1.2 volts 40 ampere hours. Price
complete, uncharged, £10. carriage 10/-.
BLOWER MOTORS.-Dual voltage. 1224
volt. No. 10KB/115 recommended for car
cooling or heating. 25/, post 21-.
TELEPHONES.-For intercommunication
between 2 or more positions. These call
and reply " wall sets are a complete unit.
with bell, mike and receiver in neat wood
case, and only need a length of twin bell
wire between them. Brand new, suitable
for office or home. Robust construction and
efficient. £5 per pair, post 26.
MICRO-TELEPHONES.-Standard P.O.
hand type with transmitter receiver and
4 -way flex. 15/, post 1/6.
TERRY ANGLEPOISE LAMPS.-Com-
plete with flex and S.B.C. holder, shade.
etc. Will stay put in any position wall or
machine fixing. 35/-, post 2/6.
VOLTMETERS. -0/38111 volt A.C. 50 cycles.
211n. flush moving coil, rectifier type. 30/-.
post 1/-.
RESISTANCES.-Sliding type, 25 amps
0.4 ohms on stand, complete with insulated
knob, size 9 x 4 x 6in. 12/6. post 2/-
HIGH-SPEED RELAYS. - Twin 1,700
ohm coils or twin 100 ohm coils. Siemens.
15/-, post 6d.
GEARED MAINS MOTORS.-Universal
Series Type for 230 volt A.C./D.C. 100 r.p.m.,
torque 7 lbs./ins. Klaxon No. EK3U111-W3.
complete with control box to enable speed
to be varied. 115/-. complete.
VOLTMETERS for A.C. Mains 50 cy.
reading 0 to 300 volt with clear 5in. dial only
80/- : worth double.
ROTARY CONY 24 volt
D.C. to 230 volt A.C. 100 watts. 92!6 each
also available with 12 volt input, 102/6
each, carriage WI-.
CLOCK MOTOR.-Sangamo synchronous,
230 volt, 2 watt geared to 1 rev. per min.
15/-. post 1/6.
AUTO CABLE for car wiring and all
electrical purposes, waterproof. Single,
201-_; 3 core, 40/- ; 5 core, 53/- : all per 100
yards.
VACUUM PUMPS or Rotary Blowers.-
Ex. R.A.F. Brand new. 7 cu. ft. per min.
10 lbs. per sq. inch at 1,200 r.p.m. Ideal for a
brazing torch. etc. Size 6in. x 4in. x 4in.
2 a ;in. shaft. 22/8 each, post 2/-.
BUZZERS. -3 to 8 volts. In mahogany
case. Superior quality. 5/6 each, post 95.
VOLTMETERS. -0-300 Flush D.C. Moving
Coil. 10/6 :10-20, 2in. Flush Moving Coil, 7/6
0-40 2in. Flush MC., 10/6, Post
AMMETER. -211n. Flush 0/25 amps.
Moving Iron. D.C. 7/8, post le -
MOVING COIL METER with 1 MA move-

ment. 211n. flush, rectifier type. scaled 01100
volts A.C. Resistance 100k. ohms. A very
useful basic meter, 301-, post free.
MASTER CONTACTOR.-A precision
made clock movement, contacts making and
breaking twice per second, with regulator,
incorporating heating device working on
12 or 24 volt automatically controlled by
thermostat. Brand new in soundproof oak
case. Only 12/6, post 2/-.
PORTABLEBLE ELECTRIC BLOWER.-
This unit is a powerful 220 watts electric
motor, operating on 220/230 volts. Enclosed
type with handle 8ft. of metallic flexible
hose and nozzle is included, also 7 yds. C.T.S.
flex for connection to the mains. These
units are brand new and offered at about
half the usual price, they have many uses
where clean, dry air is required. 130/ -
complete.
INSPECTION LAMP.-Complete with
Battery Case. Fits on forehead. Leaves
both hands free. 7/6, post 11-. Takes a
standard Ever Ready battery No. 1215.
219. Post 6d.
ACFIL PUMPS.-These pumps enable
you to fill all accumulators on the bench
with the carboy at floor leveL Brand new,
only 30/-, post 2/-.
TIIERMOSTAT SWITCH.-Bimetal type
in sealed glass tube, 21in. a 111n. 30 deg.
Cent. Ideal for Aquariums, Wax and Oil
Baths, Gluepots, etc. Will control 1 amp.
at 240 v.. 5/- each. post 6d.
THERMOSTAT.-Satchwell 12in. stem..
0/250 v. A.C./D.C. 15 amps. A.C., .1 amp. D.C.
10 to 90 deg. Cent.. 35/-, post 1/6.
SWITCHES.-A row of 5 in a flush mount-
ing bakelite moulding 511n. x Ifin. x 2in.
Ideal for model railways, etc., 516, post 9d.
BALL RACES.-No. EE2, On. a 11n., 3/-.
30/- doz., post free.
THRUST RACES.-13/16in. x ;in., 1/6.
15/- doz. Post free.

WILCO ELECTRONICS
DEPT. P.M.,

204, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD,
CROYDON.
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IT'S A GALLAHER TOBACCO

... it smells as good as it smokes!

LANGUAGE PROBLEM
SOLVED

By the Pelman Method

THE problem of learning a Foreign
Language in half the usual

time has been solved. The Pelman
method enables you to learn French,
German, Italian and Spanish without
translation.

By the Pelman method you learn
French in French, German in German,
Spanish in Spanish, and Italian in
Italian. English is not used at all,
Yet the method is so simple that even
a child can follow it.

Reduced fees for H.M. Farces.

Grammatical complexities are elim-
inated. You pick up the grammar
almost unconsciously as you go
along. There are no classes to attend.
The whole of the instruction is given
through the post.

Send for the Free Book.
The Pelman method of learning lan-

guages, which has now been used for over
25 years with such success, is explained in
four little books, one for each language :

FRENCH, SPANISH,
GERMAN. ITALIAN

(Also Courses in Afrikaans and Urdu)
You can have a copy of any one of

these books, together wills a specimen
lesson, gratis and post free, by writing
for it to -day.

-POST THIS FREE COUPON TO -DAY --
To the Pelman Languages Institute,
130, Norfolk Mansions. Wigmore St.,

London, W.1.
Please send details of Pelman method
of learning :

French, German, Spanish, Italian
(Cross out three of these)

Name

Address

SPARKS'
DATA SHEETS
are the Safest. Simplest and Finest
Constructional Sheets of Guaranteed

and Tested Radio Designs.

A DESIGN FOR
EVERY REQUIREMENT
L0/23. 1 -Valve All -dry Portable M wave.
L0/31. 2 -Valve Ditto Med. and Long waves.
L0/15. 2 -Valve All -dry 13-2.000 m. Receiver.
LO/S. 3 -Valve All -dry Portable waves.
L0/21. 3 -Valve All -dry T.R.F. MIL waves.
L0/27. 4 -Valve All -dry All -wave Superhet.
LO/30. 2 -Valve All -dry ML wave Receiver.
LO/34. 3 -Valve version of above.
L0135 4 -Valve T.R.F. version of 30 and 34.
LO; 41. 4 -Valve Superhet Mil, Portable.
L0/18. 2 -Valve Plus Rect. A.C./D.C.
LO 33. An A.C. only version of the above.
L014. 3 -Valve Plus Rect. T.R.F. A.C./D.C.

MlL waves.
L0:32. An A.C. only version of the 14.

A.C./D.C. 3 -Valve Plus Rect. Port-
able. Completely self-contained.

L0122. 4 -Valve Plus Rect. A.C./D.C. All -
wave Superhet. Range with Quality.

AMPLIFIERS
1 -Valve Midget All -dry operation.

LO/29. 2 -Valve Version.
1,0/36. 3 -Valve Push -Pull arrangement.
L0137. 2 -Valve Plus Rect. A.C. 3 watts.
LO/38. 4 -Valve Plus Rect. A.C./D.C. 10 watts.
LO/39. As 38 but for A.C. only.

FULL - SIZE DATA SHEETS FOR
ABOVE WITH DETAILED DESCRIP-
TIVE .INSTRUCTIONS, VALLES; ETC.

ALL 2/3
excepting LO/17 and 22, which are
3,- 41, 36 and 37, which are 3/3 : and 38
and 39, which are 3/8 each. Plus 21d. stamp.

For my Latest List giving full details of
above and other Designs send 21d. stamp.

COMPONENTS AND DRILLED
CIIASSIS SUPPLIED

L. ORMOND SPARKS (M)
8, COURT RD., SWANAGE, DORSET.

(Note New Address)
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GALPI N'S
ELECTRICAL STORES

408, HIGH STREET, LEWIS HAM, S.E.I3
Tel. : Lee Green 0309. Nr. Lewisham Hospital.

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.

All goods sent on 7 days' approval against
cash.

EARLY CLOSING DAY THURSDAY

HEAVY DUTY SPOT WELDER
TRANSFORMERS. input 200/250 volts.
OUTPUT a combination of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
12 volts at 120/150 Amps. New £6/15/ -
each, carriage 61-.
LIGHT ARC WELDING TRANS-
FORMERS, 200/250 volts Input, Output
40/60 volts, 30/40 Amps. 47/5/- each.
MEDIUM SPOT WELDING TRANS-
FORMERS, input 200/250 volts, OUTPUT a
combination of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. 12 volts at
50'70 amps., new E5/2/6, C/paid.
HEAVY DUTY L.T. OUTPUT TRANS-
FORMERS, 200/250 volts Input. Output a
combination of 6, 12, II and 24 volts at 30
amps. E4/2/6 each. C/paid.
Another Input as above, Output 0, 6, 12, IS,
24 volts at 12 amps., 55/- each, post 2/-.
Another Input as above, Output 0, 6, 12,
18, 24 volts, 6/8 amps., 46/6 each.
HEAVY DUTY L.T. TRANSFORMERS
suitable for rectifiers, soil heating, etc.
Input 200/250 volts, Output a combination
of 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36 volts at 15 amps, 67/6
each, post 2/6.
Another Input and Output as above but at 6
amps., 47/6, post 2/-. Another input and
output as above but at 4 amps., 36/6 each.
CONVERTORS, 400 watts output, 24
volts D.C. input, 50 volts 50 cycles I phase
output. Complete with step-up trans-
former from 50 volts to 230 volts at 400
watts. £12/10/- each C! F.
Ditto 200 watts. 0/10/- each C/F, fully
guaranteed.
ROTARY CONVERTORS. 230 volts
D.C. input, 230 volts A.C. output. 50 cycles

1 phase at 250 watts. E15 each C/F.
EX -RADAR MAINS TRANS-
FORMERS. Input 230 volts. Output 4 or
5 Kilo -volts at 30 min., also 3 L.T. windings
4 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2 a., 2 v. 2 a., these trans-
formers are capable of a larger output than
stated and are immersed in oil. E3/15/ -
each, carriage 5/-.
DIMMER RESISTANCES. Large type
2,000 watts rating. 45/- each, carriage 5/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW),
input 200/250 volts in steps of 10 volts, out-
put 350/0/350 volts, 180 miamps, 4 volts
4 amps., 5 volts 3 amps., 6.3 volts 4 amps.,
45/- each, post 1/6 ; another 350/0/350
volts 180 m/amps., 6.3 volts 8 amps., 0/4/5
volts 4 amps., 45/- each, post 1/6 ; another
500/0/500 volts 150 amps., 4 volts 4 amps.
C.T., 6.3 volts 4 amps., C.T., 5 volts 3 amps.,
47/6 each, post 1/6 , .another 425/0/423
volts 160 m/arnps., 6.3 volts 4 amps., CT..
twice 5 volts 3 amps., 47/6 each, post 1/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200-250
volts input, output 400/0/400 volts, 280
m/amps., 6.3 v. 8 a., 2 v. 3 a., 5 v. 3 a., 4 v.
2 a., 4 v. 2 a., the last two heaters insulated
at 8,000 volts, 85,1- each ; another 200/230
volts input, output tapped 0, 9, 18 volts at
4 amps., 25/- each, post 1/-.
EX-U.S.A. ROTARY CONVERTORS,
12 volts D.C. input, outputs 500 volts 50 mA.
275 v. 100 mA. Complete with smoothing,
22/6 each, carriage 2/6. As new.
Ex -NAVAL ROTARY CONVERTORS,
110 v. D.C. input 230 volts A.C. 50 cy., I ph.
250 watts, output. Weight approx. 100 lbs.
E12/10/-. c/forward.
EX-W.D. U.S.A. HAND GENERA-
TORS, less winding handle, output 425
volts at 110 mA., at 6.3 v., 21 amps., com-
plete with smoothing. 30; -each, carriage 2/6.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS,
useful for sub -letting, garages, etc., all for
200/250 volts A.G. mains, 5 amp. load, 19/.
each ; 10 amps., 22/6 ; 20 amps., 27/- ;
25 amps., 32/6.
METERS. Moving coil, 0 to 14 amps., 18/4
each. Ditto, Moving Iron, suitable for A.C.
0 to 30 amps., 25/- each. Another moving
coil, 100 to 250 amps., D.C. 35,1 -each, all 4in.
scale.
1,000 WATT AUTO WOUND VOLT.
AGE CHANGER TRANSFORMER
tapped 0/110/200/230/250 volts. E5/151.
each, carriage 4/6.
1,500 watt ditto, C7/15/-, carriage 7/6.
350 watt 55/-, 500 watt 75/-, 200 watt 45/-.
PRE -PAYMENT I/- ELECTRIC LIGHT
SLOT METERS, S/H reconditioned,
variable tariff. 10 amp. load, 200/250 volts
A.C. 67/6 each,

Clients in Eire, please allow at least
double the carriage stated to allow for

customs clearance charges.
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Brazing the seat stay to the seat big.

WELL known in the field of competitive
and pleasure cycling is the firm of
Rotrax, Ltd., manufacturers of high

quality, hand -built bicycle frames. Although
comparatively small, employing only a dozen
or so young men on actual production, the
company is actively engaged at the present

Column y Top and bottom
head lugs

Front drop out

Bottom bracket

Cycle Frame
Building

How the Enthusiast's Individual Cycle Frame is Produced

braze on a sleeve or socket inserted for a
depth of 6in.

This, it will be appreciated, is no mean
feat and testifies to the high standard the
company requires in its products.

Brazing is the standard method of producing
the frame although welded frames are made
up if specifically required by a customer. After
a great deal of experimental work Rotrax has
found that the B.O.C. Brazotectic silicon
bronze rod used in conjunction with Alda
copper silver alloy flux produces the strongest
and easiest to work joint. It is, in fact, their
proud boast that not one of the joints made
with this rod has ever failed on a crashed
machine. The operators find that approxi-
mately three lengths of /16in. Brazotectic
silicon bronze rod go into the production of
each frame. The most noticeable features in
the production shop are the numerous jigs
to which the frame is clamped during the
brazing and which facilitate full movement
in all directions, thereby enabling access
to the joints at all angles. Ease of access is
particularly essential when brazing the more
difficult joints such as the seat and bottom
bracket lugs which carry four tubes brazed
into one bracket. Great care has to be taken
during this operation to avoid disturbing the
joints that have already been completed.

In line with t h e
Seat 419.\ company's policy of

producing high quality
work, a man is made
responsible for the con-
struction of a complete

The cycle frame assembly.
time in turning out both cycle and speedway
motor -cycle frames. A Rotrax frame was
chosen by the organisers of the 1951 Festival
of Britain as representative of the best in
British cycle frames.

The racing cyclist, like all keen sportsmen,
is a particular individual who insists on his
machine being tailor-made to his own
specification. A tall man will order a high
frame to accommodate the length of his legs
and a short man a smaller frame ; one man'
will demand a cycle with a long wheelbase
and another, with his own ideas on these
matters, will require a short wheelbase machine.
Rotrax, Ltd., cater for enthusiasts such as
these.

Undoubtedly the most widely used and
valuable tool to the frame builder is the
welding blowpipe. Every man engaged on
production is a skilled operator and before
being allowed to work on the actual production
models must first be able to make a sound

Peer drop outs

frame from start to finish, and does his own
filing, cutting, brazing, etc. A cycle frame is
made up of a series of tubes and all Rotrax
models are made of Reynolds double -butted
531 tubing which comes in 20, 21, 23 and 24
gauge. The correct gauge tubing is selected
and mitred up, the decorative lugs are filed
out and the diamond, as it is termed, is set up
and the lugs are tacked into position. After
tacking, the diamond, consisting of the top
tube, seat tube and down tube is brazed
together. Great care is taken with the brazing
to ensure that full penetration is effected,
as a cycle frame can only be as strong as its
brazed joints. The next stage in the produc-
tion involves cutting out the head with a
facing tool and trimming the seat lug slot and
bolt. Following upon this operation the chain
stays and rear drop joints which carry the
rear axle are prepared and, after alignment,
brazed together. The blades, as the front forks
are called, are selected for the rake and cut to
the length called for in the customer's specifica-
tion. The diameter of the wheel must also be
taken into consideration when deciding the
length and extent of rake. The two front drop-
outs are brazed to the bottom of the stays
and the crown holding the blades together at
their top end is brazed on, together with the
column, completing the front fork assembly.

The diamond and the front forks are
brought together and the ball races inserted
in the head. The chain and seat stays which,
with the seat tube, form a triangle have not
as yet been fitted. They are now tacked into
position on the bottom bracket of the diamond
and the complete assembly is fitted to a jig
or service plate. The top tube is then carefully
lined and trued with a spirit level. The seat
stays are next cut to size, clamped to the jig
and then tacked into position on the frame.
A final alignment check is made before lifting
the frame from the jig and brazing in the
seat stays. Apart from minor details such as
fitting and brazing the top and bottom
bridges which carry the rear mudguard and
drilling of various holes to accommodate the
brake cables, etc., the major part of the
fabrication is completed. The frame is sent
away for shot blasting and enamelling and
returned for final finishing before delivery.

Reprinted from " Torch" a new quarterly
technical bulletin, by courtesy of The British
Oxygen Co., Ltd.

International
Society
THE above society is running its Fifth

International Radio -controlled Models
Contests at Birmingham on July loth and 1 ith.
A welcome is extended to all radio -control
enthusiasts to attend. The aircraft contests
are included in the F.A.I. Calendar and run
in accordance with the Code Sportif of the
F.A.I. The contest for model boats will be
held on July loth at the Valley Pool,
Boumeville, and the contest for model aircraft
on July nth at R.A.F. Station, Moreton -in -
the -Marsh, Glos. The Hon. Competition
Secretary is A. R. Greenfield, 5, Glemdower
Road, Perry Bar, Birmingham.

Radio -controlled Models

Craftsmanship Exhibition
THE second Trades and Craftsmanship

Exhibition organised by the Alton and
District Chamber of Commerce was held
recently in Alton.

In the non-competitive classes the
apprentices of the Royal Aeronautical
Establishment at Farnborough showed
examples of sheet metal work, instrument
making and foundry work, and the variety
of goods displayed on the trade stands
ranged from precision gauges and surgical
appliances to clocks, watches and pottery.'

A jet plane model capable of 120 m.p.h.
was among the models shown by the Alton
and District Aero Club. A plane of only t4iin.
wingspan capable of flying at over too m.p.h.
and a model aeroplane diesel engine, little
larger than a half-crown, were also exhibited.
It is planned to make the exhibition an annual
event.
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1,, LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR--

The Editor does not necessarily agree
with the views of his correspondents.

Flying Saucers
SIR,-It seems that V. A. Milburn (May

issue) has some very clear ideas concern-
ing the propulsion of " Flying Saucers," but
cannot separate them from some fundamental
fallacies. Perhaps if we can chase out the
fallacies, we may be able to get at something
important.

First, then, Mr. Milburn says, " . . . the
pressure under high speed . . . produces a
corresponding rise in temperature since it
is frictional . . . " What, please, is " frictional
pressure " ? The heating is caused by friction,
and pressure has nothing to do with it. Any-
way, it can be overcome by suitable refrigera-
tion. Mr. Milburn's statement that the human
body is immobilised by " pressure caused by
high speed," seems reminiscent of the
attitude of doctors, about the time of the
invention of railways, who predicted that the
high speeds planned for the trains would be
impossible, " because the human body would
simply disintegrate at so high a speed as 3o
m.p.h. ! " In other words, speed, as such,
has no effect on the human body. Accelera-
tion will produce the effects described, but
Mr. Milburn clearly denies that his remarks
refer to acceleration.

The centrifugal and centripetal forces are
one of the best illustrations of Newton's

..> Third Law of Motion, that action and reaction
are equal and opposite. To unbalance them,
as described by Mr. Milburn, would be to
break one of the fundamental laws of the
universe. Even if it could be done, however,
it would not be of any use for propulsion,
as, the centrifugal and centripetal forces being
evenly distributed around the " Saucer," the
unbalanced force would be similarly distri-
buted, and would only tend to compress or
burst the structure. To introduce a directional
component into the force would be to break
the Second Law of Thermodynamics ; in
other words, to increase the " order " of a
part of the universe without a corresponding
decrease of " order " somewhere else ; to
cause a decrease in entropy.

Finally, the concept of motion " in all
directions to its line of flight," is meaningless
-or has Mr. Milburn never met the " paral-
lelogram of velocities " ?-B. L. KERSHAW
(Leeds, 6).

SIR,-In reference to A. E. Hunt, of
Middlesex (April PRACTICAL

MECHANICS) and many others who claim lack
of genuineness of the Flying Saucer photo-
graphs, might I draw their attention to an
incident which happened near where I live.

Late last year or early this, two boys wefe
out bird -watching together on or near Coniston
Old Man, the mountain at the head of Conis-
ton Water, in the Lake District. The two
boys were cousins, of 13 and II years. The
elder one had a camera.

Suddenly, one of them noticed something
coming round the side of the Old Man. It
hovered, came closer and finally sped away at a
phenomenally high speed. While it was
hovering, however, the boy with the camera
photographed it, but in his excitement forgot to
focus his camera properly. He took the
film to a chemist in Coniston village to be
developed and printed. While this was being
done, he drew the flying saucer, for such at it
appeared to be.

00000000000000004000000
0

The photograph, drawings and his descrip-
tion matched up superbly with the photo-
graph and description given by George
Adamski, which he had never heard of and
definitely never seen. It corresponded, not
only in size, movements and manoeuvr-
ability, but, most important of all, in shape.
If a close-up photograph, in good focus could
have been taken from the same angle, the two
would have corresponded almost exactly.

" Faking " is out of the question as no
one with access to the original negative had
the facilities to do it. (Incidentally, I have
seen and handled a print and enlargement from
the original negative.)

I know the boy by sight and he and his
family and the chemist are very well known
to some lifelong friends of my family.

If anyone is interested, full details of
photograph, drawings and the story are in :
the Lancashire Evening Post, dated February
18th and 26th, 1954 ; the Daily Sketch,
dated March 24th, 1954 and the Daily Mail,
date unknown, and possibly others.

Some people, mostly " Semi-Scientifics "
as I call them, say " It could have been a
cloud," or " Conditions were exactly right
for a Second Sun Mirage ' "-but has any-
one ever heard of either of them conforming
to the conditions stated above ?-A. C.
LARMAN (Nr.

Pepper's Ghost
SIR,-Fig. 1, page 347, May issue, is

incorrect. If the mirror were in the
position and the actor shielded from the glass
as shown, it is the reflection of the actor in the
mirror that would be reflected in the glass.
The image or ghost would, therefore, appear
somewhere near the " May, 1954 " of page
346, not in the position illustrated.-R. A.
FAIRTHORNE (Hants).

[Author's reply : " Your correspondent is
right in his comments. Fig. 1, however, is not
intended to be optically correct. It is freely
adapted from Pepper's own sketch of the
arrangement (see" Cyclopaedic Science Simpli-
fied," by J. H. Pepper).]

Interplanetary Space Travel
SIR,-Commenting on Mr. Milburn's

letter and on Mr. Selwood's, it may save
much confusion if the following proposition is
considered.

" You cannot achieve any results in physics
or engineering by getting hold of technical
words and shuffling them about into new
arrangements," e.g., " pressure," as defined
and measured, cannot possibly be " frictional."
" Centrifugal forces " and " centripetal
forces " are not forces at all, but rather unfor-
tunate historical names for a single thing.
This thing happens to be an acceleration due
to rotation, not a force. Looked at from one
point of view it could be taken as " centri-
fugal," from another as " centripetal " (a
term rarely used these days because of the
muddle it causes), but it is still the same
thing ; the radial acceleration due to rotation.
Just as a " debit," from the supplier's point of
view, is a " credit " from the customer's
point of view. Both, however, are names of
the same transaction. If Mr. Milburn can
make the " centripetal " differ from the
" centrifugal " acceleration, he can certainly
make a difference between his credits " and

his banker's " debits " and his financial
problems are, therefore, solved !

Seriously, Mr. Milburn would save himself
much heartbreak and disillusion if only he
would learn the difference between ways of
talking about things and things themselves.
The only way to learn is by experimenting.
He should start by lifting himself by his
bootstraps.

As for Mr. Selwood's defence of Adamski's
photographs on the grounds that they were
" processed by a reputable chemist," I
would point out that such films as " The
Lost World," " King Kong," " Topper,"
" Things to Come," " When Worlds Collide,"
etc., to say nothing of Mickey Mouse, Tom
and Jerry, " Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs " and the like, were all processed by
reputable chemists. Moroever, they were
processed in automatic machines under con-
ditions that preclude any faking ! There is
nothing, except common honesty and the
common sense of the audience, to prevent any-
one pointing a camera at anything and
calling the resulting photograph something
else.

Mr. Adamski is far from being " the world's
best faker." He is an exceedingly clumsy
one. The dingiest motion picture studio
could do better.

What is interesting is the curious optical
phenomenon by which Mr. Adamski's friends
who, by their sworn affidavit, were too far to
see-even with glasses-much more detail of
the " visitor " than whether it were
clothed, should nevertheless be able to sketch
and describe in detail (" independently of
Mr. Adamski," they say) its slant eyes, and
other minute facial characteristics.

Even more interesting is the fact that,
though some people connected with the book
swore affidavits, Mr. Adamski himself did not.
He was wise !-R. A. FAIRTHORNE (Hants).

SIR,-In his letter in the May issue,
Mr. J. C. D. Marsh makes two criticisms

of a previous letter ; one valid, the other
not. He states that a comparison between the
passage of heat, and the passage of electrons,
through space is " futile." Since the work of
de Broglie and Schrodinger on wave mechanics
in 1925, it has been known that there is no
fundamental difference between a stream of
electrons and a ray of heat, or any other
electromagnetic ray ; they can both be con-
sidered either as streams of particles or as rays,
whichever is the more convenient at the time.
The wavelength of an electron stream is
extremely short, and the mass of the
" particles " of a heat or light wave train
extremely small, but both really exist. The
electron microscope is a practical application
of the wave nature of the electron.-G.
MACDONELL, B.Sc. (Pinner).

Spirit Duplication
SIR,-In reference to your article on

Spirit Duplication in May, it will be
found that improved results will be obtained
if about to per cent. of glycerine and about
to per cent. water is added to the methylated
spirit.

The proportions of glycerine and water are
best ascertained by the trial and error method
as the humidity of the atmosphere and the
texture of the paper make a considerable
difference to the percentages.-F. H. TOOVEY
(Middx.).
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FOR SALE

TYLER SPIRAL HACKSAW BLADES
are " all -ways " sharp ; cut

intricate shapes in steel, wood, plas-
tics ; .12 Blades and Adaptors to fit
Standard Hacksaw, 5/6 from your
local dealer, or 6/-, post free, from
Spiral -Saws Limited, Trading Estate,
Slough.
TRANSFORMERS, Rectifiers, Volt

and Ammeters, Controllers, Cut-
outs, Battery Chargers, Power Units ;
lists ; s.a.e., Harry Gilpin, Manu-
facturer, POTtobello Works, Walton -
on -Naze, Essex.
STARLON PLASTIC ENAMEL

PAINT in tubes, 1/- each,
covering approximately 8 sq. ft., or
complete cycle frame ; suitable all
paintable surfaces. Colours : rich
brown, bright red, pink, bright
blue, maroon, turquoise, cream,
yellow, black, deep green, bright
green, mid -grey, white and clear ; -

home trade and export. Obtainable
from Handicraft, Hobbies and other
shops, or send 1/3 for sample tube
and colour card, post free, to sole
manufacturers : Starline, Southend,
Essex.
WRINGER ' ROLLERS to order,

wood or rubber; s.a.e. for details;
1 week. Wringer Hospital, Sandy -
gate, Burnley. Lancs. Est. 40 years.
NUTS, BOLTS, SCREWS, Rivets,

Washers, and hundreds of other
items for model engineers and handy-
men; s.a.e. for list. . Whiston (Dept.
PMS), New Mills, Stockport.
FRACTIONAL

SYNCHRONOUS
GEARED MOTORS, 230v. A.C.,

S/Ph., 50c., final speed 1 r.p.h., and
similar 2 r.p.h. ; price 12/6 each,
plus 1/- postage. Universal Electrical,
221, City Road, London, E.C.1.
HOW TO RE -WIND and Service

Electric Motors, Generators.
Complete Practical Book only 3/-;
p.pd. Below:-
10000 FORMULAS, Processes,

Recipes, Trade Secrets.
This is the 1,000 -page money making
and money saving book of the cen-
tury. Limited number again avail-
able. Full approval against payment,
27/6, p.pd. Below:-
BUILD YOUR OWN PHOTO Equip-

ment,2-2 12 designs in two books.
Enlargers, printers, dryers, timers,
etc., 6/- ; p.pd. Below:-
AMERICAN BOAT BUILDERS

Annual ; 28 boat plans, 8-22ft.,
and other helpful articles, 7/6 ;
p.pd. Below:-
TELESCOPES -DESIGN AND CON-

STRUCTION, only 3/-, p.pd.
Really outstanding Anierican designs
at lowest cost to make. Below: -
1 ATHE HANDBOOK, 3 books in one,

5/-, p.pd. ; wood -turning, metal
turning, metal spinning, jigs, attach-
ments, special operations ; 200 illus-
trations ; outstanding, practical,
" how -to -do -it " material throughout.
Below:-
CAR BODY REPAIRING. Complete

A B C course ; illustrated ;
7/6, p.pd. ; lists free. American
Publishers Service (P), Sedgeford,
Norfolk.
ORDER YOUR TOOLS BY MAIL.

Hacksaw blades by all the lead-
ing makers, 10in. reg. tungsten, 4/1
per doz. ; 12in. reg. tungsten, 4/11
per doz. ; 10in. H.S.S., 14/5 per doz.;
12in. ., 173 per Please
state no.

H.S.S
of te/

doz.
eth. etS of Twist

Drills in metal stand, 1/16in. to tin.
by 1/64in. at £5/6/8 per set ; price
list on application for 6 and 12 drills
or taps for any size ; c.w.o. or c.o.d.,
post free. Send to G. Stott, 435,
Lichfield Road. Four Oaks, Sutton
Coldfield. Birmingham.
HOUSE SERVICE METERS, credit

and prepayment ; available
from stock. Universal Electrical, 221,
City Road, London, E.C.1.
PLATED NUTS, Screws, Washers,

Bolts, Soldering Tags. Hank -
bushes, Self -tapping Screws, Grub -
screws, Socket -screws. Wood -screws ;
large quantities or gross cartons.
List sent post free. Sinden Com-
ponents , Dept. E., 117
ChurchfieldLtd. Road, Acton, W.3.,
(ACOrn 8126.)
PERSPEX for all purposes, clear or

coloured, dials, discs, engraving.
Denny, 15. Netherwood Road, W.14.

SHE. 1426. 5152.)
FOR MARKING STEEL in tin.

Letters ; 8d. per letter, post 4d.
List. for Branding Irons, Stencils,
Name Plates. Swallows, 56, Gar-
den Street,  Sheffield.

ANGLERS. -Sets Al Alloy Castings
for 33in. trout reel, with check

gear. 16/, post free. R. Wilson,
Brora, Sutherland.

LATEX FOAM UPHOLSTERY: 6ft. x
2ft. x 4in. cretonne covered Mat-

tress, £5/17/-; 143in. x 13in. x lfin.
Seat, 9/6; 32in. x 16in. x 13in. unit,
15/- ; all carriage paid ; s.a.e. com-
plete list. B. & M. (Latex) Sales,
16. Hamm Moor Lane, Weybridge
(3311), Surrey.
COMPRESSOR EQUIPMENT, Mis-

cellaneous Items ; catalogue,
lid. Pryce, 157, Malden Road, Cheam.
COMPRESSORS for sale, 23 CFM,

180155. sq. in., on metal base,
with driving wheel and receiver,
price £3 ; 3 h.p. Heavy Duty Motors,
price £3 ; carriage forward. Wheel-
house, 1, The Grove, Isleworth.
(Phone: Hounslow 7558.)
WOODWORKING MACHINES, Saw

Benches, complete, 7in. £41151-,
8in., £5/10/-; Lathes, £7/10/-; Corn-

-bination Lathes, with 8in. Saw
Benches, £10/10/- ; Bowl Turning
Heads, £7/10/- ; 5in. Planers, £12 ;
Motors, Spindles. 4d. stamp for
illustrated booklet. James Inns
(Engineers), Sherwood, Nottingham.
10IN. CIRCULAR SAWS, spindle

hole tin, and over, teeth -rip
or utility ; surplus to export order ;
guaranteed ; 15/-, post paid. Bullers,
Printing Office Street, Doncaster.
VOTARY CONVERTERS, DC, 230v.

to 12v.. 2a., DC, suitable for
models, £2/5/-, cge. paid ; Trans-
former Selenium Rectifier Kit, AC,
230v. to 12v., 2a., DC, £1/12/-, cge.
paid. Lawrence, 134. Cranley Gar-
dens, N.10. (CLI. 6641.)
15n COPIES P.M., 50/-, o.n.o.;" Rothermel "Torpedo"
Microphone, listed 18 gns., what
offers ? 163, Osborne Rd., Horn -
church. Essex.
SURPLUS TOOLS and Equipment

for sale. Details forwarded
s.a.e. Kirk's Motors, Longdales
Road. Lincoln.
12 DIFFERENT NAMED VENEERS,

10in. x 4in. approx., padouk,
peroba, avodire, rosewood, lacewood,
maple, greywood, etc., 5/- packet,
post free ; s.a.e. for lists. Woodville
Marquetry Supplies, 94, Woodville
Road. New Barnet, Herts.
THE Scientific Super -tonic Sun-

lamp, giving very powerful
Ultra -violet and Infra -red Rays.
Gives a ,marvellous tan and tones
up the entire system. All mains,
only 50/- complete with goggles and
instructions : p. and p. 2/- ; s.a.e,
brochure. Scientific Products, Ship-
ley, Yorks.
RECORDING

WIRE, stainless steel,
3,600ft. reels, 5/6 ; Recorder

Constructional details, 1/6 ; Run-
baken AC/DC Testoscopes, 7/6.
Griffiths, 12, Rossendale Avenue,
Blackley, Manchester, 9.
AMAZING VALUE-AFinest quality

Sheffield Wood Chisels, lin.
lin., lin., tin., fin.. lin. ; Firmer 12/6
per set. bevel, 14/6 ; postage 1/-.
R. White. 70, Handsworth Road.
Sheffield, 9.
STEEL BLOCKS, ground all over,

size 18in. x 3in. x 251., each in
wooden box, limited number for dia.
posal at 25/- each ; carriage paid.
Blackfriars Precision Ltd., 154-6,
Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.1.
I WATerloo 3131 (5 lines).)
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE INSERTS

(Cosmocord mic-6) : guaranteed
brand new, 15/6, post free. Radio -
Aids Ltd. (Retail Dept.), 29, Market
Street, Watford.
70 CONSECUTIVE COPIES of

American Popular Mechanics;
all clean. Offers to: 81, Washbrook
Road, Rushden, Northants.
FERROGRAPH TAPE -DECK for

sale. with home -built oscillator
unit, £25 ; Acos Mic. 22/2 micro-
phone, £5: Lowther pick-up, £5
(Transformer. 30/-) : -all in perfect
condition. Cole, 3, Villas -on -the -
Heath, N.W.3.
FENNER " V " BELTS, 46in, long.

tin, section. brand new. 2/6
each. Photo Electric Cells, brand new
and boxed, £1 each, Achromatic lens
combinations from lOmm. to 50mm.
dia., focal lengths from lin. to 10in.
at 2/6 each. Thousands of Binocular
prisms in stock. Burgess Lane &
Corn., Block " J," Sunleigh Works,
Sunleigh Road, Wembley. (WEM.
2378.)
CLASS WOOL Insulating Jackets,

18ins. x 12ft., for tanks, roofs,
etc.. 7/6 ; loose -1/- lb.; postage
extra. Bailey, 44, Munster Ave.,
Hounslow, Middx.
TYPEWRITERS ; moderate instal-

ments ; delivered everywhere
expeditiously ; satisfaction guaran-
teed. Verney Clayton, M.C., Market
Rasen.

TAZIERSION HEATERS, 1 k.w.,
-2 200/230v., 30/- each ; c.w.o.
Minns 8, Lloyds Avenue, E.C.3.
AMAZING BATTERY OFFER !

Very large purchase of all Dry
HT.LT Batteries enables us to make
this special offer: 2 Batteries, 72v.
HT, plus 14 volt LT for 5/-; post and
packing 1/-. All of recent manu-
facture and are tested by us for
full voltage before despatch. Note
these batteries are layer built and
will last for several years if properly
stored. Apply now. Walton's Wire-
less Stores, 48, Stafford Street, Wol-
verhampton.
ATTRACTIVE Serviceable Cabinets,

6 x 4 x 3in., for crystal sets,
test meters, control boxes, etc., 4/6,
post paid ; other sizes available.
S.A.E. photo. Wilkinson, 42, Frances
Road, Windsor. Berks.
NEW TIMBER. Imported Softwood,

Quarterings, Boards, Battens,
Weatherboards, Greenhouse Bar, etc.;
cheapest in trade ; all sizes stocked.
Cannon's (Forest Gate), Dept. P.M.,
383, 395, Romford Road, London, E.7.
FOR SALE, Decca PA VI Amplifier,

2 Decca L.P. XMS Heads. Box
No. 118, C/O PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

WATCH MAKERS
WATCH REPAIRERS, Hobbyists,

etc. Send stamp for free lists
of watches, movements, materials,
tools, lathes, etc. Loader Bros., 36,
Milestone Road, Carterton, Oxford.
OUR STAFF -WORK is first-class

and reasonably priced. All
watch and clock repairs under-
taken ; parts made where required.
Prompt reply to enquiries. Hereford
Watch Company, St. Owen's Cham-
bers. Hereford.rro DEALERS AND SPECULATORS.
2- 5 Gent's 15 -jewel Wristlet Lever
Watches, 25/- the 5 ; also 5 ditto,
35/- the 5 ; original cost £3 each.
Merkels, Jewellers, Grey Street, New-
castle -on -Tyne. Postage please.
in 15 -JEWEL WRISTLET LEVER

1, MOVEMENTS from gold and
silver cases, take 30/- the 10 ; 10
Cylinder Wristlet Movements, 20/ -
the 10. Very handy to watch re-
pairers, 10 riglish Lever Movements
from gold and silver cases, 25/- the
10 ; 10 Geneva Movements, 15/- the
10: 10 Swiss Lever Movements, 30/ -
the 10. Merkels, Jewellers, Grey
Street, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

HOBBIES
TOY CASTING MOULDS, soldiers,

sailors, airmen, etc. ; moulds
for plaster work, rubber moulding
compound, granulated, ready for use,
8/6 per lb. Rubber Moulds from 2/
each ; 9d. for catalogue ; s.a.e. for
list. F. W. Nuthall, 69, St. Mark's
Road. Hanwell, London, W.7.
GROW Valuable Living Miniature

Trees ; wonderfully decorative ;
terrific new hobby ; send s.a.e. for
details Miniature Trees, Dept. 90,
Room Two, 3, Bloomsbury Street,
London, W.C.1.
QHIPS IN BOTTLES. -The
k,

con-
structional kit that tells you how

to make them; build for pleasure or
for profits; kits 6/- ea. from Hobbies
Ltd.. and model shops, Cooper -
Craft, Ltd., The Bridewell, Norwich.

ELECTRICAL
BARGAINS FOR ELECTRICIANS.-

Brand new cables in 25-100yd.
lengths ; T.R.S. twin, 1/044, 42/-;
3/029, 60/- ; 7/029, 95/-; 3/029 with
earth, 72/6 ; 7/029 with earth, 117/6;
P.V.C. twin, 1/044, 33/6 ; 3/029, 56/-;
Transparent Flex. 14/36 twin, 17/6.
All per 100yds. ; carriage paid.
Fully wired Ballast Units, 38/6 ;
c.w.o. ; request list. Jaylow- Supplies
Ltd., 93, Fairholt Road, London,
N.16. ITel.: STAmford Hill 4384.)
BRAND NEW Brooks 3 h.p. Motors.

ball -bearing, 230y., A.C., single
phase. 50 cycles, 2,800 r.p.m. ; ideal
for driving woodworking machines,
grinders, etc.; latest type in maker's
sealed box ; £81151- ; also Capacitor
Type. £9/15/- : carriage paid. P.
Blood & Co., Wolseley Bridge, near
Stafford.

MODEL DEALERS
HOBBIES LTD. have over 50 years'

experience of catering for the
needs of modellers, handymen and
home craftsmen. Branches at 78a,
New Oxford Street, London, and in
Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester,
Leeds, Sheffield. Hull, Southampton
and Bristol. Head Office, Dereham,
Norfolk.

PHOTOGRAPHY
ENLARGER and Camera Bellows

supplied ; also fitted. Beets, St.
Cuthbert's Road, Derby.

HANDICRAFTS
ivgLYRICAL MECHANISMS. Swiss

-1- made, for fitting in cigarette
boxes, etc., 22/6 each. Send s.a.e.
for complete list of handicraft
materials. Metwood Accessories, 65,
Church Street, Wolverton, Bucks.

WOODWORKING
PLYWOOD, 24 x 12 x 3/16, 9/6

doz. ; 12 x 10 x 3/16, 5/- doz.;
8 x 6 x 3/16, 3/2 doz. ; carr. pd.
Parmount, Burnley Rd., Rawtenstall.
MAHOGANY PLYWOOD, 72in. x

36in., 3/16in. at 15/- sheet; Oak
Ply, 50in. x 50in., at 22/6 sheet; Hard-
boards at amazingly low prices. Send
s.a.e, for samples, list to N. Gerver,
2-10, Mare Street, Hackney, London,
E.8.
WOOD LATHES, Attachments,

Motors and Control Gear, Cir-
cular Saw Blades, Spindles or
Benches, Turning Tools, etc.; inter-
ested ? Then send 6d. for illustrated
literature, price list and H.P. terms.
D. Arundel & Co., Mills Dris e, Farn-
don Road, Newark, Notts.
XLL-ALL 6in. Bench Planer, special

offer, £8/10/-; guaranteed.
Speedwell Works, Lightwater, Surrey.

EDUCATIONAL
A M.I.Mech., B.Sc., CITY &

L-2- GUILDS, Etc. Guaranteed
postal courses for all Exams. and
Technical Divisions from Elementary
to Degree standard. Approximately
95% successes. 144 -page prospectus
free on request. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 967),
29, Wright's Lane, London, W.8. .

IP.R.E. TECHNICAL PUBLICA-
TIONS.-1- 5,500 Alignment Peaks

for superheterodynes, 5/9 ; Data for,
constructing TV aerial strength
meter, 7/6 ; sample copy " The Prac-
tical Radio Engineer," quarterly
publication of the Institute, 2/- ;membership and examination data,
1/- Syllabus of 7 postal courses
free and post free. Sec., I.P.R.E.,
20, Fairfield Road, London, N.8.
HANDICRAFT TEACHERS wanted

urgently ; craftsmen, wood or
metal, prepared by correspondence
coaching ; success certain. Write for
particulars: Director, Marriott's
Charnwood, Leslie, Fife, or Regional
Secretary, Bushby, Leicestershire.

RADIO
CAN YOU SOLDER ? That's all you

need to make a really good
radio from guaranteed Osmor Com-
ponents. Send 5d. (stamps) to -day
for free. circuits and lists. Dept.
P.M.C.3, Osmor Radio Products Ltd.,
418, Brighton Road, South Croydon,
Surrey. (Croydon 5148/9.)
WITH A SCREWDRIVER and

pliers you can build a 3 -valve
radio set. Details, 23d. stamp,'
please. Blanchard, 13, Gainford
Gardens, Manchester, 10.

MISCELLANEOUS
BOOKLETS, " How to use ex -Gov.'

Lenses and Prisms," Nos. 1 and!
2, price 2/6 ea. ; ex -Gov. Optical lists
free for s.a.e. H. English, Rayleigh'
Road. Hutton, Brentwood. Essex.
BUILD YOUR OWN CANOE, corn-

plete kit and plan for less than
£6. Send 1/- for photographs and
literature to J. Lofthouse, 42, Shaw, 
Bridge St.. Clitheroe, Lancs.
lOttALD YOUR OWN REFRIGERA-
2-1 TOR, all components available
at reasonable prices. Frigidaire'
flowing cold units. £5 ; small units,'
Kelvinator, etc.. £4 3 h.p. heavy
duty Motors, £3 ; Chrome Cabinet
fittings, new, £1 ; money back guar-
antee ; s.a.e. for list and schematic
diagram. Wheelhouse, 1, The Grove,!
Isleworth, Middx, (Phone: Hounslow,
7558.)

WANTED
WANTED, surplus stocks of Twist

Drills, Milling Cutters, Hacksaw
Blades, Reamers, Chasers and all
kinds of Hand and Cutting Tools.'
Send details to B. Draper & Son.
Kingston Hall Road, ICingston-on-
Thames. Cash on delivery.



G.E.C. & B.T.H.
GERMANIUM

CRYSTAL DIODES
G.E.C. GLASS TYPE 5/afro. x
B.T.H. LATEST TYPE MOULDED IN

THERMO-SETTING PLASTIC
Both Wire Ends for Easy Fixing.

4/6 each, postage lid.
B.T.H.S1LICON CRYSTAL VALVE

3/6 each, postage 20.
Fixing Brackets 3d. extra.

Wiring instructions for a cheap, simple
but high quality Crystal Set included
with each Diode and Crystal Valve.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
All gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, IV-, post If..
A REAL CRYSTAL SET NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 2±d. stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

BECK

Booklets :
" Experi-
ments" 1011.

" Formula:0;c

" Home
Chemistry "

2/3
Peal Paid.

kScientific Dept. A)
60 HIGH STREET,

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

 4.,:4381,

" 40 POWER 'TOOLS
YOU CAN MAKE from scrap, Pinefittings, etc.
This amazing book of plans for circular
saws, lathes, band -saws. Jig -saws, planes,
tapping attachment, Jigs, etc..
has sold 250,000 copies, and is a 9,./1-,Y

must " for every home work- iz 0shop. Over 200 Illustrations,
A.P.S. (P2), SEDGEFORD, NORFOLK Paid

POTTERY KILNS
3 kW. Electric kilns for the Home,
School or Studio potter. Prices from
£12 to £50. Also clays, glazes and all
materials required for pottery making.

MILLS & HUBBALL, Ltd.,
10, Silvester Street, London, S.E.1

BLACK AND DECKER ELECTRIC TOOLS
ON EASY TERMS!

Build up your home workshop stage
by stage on easy terms. The lin.
drill shown drills, polishes, sands
and grinds and can be used with the
vertical stand and lathe, besides
other attachments. Write for free
full catalogue and easy terms
schedule.

As
illustrated

Cash
Price Dep. 8 mlY

of

l" Drill ... £5.19.6 80/- 13/3
Lathe only £5. 5.0 27/6 11/3
Stand only £3. 7.6 17/6 7/8
Items not illustrated:
} Drill £12.7. 6 4 /61 28/6
I" Drill and

Stand ... 217.17.6 72/8 40/3
5" Sander &

Polisher N. 7. 6 3216 19' -
6' Elec. Saw £17.5. 0

When ordering please send Cash price or Deposit and state mains voltage.
LEE ELECTRICAL (Dept. P.2), 2 and 3 SALE PLACE. London, W.2. PAD. 8189.

CABLE/FLEX
No coil under 20 yds.

Twin Flat
RUBBER ...

SINGLE V.I.R.
SINGLE PLASTIC

CHEAPER IN ODD LENGTH COILS'
Prices per 100 yd. lot, less supped, just add 5%. Eva lists on request.

1/044 3/029 Do. WE 3/036 Do. WE 71129W/E 7/044 Du. W/E
89/. 99/- 99/- 68/- 74/. 101/- 198/-
36/. 49/- 67/- 67/- 73/- 99/- 166/- 196/-
17/. 21/- 34/- 66/-
13/- 22/- - 29/- 311/- 72/-

Circular Twin 14/36 23/36 40/30 3 Core 23/36 40/30 70/36

RUBBER ... ... ... 54/- 61/- 76/- 79/- 100/- HO -
PLASTIC ... ... ... 41/- 84/- 76/- CV- 89/- 1.33/-

FLEX -Plastic, T.T. or fiat, 18/9: Maroon, 29/-0n 10-20 yd. coils. 20/-1. EARTHWIRE 7/029 tinned, 7/6
per 100 ft. lot. Please add part carriage to small orders. Full 100 yd. coils can be supplied, add 1/6 in El.
BRITISH DISTRIBUTING (PM), 591. Green Lanes, London, N.S. MOU. 0055/6.

WANTED
Ex-USAAF PAN GUN TRAINERS

C. W. R. ASTOR,
28 NORTH DRIVE,

RHYL.

THE FAMOUS
HARRIS ELECTRIC

WELDER
and Complete Kit Pt

For Welding, Soldering,
Brazing and metal construc-
tion dr repairs in the home, on
the car or cycle. Instant heat
6,0000 F. Works from 6v. or 12v.
ear battery or transformer from
A.C. mains. Complete kit of Weld.
tug Tool, 9 It. cable, clip carbons.
cleansing Sold, fluxes, filler rod.', gog-
gles, instructions. hints. Thousands
in doily use. As supplied to Depts.
of H.M. Government. I.C.I., Standard

Up to one -eighth inch. 5
Telephones, etc. Welds all

C.O.D.IF REQUIRED.
Obtainable only from Pa.,' Free.
HARRIS ENGINEERING CO. (Dept. P.M.)

269 Kingsland Road, London, E.?.
/0 MMn mmom,

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

Ask for
Leaflet No. 18/7

Speed up to
6,000 r.p.m.

EL& F. CARTER
& Co., Ltd.. Bolton'

Plans and Kits for over 600 Models 

The new MODELCRAFT HAND-
BOOK features plans, kits and
accessories. Price only 1/, includes
a full refund Voucher.
Send for your copy now to :

MODELCRAFT LTD.
77 (L) Grosvenor Road, London, S.W.I

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS ELEC-
TRICAL RADIO EQUIPMENT 76 -
PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

POST FREE, 2/6, OVERSEAS
SEA MA IL.

ARTHUR T. SALLIS
(P.M.), 93, NORTH ROAD, BRIGHTON,
SUSSEX. Tel.: Brighton 25806.

A` tit 11) tB IV ACHEMICALS
APPARATUS

&

WE CAN OFFER A WIDE SELECTION OF
EQUIPMENT SUITABLE FOR STUDENTS

AND BEGINNERS.
Send stamp for lists to :- 14 (WPM),
SURREY ROAD. BARKING. ESSEX.

PIT MOIYEY on
OVERALLS
"FULL CUT," Heavy Drill in
Blue, White or Khaki,
Sanforized Shrunk.

Bib and Brace 18;8
Trousers 15/8

Sizes 32 in. to 46 in. waist incl.
Jackets 15/8
Long Coats 24/8
Boiler Suits 27/8
R.A.F. Style B.S 29/8

Sizes 32 in. t o 40 in. chest incl.
Blue or Khaki Shirts 14/11

State size, colour and style when ordering.
Enclose P.O. as shown plus 1/4 post andpacking. C.O.D. extra.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Satisfaction or money refund guarantee.

BRINKSWAY, LTD. (Dept. " P.M "),
3, BEDLOW STREET, MANCHESTER, 1.

WERLE1' AM PISTOLS
Marvellously
accurate for
target prac-

tice.
No licence required to
purchase for use on

enclosed premises.
Write for Catalogue of AIR
PISTOLS, AIR RIFLES and

Accessories.
WESLEY & SCOTT LTD.,

106, Weaman Street. Birmingham Eng.

HIGH QUALITY TOOLS
For the Craftsman

Terms as low as 2/6 per week.
Send l/- for catalogue containing over

400 items

H. J. BOULTING LTD.
21, Wellington Street, Leicester

SAW SPINDLE ASSEMBLIES
For Saws 4in. to 36in. dia. 46 different

models from 25/8. Sawbenches I2in. to
36in. from E10. Precision Sawbenches
and Planers. Motors, Engines, Saw
Blades, Pulleys, Bearings. Send I/ -
for Handbook -Catalogue of Sawbench
Design Data. Price List on Request.
BEVERLEY PRODUCTS,

Ranskill, E.39, Notts.

Interchangeable
SCREWDRIVER SET.
Comprising 7 High
Quality chrome vanad-
ium blades. 1 Universal
unbreakable handle.
Blades as follows : 2
Phillips screwdrivers.
2 hole -making blades.
3 blades from A tot Inch
suitable set for all trades.
19/8. Post free.

Synchronous Clock Units. Self-starting.
200-250 volt A.C. 50 ccle, fitted Sangamo
motors consumption 21 watts, size 211n.
diem.. 2 in. deep friction reset. Ideal move-
ments for electric clocks. Price 22/6 each,

post paid
Ex -Govt. CON-
TROL PANEL
with on/off switch
with 45 ohm vari-
able resistance. 2
amps. suitable for
train sets and
charging controls.
Offered at a frac-
tion of original
cost. 8/8 each. P. & P. 1/5
UNREPEATABLE BARGAINS, English
High Speed Drills. 40 drills of assorted
sizes 1 to 60 for £1 (post free,.
Please Print Name & Address when ordering.
SEND WITH CONFIDENCE FOR GOODS.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. CASH

WITH ORDER.
C.O.D. and 'Phone Orders Accepted.

UNIVERSAL TRADERS (PMI),
44, LONDON RD., TWICKENHAM.
MIDDLESEX. POPeserove 6040.

-L. ROBINSON 6 CO. (GILLINGHAM)
,London Chambers, GILLINGHAM. KENT. Phone 5182,

DO YOU SOLDER ?
Then you need a " BRITINOL " or
" REX " Spirit Blowlamp. The " Bri-
tinol " Blowlamp. as illustrated, burns
methylated spirit and gives a 3-4 inch
flame that will heat a small soldering
iron In under a minute. Prices. " Bri-
tinol " Pocket Blowlamp, 7/-, " REX "
Round Bench Blowlamp, 7/6. From
Halfords Branches or Tool -Dealers, or
direct from the makers,
RI -METALS (Britinol) LTD., St.
Mary's Works, Bridge Rd., London,
N.9. Phone : TOTtenham 9913.

S.A.E. for List.

WIRING ACCESSORIES
All goods are of a well-known manu-
facture and carry a money -back
guarantee. All cables are manufactured
to the latest British Standard Specifi-
cation. C.O.D. or C.W.O. All carriage
paid.
CABLE TRS.-Flat Twin, 1.044. 48/-.
3.029, 58/-. 7.029, 97/6. PVC Sheathed.
Flat Twin, 1.044, 40/-. 3.029, 57/6. All
per 100 yds. Our PVC cables are suit-
able for interior or exterior use and
may even be buried in concrete. All
types and sizes of cables available in
25, 50 or 100 yd. lengths. Heavy cables
cut to desired length at no extra charge.
Switches. 1/6. 2 Way, 2/-. Ceiling Roses,
10d. Lampholders, 10d. 3 -pin Sw.
Sockets. 5 A.. 4,8. 15 A., 6/6. Send for
Price Lists of other accessories.

HUNT & CO.,
West Street, Exeter.

'Phone : Exeter 56687

ELECTRIC WELDING PLANT
Large stocks of unused surplus by
GENERAL ELECTRIC and other lead-
ing makers. Fully guaranteed. Exam-
ples : 85 amps. output, £23.10.0 : 100
amps. output, £27.10.0: 160 amps. out-
put, 634.0.0 200 amps. output, 240.0.0.
Available for 210/230 v., 400'440 v. or any
standard A.C. supply voltage. Cata-
logue of air and oil cooled Arc and Spot
Welders for stamp,
HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY & CO.la, Brook Road, Manchester, 14.
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Wolf Electric Belt Sander
THE latest addition to the already extensive

range of machines manufactured by
Wolf Electric Tools, Ltd., is a heavy-duty
portable belt sander, Type BS3. Well
balanced and compact in design, this Sin.
belt sander is recommended for heavy-duty
work and is fast, accurate and easy to operate.
Not only does it meet a long -felt need through-
out the woodworking industry, but it also
finds a ready application in the metal working
and stone working trades for surfacing and
polishing.

One point in which the BS3 sander differs
fundamentally from other machines of this
type is in its abundant power for continuous
operation-a power developed by a motor of
special Wolf design. The sander belt is Sin.
x 24in. and its speed on
light load is a,2ooft. per
minute. The design of the
machine permits
working flush t o
skirtings, etc. The

efficient built-in dust
extractor system is
operated by a double -
sided fan on the motor.
One set of blades forms
the normal ventilaticn
fan and the other
provides a powerful
suction which con-
stantly removes dust
from the rear end of
the sanding belt, thus
speeding up perform-
ance and prolonging
belt life. The dust
bag, conveniently
mounted on the outlet
nozzle, is easily
removed for emptying.

As with all Wolf
machines, the armature
is dynamically balanced
to highest precision
limits and insulation
is flash tested to 1,25o
volts. The belt pulleys
of the BS3 are mounted
upon porous bronze oil -
impregnated bearings, whilst the armature and
gears are mounted:on heavy-duty ball -bearings
inserted in steel liners for maximum strength.

The transmission from motor to sanding
belt is by means of helical spiral bevel and
spur gears cast in nickel -chrome alloy steel,
high -frequency hardened.

The BS3 is priced at £38 15s., and can be
bought separately or complete in a strong steel
carrying case with 12 assorted belts at £43 15s.

" Polyflex " Plastic Flooring
THIS is a new floor surfacing material,

the first Polyvinyl plastic flooring to
reach the English market. It is available

Wolf electric
belt sander.

An example
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in a wide range of multi -coloured and marbled
finishes. The marble effect is contained in the
liquid and appears while the floor is being laid.
It is claimed that this flooring will not dust,
lift or crack, is resistant to grease, fat, oil and
petrol and is completely fireproof and water-
proof. Laid to a thickness of 1/32in. to a / i6in.,
it is a " warm," comfortable floor, easy on the
feet and " quiet." It can be washed, scrubbed
and polished and, in constant use, becomes
glasslike.

It can be laid on any firm surface and the
job does not require skilled labour. It can
be laid on bricks, concrete, flagstones, quarry
tiles, timber, old composite floors or any other
firm base, without keying and is equally
suitable for use by the building contractor
and the home handyman. Its range of applica-

tion is wide-from bedroom to office, from
kitchen to factory. The material cost is 8s.
per yard and it is available in any colour,
in gallon cans, sufficient to cover 6 yards.
The price is 48s., carriage paid to the
nearest station. The makers are Surfex
Flooring Company, Siding Works,
Camberley, Surrey.
" Modern Solders " Booklet

MULTICORE SOLDERS, LTD . ,
Multicore Works, Maylands Avenue,

Hemel Hempstead, Herts, have recently
issued a second and larger edition of
" Modern Solders," directed mainly to
manufacturers' sales and technical staffs
which, in addition to containing more
than 5o illustrations, graphs and tables,
is a complete and up-to-date mine of
information to all extensive users of solder.

of " Polyflex" plastic flooring.

It contains precise information on melting
points and characteristics of the various
standard and non-standard alloys-tables of
gauges, even down to 34 s.w.g., with lengths
per pound and tensile strengths, specific
gravities and electrical conductivity of the
whole range of Multicore solders. Pages are
devoted to full details of the many fluxes
available including the new A.I.D. approved
ultra high-speed Type 362 flux, of five -core
solder, the new automatic soldering machine
and many other special products. Photographs
show Ersin Multicore solder being used all
over the world in many vastly different
assembly applications and techniques.

" Modern Solders " is available to all
radio, television, electronic equipment and
other allied manufacturers although Multicore
Solders, Ltd., do not ask that the firm's letter -
heading should be used when applying.
Other interested, users are invited to write for
comlimeigarilypies of " Hints on Solder-
ing." and " IVIulticore Solders' Technical
Summary."

Johnson Screw -cap Remover
THAT this, handy little gadget fills a long -

felt need will be agreed by anyone who
has wrenched vainly at a recalcitrant bottle
cap, which resolutely refuses to be unscrewed.
As will be seen frOM the illustration drawn
below, the cap remover is made of rubber, is:
cone -shaped, open both ends and is ribbed

The Johnson
screw -cap

remcver.

inside and out to provide a grip for the hands
and on the bottle cap. The price is 6d. and
the device is available from any photographic
dealer.

00K Reeeieedi
Clarke's Tables and Memoranda : A

Pocket Compendium of Technical
Data for Plumbers, Builders, etc.
400 pages. 8s. 6d. net. Published by
B. T. Batsford, Ltd., 4, Fitzhardinge
Street, Portman Square, London,
THIS book has been completely revised

and enlarged by a third to form the
tenth edition. It is pocket -sized, measuring
44in. x 22in. x lin. thick and contains in con-
cise form, for easy reference, all the salient
memoranda for plumbers, builders, sanitary,
heating, electrical and gas engineers, to which
they may have to refer in the course of their
work.

Model Jets and Rockets for Boys. By
Raymond Yates. 115 pages. 8s. 6d. net.
Published by T. Werner Laurie, Ltd.,
a, Doughty Street, London, W.C.1.

IN this book for younger readers the
author tells in simple language the history

of rockets and explains the principle of the jet
engine and its use in simple form for driving
small scale models of various kinds. The text
is illustrated by photographs and line drawings.
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Oa Queries Aksuivied

RULES
A stamped, addressed envelope, a sixpenny,
crossed postal order, and the query coupon from
the current issue, which appears on the inside of
back cover, must be enclosed with every letter
containing a query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and address of
the reader. Send your queries to the Editor,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Plaster Casts: Rendering Non -porous
and Obtaining Celluloid Effect

T AM experimenting with small plaster
cast models. Could you please advise

me how to render the finished plaster
non -porous ? What is the best method
and material by which a transparent
film (quick drying) can be deposited
over finished and painted model, to
give celluloid effect ?-K. Wright (E.
Yorks).

TO render the plaster casts non -porous,
dissolve io parts of cooking gelatine

in 90 parts of hot water, and stir into the
solution, also, a few drops of carbolic acid
or lysol in order to preserve the gelatine and
to prevent mould growths occuring therein.
This liquid will set to a jelly when cold. It
must, therefore, always be warmed before
use in order to re -liquefy it. Merely dry the
plaster cast in a warm oven, and brush the
warm gelatine solution on to it liberally once
or twice. The gelatine solution will enter
the poree of the plaster and will seal them
adequately, thus rendering the plaster non-
porous.

In order to obtain a transparent film
on the casts and to obtain the celluloid
effect which you desire brush the sealed
casts over with any clear transparent lacquer.
Or, dissolve clear scrap celluloid in a mixture
of approximately equal parts of acetone and
amyl acetate until you have obtained a
clear liquid of varnish consistency. This is
then brushed over the casts until you obtain
the required glazed surface. The lacquer
so applied will dry quite hard within a few
hours. Such a lacquer can be applied by
spray if desired. If you add more acetone
to the lacquer it will tend to dry flat and
unglazed. The more amyl acetate in the
lacquer, the more glazed it becomes, but the
longer it takes to dry.

Another good type of clear lacquer may
be made by dissolving 25 parts of polyvinyl
acetate in 85 parts of warm methylated
spirit. Polyvinyl acetate may be obtained
from our advertisers of plastic materials.
Acetone and amyl acetate are obtainable
from Messrs. Reynolds and Branson, Ltd.,
Leeds, or from Messrs. Griffen and Tatlock,
Ltd., Kemble Street, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2. These liquids are inflammable, so
that carriage costs on them are likely to be high.

Knocking in Water Pipes
SINCE having galvanised water pipes

fitted throughout the house I have
had trouble with knocking noises in the
pipe when the cold water taps are
turned off.

The water pipe is lowered in one place
to get under the joist, so as to run straight
up to the tank in the loft. This is the
main flow for the house.

Would the lowering of this pipe be the
cause of the trouble ?-F. Robinson

KNOCKING noises, such as you describe,
in domestic water pipes are nearly

always caused by the sudden development
of pressure -waves in the pipes, the pressure
being transmitted through the water; thus
it will be noted particularly that these knocking
noises occur when a water tap is suddenly
closed, or when sudden pressure arises from
an overheating boiler. The pressure -waves
may be set up in any area of the pipe where
there is a restriction to the even flow of water.
Usually, this restriction occurs at an abrupt
bend in the pipe, the bend being either in
the vertical or horizontal plane. We think you
have diagnosed the trouble pretty accurately
when you say that it is due to the lowering
of the pipe in one area so that it goes under
a joist. We assume here that the pipe makes
a sort of abrupt U -bend. The trouble can
be remedied by eliminating this abrupt bend
and any more like it. The pipe should rise
or descend as smoothly and as gradually as
possible. This smoothing -off, as it were, of
the pipe line will obviate any sudden pressure

THE P.M. BLUE -PRINT SERVICE
I2FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE. New Series. No. I,

3s. 6d.*
10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series. No. 2, 3s. 6d."
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE.

New Series. No. 3, 5s.5

AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR
AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is.

"SPORTS " PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4, Ss.*
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New

Series. No. 5, 5s.*
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New

Series. No. 6, Ss.*

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 3s. 6d.'
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series.

Refractor. Object glass Sin. diam.
Magnification x 80.

No. 8 (2 sheets), 7s.*
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 3s. 6d.*

DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 3s. 6d.*
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. II, 3s. 6d.*

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, Is. 6d.*
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING
PLANT. New Series. No. 13, 7s. 6d.*

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.*
Blue -prints (2 sheets), 3s. 6d.

Art board dial for above clock, Is.
OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT.
10s. 6d. per set of three sheets.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE.
Full-size blue -print, 3s. 6d.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.
Complete set, 10s. 6d.*

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK, 2s.
" PRACTICAL TELEVISION " RECEIVER.

(3 sheets), 10s. 6d.
P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE.

Is.*

The above blue -prints are obtainable, post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
An * denotes constructional details are available free

with the blue -prints.

waves which may be formed and thus the
knocking will cease.

Repairing Plastic Cycle Cape
T HAVE torn my plastic cycle cape and
.1- I wish to repair it myself. I am told
that when stitching plastic material a
certain glue is applied to the stitches to
stop them being pulled out, but I am not
sure if this is correct. A Sin. diameter
patch would fit over the tear ; alter-
natively, the patch could be stuck on.
Please tell me the correct procedure and
where to obtain the plastic sheet and
the glue. -D. J. Harris (Essex).

THE cement used for applying to the
stitching thread .which you mention

Readers are asked to note that we have
discontinued our electrical query service.
Replies that appear in these pages from
time to time are old ones and are pub-
lished as being of general interest. Will
readers requiring information on other
subjects please be as brief as possible

with their enquiries.

depends entirely on the nature of the plastic.
On an average, quite good results can be
obtained by stretching a thread out tightly
and by rubbing on to it with the fingers a
little transparent cellulose cement which
can be obtained in tubes from most of the
chain stores. This treatment will give the
thread a grip, and will prevent it from
being pulled out. Patches of material are
usually cemented, not stitched. Here, again,
the cement used must depend on the nature
of the plastic. You can obtain a suitable
cement for this purpose from Vinyl Products
Ltd., Butter Hill, Carshalton, Surrey.

Artificial Flower Making
WHAT is the material and treatment

used for leaves of artificial
flowers ? I have tried using fine linen,
but require a permanent stiffening
medium. Can you recommend a process
and suggest method of colouring for
leaves and petals ? Also suitable glue
for attachment of stems ?-W. Boyd
(Invernessshire).

ARTIFICIAL flowers are made of a
fine cotton fabric which has been

varnished on both surfaces with a quick -
drying plastic resin varnish. Linen fabric
or fine cotton material is quite suitable
for this purpose and the fabric may be dyed
before treatment. A good stiffening varnish is
made by dissolving zo parts of polyvinyl
acetate resin in 8o parts of warm methylated
spirit. The varnish, when cold, being applied
by means of a brush or by spray. Polyvinyl
acetate resin is obtainable, under the name
of " Gelva Resin No. 7," from Shawiningan
Ltd., Marlow House, Lloyd's Avenue, London,
E.C.3, price about 6s. per lb. The varnish
itself can be dyed by dissolving a small
quantity of any spirit -soluble dye in the
methylated spirit. Thus, it can readily
be made up in several colours for use when
painting in details of leaves, etc. When made
slightly thicker than the above dilution
the varnish will provide an excellent adhesive
for your use.

Removing Lime Film from Glass
WHAT is the best and quickest way

of removing lime shading put on
last year as a fairly heavy mixture of

(Continued on page 458)
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A.C./D.C. MOTORS 24 v. 2a., 6in. x 21 in.
dia. spindle lin. x :in. New 18/6.
Time Delay Relays supplied to your
requirements.
Powerful small Blower Motors, 24 v.
A.C./D.C., 14/6. As used fqr the Hedge
Trimmer.
Type 6C Oscilloscope Unit. With
VCR138 3 -fin. Tube, and conversion
circuit for standard " Scope," 58/6.
Transformers, Input 200/240 v. Sec.
tapped 3-4-5-6-8-9-10-12-15-18-20-24-30
volts at 2 amps., 21/6. 17-11-5 volts, at
5 amps., 22/6. 17-11-5 volts at If amps.,
16/6. 6.3 volts, 21 amps., 8/6. 12 months'
guarantee.
Selenium Rectifiers F.W. 12-6 volt, 1 A.,
8/6. 3 A., 14/6. 4 A., 23/6. 6 A., 30/-.
24 v. 2 A., 30/-. 250 v. 100 mA. H.W.,
9/-, 250 mA., 17/6.
D.P.D.T. Relays. Operates at 200/300
volts D.C., 8/6. D.P. Make and Break,
8/6. Any combination or voltage can
be supplied at varying prices.
0-5 amp. 21-- Square M/c Ammeters,' 1/-.
Veeder Counters. P.O. Type, 24/50 v.
D.C. 0.9999, 15/6.
M/c Microphones with matched" trans-
former. 15/6.
6 volt Vibrator Packs. Self contained
in steel box. Output 150 v. 30 mA, 22/6.
Rheostats, 12 v. I A.,2/6. 12 v. 5 A., 10/6.
Latest Car Lights Relay Assembly
" Flasher " Unit, 6 or 12 v., 17/6 ; or
with 2 lamps and switch, 50/-. STATE
BATTERY CONNECTION TO
CHASSIS.
4 ft. Fishing Rod Aerials, Set 3, 7/6.
Base, 3/6.
TR.1196. Transmitter Section. NEW
and complete - less valves - 4.3-6.7
Mc/s. Easily converted, 15/-. Valves
are EF50, TTI I, EL32, set 25/-.
44 in. dia. 0-100 Micro -amp. Meters.
Made by Ernest Turners, F.3/12/6.

All Carriage Paid in U.K.

THE RADIO &
ELECTRICAL MART

253, Portobello Rd., London, W.I I
Park 6026

WATSON'S SPECIAL OFFERS
SIGNALLING
LAMPS. - Compris-
ing 4in. lamp with
mirror reflector and
view finder, morse
key and spare bulbs,
colour filters, etc.
New in case, 17/6
each. Post, 2/-.
BRIGGS STRAT-
TON. - Generating
set. 12115 v. 300 w.
Fine sets ready for
operation. £17/10/-,
carr., 12/6. ALSO
(DORE HORSE. to same specification,
217/10/, carr.. 12/6. Both sets slightly used,
tested and with three months' " Same -as -
Maker's " Guarantee.
PRECISION GEAR UNITS. -Taken from
gun predictors, containing approx. 90
in. ballraces, 40/50 spur and bevel gears.

differentials, etc., 85/-. Carr., 2/6. ALSO
a much larger unit containing approx.
100 lin. ballraces, 85/90 gears, housings.
shafts, worms. material, etc., too numerous
to specify, £7115!-. Carr., 7/6. These units
provide a fascinating and extremely useful
store of material for the experimenter.
COIL SPRING BELTS. -kin. x 12in. long.
extends to 15in. Any number can be joined
together. 20 for 4/6. Post, 9d.
R.A.F. TARGET SLEEVES. -151n.
long by 3ft. diam., contains approx. 150
sq. ft. of best quality RED showerproof
gaberdine. Ideal for car or dust covers, etc.,

19/6. Post, 2/-.
GEAR PUMPS. -
Beautifully made.
Will deal with a
large volume of
liquid. Inlet, fin.
Outlet. tin. 30/ -
each. Post. 21-.

MINE DETECTORS. -A fine article with
hundreds of uses for detecting concealed
metal objects. 24/10/-. Carr.. 9/6.
STEEL STANDS. -Immensely strong,
suitable for lathe grinders, saw or other
machine tools, bench, etc., 3ft. high. Top
lft. 81n., built in 3in. x 1 lin. channel. A
most useful article. 55/6. Darr., 7/6.
LENS UNITS. -Consisting of two lin. lens
in 2in. brass focusing mount with adjust-
ment, tin. overall. 14/6. Post. 1/-.9
SALTERS INFANT WEIGHING SCALRS
0-50 lbs. Complete with seat. Finished
white. Unused. 47/6. Carr., 2/-.
COMPRESSOR. -Rotary vane type,
approx. 10in. x 5lin., output around 3/4
cu. ft. at 200 r.p.m. Up to 60 lb. pressure.
301-. Carr., 2/6.
Hundreds of other bargains available.
Send stamp for list.
EASTERN MOTORS, ALDEBURGH
SUFFOLK 'Phone : 51
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TYPE

HEADPHONES

COBALT STEEL
MAGNET

PLASTIC
CAP sCASE

mat) STEEL
POLE PIECES. STALLOY

DIAPHRAGM

for LONG LIFE and
TROUBLE -FREE SERVICE

This is a featherweight model of exceptionally
strong construction and high sensitivity. It
appeals equally to both amateur and professional
radio engineers. It incorporates powerful cobalt
steel magnets with flat Stalloy diaphragms.
D.C. Resistance : 4,000 ohms.
Impedance : 14,000 ohms at 1,000 c/s.
For full details of other types in the wide
S. G. Brown range, please write for Illustrated
Brochure "P.M."

SHAKESPEARE ST., WATFORD, HERTS.
Telephone: Watford 7241.

ORDER THESE BARGAINS BY POST

ARM & COLUMN
Make your own photographic
Enlarger -or Copying Stand at
home -with this new low cost
Arm and Column. Supplied in
3 separate units. ARM with
hand wheel, gives 6in. offset on
Column. 19/8, post 1/6.
COLUMN, 36in. x 111n. diem.,
made from alloy with spun cap.
11/-, post 1/6. BASE. machine]
aluminium casting, 8/-.
post 6d. COMPLETE SET
of 3 units, 38/8, post 3/-.
BASEBOARD (if required),
polished, 18in. x 15in.. 15!-,
post 18. Send now before first
limited stocks are sold. Money
BaelcCuarantee. C.O.D. 1/2 extra. 38/6

Save f,i6s I Best quality
optically worked piano/convex

Condensers -not moulded -for your home -
built Enlarger. 41 in. diem.. 9in. focus.
Price 1819 each., D. & p. 9d. each. STRONG
ALUMINIUM MOUNT with lid and spacer
for 41in. diem. Condensers. 7/- each, post 1/-.

Money Back Guarantee. C.O.D. 12 extra.
Photo Fans! Send ltd stamp for

Enlarger parts lists.
HUNTER SOMERVILLE,

Dept N.15,Primrose Hill Mill, Preston, Lancs.

9/2
(and 8 mthly. payments
of the same amount.)

FOR THIS
(Cash Price 751-) 4,

BURGESS
VIBRO-

SPRAYER
A complete unit.
No extras to buy -
just plug-in and
spray. (220-250 A.C.
only).
Also available is the
Vibro-Tool by the same
maker. De luxe kit, 97/6.
or 11/11 deposit and 8 mthly. payments of
the same amount.

DESK 24,
LAFCO COMPOUNDS LTD.,

3, Corbetts Passage, Rotherhithe New
ltd., S.E.16 Bermondsey 4343

(13F).

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

BARGAINS
HAND GENERATORS, complete
with handle and 72/1 gearbox. Output
28 volts and 300 volts. As described for
WASHING MACHINE in P.M. August
issue and WRINGER March issue. Each
25/-, post 1;9.
MOTOR GENERATORS. Input 24v.
D.C. Output 250v. D.C. May be used
with 60 mA rectifier from A.G. mains
to give useful Low Voltage D.C. supply,
&c. Many uses. Each 12/6, post 2/-.
ROTARY PUMPS. Vacuum or Air.
Also suit non -corrosive light liquids
(NOT salt water) and will lift from
depth. Standard 11 gas inlet & outlet.

h.p. to drive. Useful paint spray, &c.
New & boxed, 30/-, post 1/9.
Brass Hose Connections ta fit these
pumps, 6,- per pair.

Send 3d. stamp for list of
Motors. Telephones, Transformers,
Lamps, Switches, Cable, Boxes, &c.

Hundreds of Bargains.

MILLIGANS
24, HARFORD ST., LIVERPOOL, 3.

Money Bock Guarantee.

ROGERS 31, NELSON ST.,
SOUTIIPORT.

Silent Synchronous Mains Motors.
U.S.A. made. 220/250 volt A.C. mains,
with gearbox and external train 4 r.p.m.
and 24 r.p.m. New. Ex W.D. 18/6
Compressors, various sizes, air re-

ceivers from 12/6. Pulleys, Belts, etc.
Assorted Springs, .50 in box ... 3/ -
Rheostats, 6 ohm, 11 amp. ... 2/6
Grinders, A.C. mains, twin ended 45/ -
Abrasive Discs, 5in. diam., asstd.

Green Grit Wheels, 311). x kin. x
lin. bore ... ... 4/9

Self -Tap Screws, 100 asstd. ... 3/ -
Copper Rivets, 12 doz., assorted... 1/3
Thread Gauges, 28 arms ... 4/9
Meter Movements, 5 m/amp. for

testers, voltmeters. etc., 4fin.
long scale ... 3/6

Saw Bench Tops with ball race
spindle, pulley. etc. ... 45/ -

May we send our list of 300 interesting
items ? lid. stamp, please.
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RADIO SUPPLY CO.
(LEEDS) LTD. (Dept. S),

32, THE CALLS,
LEEDS, 2.

Terms : C.W.O. or C.O.D. over LI.
Postage I/1 extra under LI ; 2/ -

extra under L3.
All Goods guaranteed. Catalogue 6d.

S.A.E. enquiries.

CONVERT YOUR BATTERY
RECEIVER TO A.C. MAINS.

R.S.C. BATTERY CONVERTER
KIT. A complete kit of parts for the
construction of a unit which will
replace both H.T. Battery and L.T.
Accumulator where 200-250 v. A.C.
Mains supply is available. Outputs
fully smoothed are 120 v., 90 v., 60 v.,
40 mA. and 2 v. at 0.4 a. to I amp. for
all normal Battery Receivers. Only
48/9. Or assembled ready for use
8/9 extra.
R.S.C. BATTERY SUPERSEDER
KIT. -All parts to assemble a unit
(housed in metal case approx. 5/ x 4 x
If in.) to replace H.T. and L.T. Batteries
in ALL DRY RECEIVERS when mains
supply of 200-250 v. A.G. is available.
Outputs fully smoothed 90 v. 10 mA.,
1.4 v. 250 mA. For 4 valve sets only
35/9, or ready for use 42/6.
COLLARO 3 -SPEED AUTO-
MATIC RECORD CHANGERS. -
Type RC/3/521, with crystal pick-up
(2 plug-in heads) for long playing or
standard records. Plays ten 7, 10, or
I2in. records, not intermixed. For
A.C. Mains 200-250 v. input. Limited
number at approx. half list price.
Brand New, cartoned. L9/15/-, carr. 5/-.
PLESSEY 3 -SPEED AUTOMATIC
RECORD CHANGER. -Plays 8
records, 10in. and I2in. Intermixed at
78 r.p.m. or 10 records 10in. and I2in.
let. at 33( r.p.m. or 10 records Tin.
at :13k r.p.m. or 8 records 7in. at 45
r.p.m. Complete with Crystal -
Pick -up with duo -point alloy stylus.
Plays approx. 2,000 records on each
stylus. 2 years average use. For mains
200-250 v. supply. Brand New, car -
toned. Limited supply at well under
half list price. Buy now at L10/19/6,
plus 5/- carr.
CONNOISSEUR HIGH 'FIDELITY
MAGNETIC PICK-UPS COM-
PLETE with MATCHING TRANS-
FORMER. -Brand New, Boxed, and
Perfect. Limited number at fraction
of maker's list price. Only 26/6.
R.S.C. BATTERY CHARGER KITS.
-For A.C. mains 200-230-25o v. opera-
tions. Kit comprises Mains Transformer,
F.W. Selenium Rectifier Fuses, Fuse -
holders, etc., and Louvred Black
Crackle Case.

6 v. or 12 v. 2 a.... ... . 3119
6 v. or 12 v. 4 a.... 49/9
Supplied assembled and tested, 6/9 ex.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
2/6 v. I a. H.W.
6/12 v. f a. H.W.
6/12 v. I a. F.W. (Bridge) ... 5/9
6/12 v. 2 a. F.W. (Bridge) ... 9/9
6/12 v. 4 a. F.W. (Bridge) ... 14/9
6/12 v. 6 a. F.W. (Bridge) ... 19/9
150 v. 40 mA. H.W. ... 3/9

250 v. 50 mA. H.W. 5/9
250 v. 100 mA. H.W. ... 8/9
VARIABLE RESISTORS -5 amp.
2 ohms, 5/9 ; 5 amp. 7.5 ohms, 7/9 :
25 amp. 0.4 ohms, 8/9 ; 150 ohm 1.5
amps.. 11/9. Suitable for chargers, etc.
Complete with knob.
R.S.C. FILAMENT TRANS-
FORMERS. -Primaries 200/250 v.
A.C. 50 cis 6.3 v. 1.5 a., 5/9 ; 12 v. I a.,
7/11 ; 6.3 v. 2 a., 7/6 ; 12 v. 3 a., 17/6 ;
6.3 v. 3 a., 9/9 24 v. 1.5 a., 17/6 ;

0-4-6.3 v. 2 a., 7/9. 6.3 v. 6 a., 17/6.
R.S.C. CHARGER TRANS-
FORMERS. Primaries 200-230-250 v.
A.C. 50 c/cs. 0-9-15 v. 1.5 a., 12/9 ;
0-9-15 v. 6 a., 22/9 ; 0-9-15 v. 3 a.. 16/9 ;
0-4-9-15-24 v. 3 a., 22/9. 0-11-22 v. 15 a.,
45/-.
EX. GOV. ACCUMULATORS
(NEW). -2 v. 16 A.H. with Non -spill
Vents, 5/9.
EX. GOV. AUTO -TRANS-
FORMERS. -50 c/s. 15-10-5-0-215-235
v. 200 watts, 25/9. Double wound
10-0-10-210-230 v. to 5-0-115-125 v. or
reverse 200 watts, 25/9. Double wound
10-0-200-220-240 v. to 10-0-270-290-
310 v. or reverse 200 watts, 27/9.
Many Auto Trans. in stock (up to
5 kVA) at very low prices.
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carbonate of lime and water on cloche
glasses ?-R. E. ,Girvin (Galway).

THE easiest method of removing the lime
film from the glass is to mop the glass

over with a rag saturated with strong spirits
of salt (hydrochloric acid-technical grade)
or to immerse the glass sheets in a bath of
this acid. After this treatment, which will
remove the lime film very rapidly, the glass
must be very well rinsed in order to remove
all traces of acid. Small splashes of the acid
will not appreciably injure plant growths,
but large splashes should be well washed
away with water. The acid falling on the
soil will not affect plant growth, because the
acid will at once be neutralised by the lime
and other ingredients of the soil. A strong
caustic soda solution (t in 5), used hot, will
remove the lime film, but not as efficiently as
the hydrochloric acid. Moreover, this will
very positively damage plant life and almost
anything else with which it comes into
contact.

A very simple method of removing the
lime film is to immerse the glasses for two
or three days in water and then gradually to
bring the water to near boiling point. The
lime will be softened and will become capable
of being scraped away with a blunt edge.

Paint Brush Cleaner
T HAVE several expensive paint brushes
1 which unfortunately have been
allowed to become hard because the
paint was not washed out of them after
use. Turpentine or soap and water now
has no effect on them. Could you please
give me a formula for making an efficient
cleaner which will not harm the bristles
or the bristle setting ? A paint softener
seems to be called for.-S. Kremer
(Manchester, zo).

AN excellent paint brush cleaner can be
made according to the following for-

mula :
A.

Petrol, paraffin or white
spirit ... ... 2 parts (by vol.)

Oleic acid ... t part (by vol.)
B.

Ammonia part (by vol.)
Methylated spirit part (by vol.)
Stir B into A until a smooth cream results.

For use stand the brushes in the above
mixed solutions for about 24 hours. Then
wash out with hot water and soap.

This cleaner will not harm the bristles or
the bristle setting. You will be able to obtain
oleic acid (pale olein) in your district from
Messrs. J. W. Towers & Co., Ltd., 44, Chapel
Street, Salford, 3.

Pearl Effect on Plastic
T WISH to cover some very small
1 articles with a pearl coating such as
is used on some imitation pearl beads.

Can you please tell me if I can obtain
the necessary pearl colour (powder ?),
and where, in what medium it should
be mixed and whether it should be
sprayed, painted on or the articles
dipped ?-J. C. E. Hutchinson (London,
N.9).

YOU can obtain from Messrs. May & Baker
Ltd., Dagenham, Essex, a material

known as " Pearl Paste," which is a damp,
white, silky looking paste having about a
3o per cent. water content. This is used
largely for producing a pearl effect on or in
plastic materials and it would, we think,
meet with all your requirements, for the
paste could be mixed with gum water or,
better still, with any transparent lacquer
and applied to the surface of the articles by
brushing or spraying or by dipping. The best
method of application would depend on the
nature of the articles themselves, and since
you do not give us any idea of this we cannot

help you here. However, Messrs. May & Baker,
Ltd., will, no doubt, be pleased to give you
further particulars of their Pearl Paste, to-
gether with advice concerning its best method
of application in your own particular instance.

Making a Growler
PLEASE give me constructional details

of a growler for a voltage supply
230 volts A.C. 5o cycles. It will be mainly
for 6 volt motor cycle dynamo armatures,
the smallest size being LI in. clearance x
31in., plus commutator sin. diam. x tin.
Would the growler be suitable for testing
motor cycle magneto armatures also ?-
H. H. Seymour (S.E.$).

WE suggest that you build the core of the
growler of Stalloy stampings approx.

o.oa8in. thick to the dimensions given below.
The stampings being clamped together by
means of lin. diameter bolts which are insu-

Build up core to
31/2 thick

Details of the growler core.

lated from the core by paper or tape bushings
and washers. For use on a 23o volt so cycle
supply the coil could have 400 turns of 15
s.w.g. D.C.C. copper wire. Do not switch on
the coil until the armature has been placed
on the poles of the growler. The growler
could be used for testing motor cycle magneto
armatures. A short circuited coil on such an
armature will tend to heat up when placed on
the energised poles of the growler.

Instantaneous Plating
IHAVE seen demonstrated at street

markets a liquid that imparts a high
chrome finish to metal objects. The
liquid, slightly red in colour, is brushed
on to the object, which is then polished ;
a high chrome is the result. I understand
that the chrome soon wears off, but will
last longer if given a coat of clear varnish.

Could you tell me where I might
obtain some of this liquid or how I might
make some up ? I have tried some of
the advertised plating powders without
success.-D. E. Challis (Enfield).

THE liquids which are sold at market fairs
and which purport to be aids to metallic

plating are frauds. They comprise a soluble
salt of mercury, and the so-called " plating "
which they give rise to is merely a superficial
film of metallic mercury which sinks to a
slight depth below the surface of the metal.
When the metal object is heated, or even
when it is left lying at ordinary temperatures,
the mercury film volatilises from the metal
surface, and thus the " plating " disappears
apparently mysteriously. A layer of varnish
on the film delays its volatilisation, but not
permanently.

Plating powders are similar frauds. They
consist mostly of chalk or whiting into which
a little mercury has been ground, and they
may have minor additions, also, of tin and
antimony salts. Some of them, also, contain
finely ground magnesium powder, which, in

such a medium, aids the deposition of the
mercury film.

If you want to make a liquid similar to the
one you saw at the market fair you have
merely to take an eggcupful of dilute nitric
acid (say, r in t) and to dissolve r globule
of metallic mercury in it. You will thus get
a solution of mercuric nitrate which, when
rubbed with a soft rag on a brass, copper or
steel article, will produce the mercury film or
metallic " plating " which you desire. All
such solutions, however, are intensely poison-
ous.

Information
Sought

Readers are invited to supply the required
information to answer the following queries.

Mr. R. Hart, of Derbyshire, writes :
" I am planning to build a cupboard for
drying clothes in inclement weather. I have
the hot water cylinder flow and return pipes
running through this cupboard, but shall
need more heat than they provide. Could
you suggest some form of electrical heater
for the job ? Are there any special pre-
cautions I should take with the ventilation
of the cupboard ? "

Mr. H. H. Booth, of Liverpool, asks :
" Would you please give me details on how
to make an electrical vacuum chimney
sweeper."

Mr. W. Bunce, of High Wycombe,
writes : " I understand altimeters are ideal
for conversion to barometers. I have two and
would like to make two barometers. Could
you please give the details ? "

Mr. C. Elson asks : " Could you assist
me with details on how to make a dupli-
cator ? "

Mr. J. Woods, of Liverpool, writes as
follows : " Having tasted the thrills of surf
riding at Newquay, I would like to make my
own board. Have you any information to
offer ? "

Mr. B. R. Silk writes : " I am a home
chemist and wish to make a clamp and boss --
head for a retort stand. I should be much
obliged if you could give me details and
materials required ? "

Donal O'Shea, an Irish reader, asks :
Could you please give me details of electrical
units used for clearing coarse fish out of
small lakes-either by stunning them, or
attracting them to a bag net by an electric
current ? I understand that a 6 -volt variable
vibrator unit is used.

The following is a letter from Mr.
V. D. Duggan, of Ireland : I propose to
build a canoe this summer and would be
grateful for advice on the following :

On either side of the canoe I intend to
suspend a hollow, wooden float, like those
used by South Sea natives, etc. What angle
from the gunwale would the supports of the
floats require to make with the canoe's side ?
What size would the floats require to be in
order to render suitable stability and non -
capsizing ability to the craft ? What would
the best position on the sides of the canoe
be for fixing the floats and how far out from
the sides should they be suspended ? The
length of the canoe would be from 9 -rift.
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A PELMAN
TRAINED MIND

of, A N "H Y ,

amongst
the brainiest
and most
successful

,Amen and
ca women i n

4zte England
t AND V100:0

to -day, a r ethere so
many Pelmanists ?

Why does being a Pelmanist
lift you right out of the rut ?

The answer to these and to many
other questions relative to Your
Success and its assurance through
Pelmanism will be found in
" The Science of Success." In
this book you will read accounts
by Pelmanists themselves of how
whole lives have been changed for
the better by Pelmanism.

What Pelmanism Does
Pelmanism brings out the mind's

latent powers and develops them to
the highest point of efficiency.

It eliminates such defects as :-
Shyness Timidity
,Depression Indecision
Forgetfulness Pessimism
Indefiniteness Procrastination
Morbid Unnecessary

Thoughts Fears
which interfere with the effective
working power of the mind, and it
develops such valuable qualities as :-
-Courage -Initiative
-Judgment -Ambition
-Optimism -Reliability
Perception -Confidence
-Will -Power -Self -Control

Your Unsuspected Self
Pelmanism teaches you to rely on

yourself. Every man and every
woman has within himself and
herself a mine of abilities that lie
dormant, ready to be brought into
service through the proper training
of, the mind. This is the time to
bring them forth and to use them
for the benefit of yourself, your
dependants and your associates.

Reduced fees for Her Majesty's Forces
(Apply for Services Form)

,The Pelman Course is taught by
correspondence only. There are
no classes to attend. The problems
of each Pelmanist are considered,
separately by highly trained,
sympathetic instructors. Under
this understanding system, even
the most timid gains self-con-
fidence immediately.

Remember-Everything you do is
preceded by your attitude of mind.
The Pelman Course is simple

and interesting and takes up very
little time ; you can enrol on the
most convenient terms. The
CoUrse is fully described in
" The Science of Success,"
which will be sent to you, gratis
and post free, on application to :-

PELMAN INSTITUTE
130, Norfolk Mansions,

Wigmore Street, London, W.I.
Established over 50 years.

PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES:
DELHI. 10. Allpore Road, MELBOURNE,
386, Flinders Lane. DURBAN, Natal Bank
Chambers (P.O. BOT 1489). PARIS. 176 Boule-
vard Hausmann. AMSTERDAM, Prinsen-
graeht 1021.

THE " STROLLER "
EXCITING NEW BATTERY PORTABLE WHICH CONVERTS
TO A PICNIC RECORD PLAYER

* Sensitive 4 -valve superhet.
* Attractive 2 -tone case and three

colour scale.
* 7 inch elliptical speaker.
* Full A.V.C. and fixed tone correct ion
* Space for Mains Unit.
* Factory -built look.

The Elpreq "Stroller" is an all -dry battery
operated superhet, using frame aerial and
1.5 volt valves Types IRS, IT4, IS5 and
3S4. It is particularly selective and gives
powerful results on long and medium
waves. Battery consumption, however,
is quite low. The cabinet is ultra -modern
and finished crocodile and/or lizard skin
in two shades. The control -board is sim-
ilarly finished, and with the three -coloured
dial, gives the whole a factory -built
aspect.

YOU
YOU

Full constructional details of this super -
het and of the Picnic Player unit which.
by the undoing of four screws, slips into
the cabinet in place of the radio, will be
found in our booklet "The Stroller," price
2/8 (returnable if parts purchased).
Cost of portable cabinet and all parts for
Stroller, including valves, speaker, but
not batteries, is 0/17/6 (H P. deposit
£211912). carriage 5/-. Cabinet available
separately, price 37/6, plus 3/6 postage.

MINIATURE PORTABLE T.V.
CAN PROBABLY THINK OF MANY OTHER REASONS WHEN
MAY NEED A MIDGET TELEVISOR, BUT IT WILL CERTAINLY

BE USEFUL WHEN:-

The Elpreq Miniature Televisor uses
standard conventional circuitry employ-
ing a total of 13 valves and 2 crystal diodes.
The cathode ray tube used is a 2lin.
Service type V.C.R. 139A, which has a
standard equivalent and will therefore
always be obtainable.
The total cost comes to £16-£17. A carry -

14 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
Send only deposit-refunded if tool
not approved.

lin. DRILL.
Robust tool with
trigger switch andself -centringchuck. Drills,
sands, polishes,
grinds, sharpens.
Also. with attach-
ments, drives :

lathe, saw bench,
rise and fall, grind-
er, buffer, etc.
Price £5.19.6 cash,
or 401- deposit.
Carriage and Pack-
ing 2/6.

Horizontal
Stand

1716, post 116.

Vertical
Bench Stand

0.7.6. post 2,6.

Lathe Stand
£5.5.0, or 35i- de-
posit. Carriage
and packing 5/-.
The four items
£15.9.6 or £5.3.2
deposit.

(a) Someone is ill, or confined to another
room.

(b) Your big T V. fails.

(c) You want to alter or adjust your big
T.V.

(d) The commercial programmes start.

(e) Servicing an aerial Installation.

ing case, similar to the artist's illustra-
tion above, will be available shortly. Its
size will be approximately Slim x 8in. x
6in. (internally).
Full construction data, layouts, dia-
grams, templates, etc., running into some
50 sheets, is available, price 5/- post
free. ,

WELDING TRANSFORMER
Totally enclosed and
fitted High. Low and
Off Switch. Inter-
mittent output 4
volts 1,000 amp.
Ideal all welding
or as power unit for
spot welder. Price
£4110/-, carriage and
packing 7;6.

FISHING ROD
FROM

DINGHY MAST
Tubular aluminium not
separate sections. ex-
tends like telescope from
15ins. to 9ft. 6/6 each.

MULTI -PURPOSE MOTORS
Works off A.C./
D.C. mains or
batteries-many
speeds - many
uses, including
battery charg-
ing. Data given,
11/6, post and packing 2/-.

CRYSTAL SET
Two wave -band bakelite
case, germanium crystal
-gets "Home" and
"Light" anywhere with-
out batteries. 18/-.
Headphones, 15/6 pair.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, Ltd. (Dept. 1)
Post Orders should be addressed to :

ELPREG HOUSE, HIGH STREET, WEALDSTONE, MIDDLESEX.

Personal shoppers, however, should call at any of our following branches :
42/46, WINDMILL HILL 29, STROUD GREEN 152/153, FLEET STREET

RUISLIP, MIDDX. 0 ROAD, FINSBURY  LONDON, E.C.4.
PARK

Phone : Ruislip 5780 Phone . Archway 1049 Phone : Central 2833

All items carriage paid and
Money back guarantee.

BOMB SIGHT COMPUTOR

Only

A model ---
maker's paradise,

Eachover 65 'tbs. of magni-
ficently made gears, driving shafts,
bearings, miniature motor, repeater motor,
gyroscopes, etc. All supplied in a strong
wooden transit case 24in. x 22in. x I lin.

,high which itself is ideal as a tool box.

APOLLO
SPRAY GUN
Ideal for model
maker & handy-
man. Sprays
paints, insecti-
cides, etc. Will
work from foot
pump, spare car
tyre, cornpres-
sor, etc. New
a n d boxed.
Cash with Order. C.O.D.

'Phone orders accepted.
(PM9) 479, HARROW RD. LONDON, W.10

LADbroke 1718
HIGH ST., HARLESDEN, N.W.IO.

62/6

All Steel
Tool Box
With remov-
able inner
tray. Strong
hasp, staple
and carry-
ing handles.
O.A. size 24x8

a Bin. 36/6

15/ -

extra.

SHERMAN'S®
SUPPLY COMPANY

EVERY PICTURE
A WINNER

WITH fastest lens (f/2.9) of any
camera at price, Paxina-29

takes 12 wonderful snaps outdoors in
any light in which you can read news-
print, indoors with 2 domestic 100 -watt
lamps 5 ft. from subject, no flashbulbs
required. Rapid 1/200 sec. shutter,
non -bellows, compact, easy to work.
Uses 120 film obtainable everywhere.

PAXINA fo'reVoy 27/5

Ideal holiday camera, for 'candid' shots.
fast sports work, clean-cut snaps of

night-time fun.
Price £14/14/- or delivered for first of
12 monthly payments of 27/5 including
all-risks insurance. Money -back
guarantee. All latest cameras on no -

deposit terms.

' POST COUPON TODAY
To: Dixons (Dept. 11),
Dixon House, Buckingham Rd.,
Edgware, Middx.
I wish to buy Paxina-20 camera.
I enclose 27/5 and will pay balance
monthly.

Name

Address

DIXONS
Dixon House, Buckingham Rd.,

Edgware, Middx.
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2,000 H.S. Side and Face. Cutters,
1M. hole. 211n. dia., tin. thick, 15/- :
tin. thick 17/6 : kin. thick 20/-. 31n.
dia., tin. thick 17/6 ; 5116in. thick 20/-;
tin. thick 22/6: tin. thick 25/- : tin.
thick 27/8. 31in. dia., kin. thick 20/-
5/16in. thick 22/8: Tin. thick 25/-. 5in.
die., tin. thick 55/- : lin. thick 65/-.

5,000 H.S. Morse Taper Shank End
Mills, spiral teeth. No. 1 shank tin.
dia. 6/6, 5/161n. dia. 7/6. tin. dia. 7/6,
tin. dia. 8/6. No. 2 shank 9/l6in. dia.
10/6. tin. dia. 12/6. 11/16in. dia. 12/6,
lin. dia. 14/-, tin. dia. 15/-. No. 3
shank lffn. dia. 22/13. No. 4 shank
ltin. dia. 25/-. Olin. 27/6, ltin. 35/-,
I lin. 40/-. No. 5 shank 2in. dia. 50/- each.

3,000 Circular Split Dies lin. dia.
cutting fin, 51161n.. fin., 7/16in., tin.
Whit.. B.S.F., also brass thread, 26
thread all sizes and American N.F. 12/ -
per set of 5 sizes, 2 sets 22/8, 4 sets
42/6. Taps to suit 9/3 per set, either
taper or second or plug. lin. die -stocks
5/- each , 3/16in. to lin. tap wrenches,
12/6 each.2,000 H.S. Long Twist Drills all
straight shank 1/l6in. to 3/161n. dia.
4in. to 6in. long. 5 assorted, 10/-. Would
cost much more than treble this price.

500 H.S. No. 1 M.T.S. Twist Drills,
tin. to fin. dia.,3 ass. 10/6, our selection;
6 for £1.

1,000 Hand Reamers, tin., 5/161n.
and lin.. 8/6 per set of three ; 3/6 each.

1,000 High Speed Inserted Blades
Expanding Reamers, 17/32in. to
19/32in. 14/-, 9/16in. to fin. 16/-, 11/16in.
to tin. 17/6. tin. to 27/321n. 1716, lin.
to 31/321n. 18/6. 31/321n. to 1 -tin. 22/6
each.

2,000 Small High Speed Twist
Drill", approx. 1/32in. to 3/321n. dia.,
doz. assorted 4/-.

100 H.S. Concave Cutters, dia. of
circle 5/161n. or tin., cutter die. 2iin.,
hole lin., 12/8 each.

1.000 High Speed Parting Off
Tool Blades. Eclipse brand : din. x
3/321n. x 411n. long, 4/- each : 11/16in.
x 3/32in. x 51n. long. 5/- each ; 13/16in.
x 1/161n. x 6in. long, 5/- each ; 15/161n. x
3/32in. x Sin. long. 8/- each.

7,000 Pratt & Whitney, circular
split dies, superior quality precision
ground cutting edges, 13/16in. dia.,
suitable for machine or hand use.
Sizes : 2, 4, 5. 8 RA., 8/6 per set.

LOOP Extra Long Twist Drills,
straight shank, H.S. or carbon, 31161n.
to 9/161n. dia.. 6in. to tin. long, six
assorted 15/-.

5,000 Ball Races, kin. bore. lin.
o.d., tin. thick, 4/- pair ; tin. bore.
lin. o.d.. 7/32in. thick, 4/- pair ; 6 mm.
bore, 19 mm. o.d., 6 mm. thick, 4/ -
pair. 12 mm. bore, approximately fin..
35 mm. o.d., 9 mm. thick. 4/- Pair :
9 mm. bore, 26 mm. o.d., 8 mm. thick,
4/- pair ; tin. bore, lin. o.d.. 7/32in.
thick. 5/- pair.

4/9 Any LOT. Five lots 22/6. 2 H.S.
Tap or Reamer Fluting Cutters Itin.
dia., lin. hole, tin. and 3/16in. thick,
worth 7/6 each. Set 5/32In., 3/16in.,
7/3210.. fin., all in 40 thread, 13/16in.
Split lies : I assorted Centre Nail Pin
and Belt Punches, total value 12/6
one H. S. Tap or Reamer Fluting Cut-
ter, 211n. dia., # in. thick, lin. hole
one lin. H.S. Hand Reamer, worth 10/-.
Every item a good bargain.

5,000 Twist Drills. Standard Jobbers.
carbon and high speed mixed, best
British and American make, sizes 1/161n.
to 5/161n. in fractional number and letter
sizes, a really splendid selection, 1 doz.
assorted 10/-. Please note me cannot
supply to stated sizes at this price.
only our selection, actual value more
than treble.

500 Sets Metal Figure.Punehes, nine
punches 0 to 8, the six is used reverse
for. nine , size 5/64in. 6/6 set. worth
15/- ditto tin. size, 843.

3,000 High Speed Tool Bits, tin.
square, 3in. long, hardened ready for
use. 12/8 doz 3 doz 35/- Ditto 5/16in.
round. 31n. long. 8/6 per doz.

2,000 Files, 4in. to 61n. flats, half -
rounds. rounds, squares, warding as-serted, cuts, good general lot, 10/8
doz. ; three doz. 28/6.

600 Circular Split Dies, B.T.D. make
tin. dia., lin.. lin., lin.. lin. Welt tin.
Gas ; worth 11/- each. Clear 7' each,
new die -stock to suit, worth 301 -
each. clear, 10/- each.200 Boxes A to Z Steel Letter
Stamps fOr marking metal, 5/641n. size,
17/6 set ; ditto lin. size, 22/6 set.
worth treble this price.

2,000 Straight Shank End Mills,
size (in.. 5/32in., 3/16in.. 7/32in., tin..
5/16in., list price 30/- set, handy bar-
gains, 15/- set also fin., 5/16in., lin.
ditto 12/8 set. all in makers' wrappings.

500 H.S. 90 deg. Countersinks, body
lin. dia., teeth cut to point. An essen-
tial tool for any workshop using c/s
screws. Gift 5/- each.

1,000 Bevelled Wood Chisels,
handled, lin., 5/161n.. tin., Sin., fin..
tin.. tin., lin. Actual value 32/6. Gift
21/- set.2,000 Rotary Files, 3/32in. shank.
various shapes. Six for 6/6. 12, 12/,
Very handy.

3,000 High Speed Routing Cutters,
straight shank, two lip, as used for
cutting slots in wood, sizes lin., tin.
dia., clear 4/- each.

1,000 Toolmakers' Needle Files,
good' assortment of shapes and cuts,
worth 1/9 to 2/6 each, 12/8 doz.

All items brand new. £1 orders post
paid.

J. BURKE
192, Baslow Road, Totley, Sheffield.
Inspection Only at Rear 36, Fitz-

william St., Sheffield.

SUITABLE AS UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC MOTORS

For 200-250 v. A.C. or D.C. mains. BY
simple external wiring, full data supplied.
New method gives better .than 1/6th H.P.
with M.G. 29, or approx. t h.p. with M.G. 30
MOTOR GENERATOR TYPE 29,
as generator. Input 24 v. 16 a. Output 1,200 v.

PM/ for.
Dim.

Ask for Carriage
P

MOTOR GENERATOR TYPE 30.
Ref. 10K/21. Input 9.3 v. 23 A. Output 7.2 volts
13 amps., 255 volts, 110 mA. Size : Olin.
x 51in. x 5in.

PM/11488.
for 15/. each. Carriage

RECORDER MK. II 24 VOLTS.
This unit is an Auto Camera for 16 mm.
film, the shutter can be operated at single
shot or one frame per half -second con-
tinuously. The Recorder requires a cossette,
or Magazine (not supplied) to hold 25ft. of
16 mm. film. The optical unit has an F/4.5
lens and Prism Reflector system, for right
angle operation through the side of the case.
Dimensions : 411n. x 41n. x lin. Contained in
Transit Case.

USED, GOOD CONDITION.
pAmiskHamfot 27/., each. Post

STILL AVAILABLE AS DETAILED
IN PREVIOUS ISSUES

F24 AIRCRAFT CA H ERA in Transit
Case. With 5in., F/4 lens.
Ask for PM/11302. 2419s. 6d. each. Carriage

Paid.
14in. F/5.6 LENS FOR F24 CAMERA.
Ask for PM/I1563. £619s. 6d. each. Carriage

Paid.
PLOTTER FIELD MK. IV.

Ref. 0.S.739A.
Ask for PM/H864. 9/11 each. Post Paid.

Paid.

GUN SIGHT PROJECTOR UNIT,
TYPE 30

Ask for PM/H882. 19/11 each. Post Paid.

COOLANT PUMP BY PACKARD,
U.S.A.

Ask for PM/H407. 39/6 each. Carriage Paid.

EX R.N. DISTRIBUTION BOARDS,
250 v. 15 amps., 3 -way.

Simplex. Ask for PM/H949. 6/6 ea. Post Paid
Sandalite Duplex. Ask for PM/H950. 6/6 ea.

Post Paid.
M.E.M. Kantark. Ask for PM/H951. 6/6 ea.

Post Paid.

METAL (MINE) DETECTOR No. 5A.
Amplifier Unit with Search Coil Assembly

ZA. 22158.
Ask for PM/E768. 39/6 each. Carriage Paid.

CAMERA CONTROL ELECTRICAL
TYPE 35

Ask for PM/H962. 15/- each. Post 1/6 extra.

HELIOGRAPH, 5 INCHES, MK. 5.
Ask for PM/H828A. 35/- each. Carriage Paid.

AIR POSITION IND. UNIT MK. I.
Ref. 6B/248.

Ask for PM/H913. 22/6 each. Carriage Paid.

EX R.A.F. SIGNAL LAMP, TYPE 2
5A/2384.

Ask for PM/11530. 8/6 each. Post Paid.

ROTARY PUMP, 24v. D.C. 2.5 AMPS.
Ref. 5U/2492.

Ask for PM/11944. 35/- each. Post Paid.

Order direct from :-

CLYDESDALE B.PLPT`DY.
Phone : South 2706/9

2, BRIDGE STREET
GLASGOW - C.5

illawate aliege
e a Once

Precision built with watch -like accuracy,,
neat, light and strong, records up to
10,000 miles and then repeats. Complete
with striker and rust -proofed hub spindle
bracket. Chromium plated finish.

Price 7/6

Universal Fork Fixing
Brackets for cycles which
cannot take normal hub
spindle bracket. Price 1/...

7(41 iltilata CYCLOMETER
JOSEPH LUCAS (CYCLE ACCESSORIES) LTD CHESTER ST BIRMINGHAM 6

U.S.A. THROAT MICROPHONES. -
1/9 each, post 5d. ; 12/- dozen, post free.
TOGGLE SWITCHES, -S.P.C.O. New.
7/6 doz., post 9d.; 12/- gross, post 2/6.
Type 5d/531.
BATTERY CHARGING KITS. -
New. G.E.C. 1.25 atm. 12 volt rectifier,
matched transformer, to give output of
5-11-17jvolts for charging 2-6 or 12 volt
batteries, 27/6 each, post 1/9.
TEST. PRODS. -Has 2ft. flex, ebonite
rods, brass- prods, ideal testing. 2/8
each, post 4d. 24/- doz.
SMALL SEMI -CIRCULAR RHEO-
STATS. -0-5 ohm variable, suitable
meter shunts, W/W 2fin. long, new, 9d.,
post 3d. : 7/6 dozen.
MOTOR CYCLE SILENCERS.
Chromed, new, suit. Bantams, fishtail.
fit 1 7/161n. 10/- each post, 1/-. Also
M/C Tyre pump connectors, 1/r each.
post 3d. ; 10/- doz.
PROJECTION LENS UNITS. -Con-
tains 24 v. bulb, cover,. mirror reflector,
high grade lens, 40 mm. Achromatic,
also Dalmeyer concave dark lens. 10/ -
post 1/-.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. -12 volt.
3 to 4 amps., new 15/. each. post 1/2.
TERMINAL BLOC KS. -2 -way Ref.
5c/430, 4/6 doz., post 9d. ; 3 -way. 5c/432,
7/8 doz., post V-.
KING DICK RING SPANNERS. -
tin. x lin. A.F., 3/6 each, post 7d.
AUGER TWIST DRILLS. -Sizes
tin. to lin., various sizes between, set
of four mixed. 10/-, post 9d.
RELAYS. -Type P.O. 3000 coil. 2,000
ohms, 3/6 each, ..st 8d. Coil, 200 ohms.
3/- each. Type .11 coil, 1,000 ohms. 3/6
each, post 7d.
We always have large stock of Single
Phase 230 v. electric motors. Sample :
1/6 h.p. NEW CROMPTON 230. 24/10/ -
each, carriage 5/6.
Send 6d. for our bargain list of surplus

equipment.

L. C. NORTHALL
16, HOLLY ROAD, QUINTON,

BIRMINGHAM, 32.
'Phone : WOO 3166.

Showrooms: 353, Bearwood Road,
Smethwick.

Ana

ELECTRIC MOTORS SURtPLu
Newt FLF. By world-
famous Maker. 230,230 v.
A.C., 50 cycles. 1,425
r.p.m. Single phase,
Self-starting. Contin-
uous rating. 21n. x lin.
shaft.
Usual price 18. gth/6
Carr. & Pkg. 8/6.

Another Bargain
NEW ELECTRIC MOTOR
12/24 v. D.C. 33 amp.
.33 H.P. 3,800 r.p.m.
Size : 7in. x 41n. .(approx.).

ONLY in
Post/Packing 3/-.

PRESSURE STOVES
New British ArMy Paraffin
Stove. Pressure pump flame
adjuster. Folding metal arms
give 10in. diameter. Spares
kit. Very strong construc-
tion. Fitted metal container
9iin. x 51n. Takes up little
room in pocket or kit. Ideal
for all purposes. °CI
Post & Packing 1110. .01".

NEW BATTERIES
Guaranteed

6 VOx 6L
/

T, 58 AMP. -48/6
71 x

812(613/18a75 53/6
Carr./Packing 9/-.

12
131

YOx
61 x 91

LT, 56 AMP. -93/6
154 x 61 x 76 105/- ,

Carr.1Packing 111,
Other sizes in stock.

NEW THERMOMETERS
Ex -Govt. 0-100 deg. C. and
40-140 deg. C. 2 fin. dash-

- fitting, with approx. 20(
40ft. tubing. Suitablefor
WATER or OIL 02/6
Union 2/6 extra.
Post and Packing 1/10.

EASY TERMS

25/- neutuprimin E5
Balance payable over 6 months.

FREE ILLUS. CATALOGUE
& CAMPING LIST.

PRIDE & CLARKE Ltd.
(Dept. P.M.), 138, STOCKWELL
ROAD, LONDON, S.W.9. BRI. 6251
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

All letters should be addressed to
the Editor, " THE CYCLIST,"
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London,

W .C.2.
Phone: Temple Bar 4363

Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London

The Parting of the Ways?
WHY NOT FOUND A NEW CONTROLLING BODY ?

THE position of the three contending
parties to the seemingly never-ending
dispute over control of road sport

has been aggravated by the stupid decision
of the U.C.I. It would now seem that
cycling sport exists to prop up controlling
bodies which are more interested in developing
their own egos than in developing the sport.
The fact that they are in existence to do so
seems to have been completely forgotten in
the heat of controversy, where personalities
override policies and logic goes by the board.

The U.C.I. by its reversal of policy has
done great harm to road sport, and this,
coupled with the harm done by the N.C.U.,
has placed British road sport in a most un-
enviable position. The problem does indeed
seem to be insuperable under existing forms
of control. The time has come therefore,
for all clubs to give serious consideration to
the formation of an entirely new body to
control all forms of road sport, and governed
by men known to be non-partisan in the
dispute, which means, of course, infusing
fresh blood into control. The has
patently proved itself to be incapable and
unworthy of control. Perhaps someone who
thinks on these lines will call a meeting of
delegates from all clubs with the object of
founding such a body.

'L It has ,been done before ; when it was
obvious that the old Road Racing Council
..only had power to make pious and sloppy

.7' resolutions which they had no power to
= enforce, clubs arose in wrath and formed

what was then regarded as a dissident body,
the R.T.T.C. When the N.C.U. stabbed
road sport in the back in the 1890's, the Road
Records Association was formed. The clock
has been put back at least 5o years during
recent months and the methods then adopted
to rectify the matter might well be copied.
It would mean, in the first place, a joint
action on the part of a large number of the
leading clubs, giving notice of withdrawal
of their affiliation to the N.C.U. and the
R.T.T.C. During the formative period of the
club a caretaker body could be put in operation
to control sport and hand over when the new
body had been properly constituted. This
would mean that the N.C.U. might go out of
existence. Unless its finances improve, it is
likely to do this anyway.

It would be important to the scheme we
envisage to make quite sure that none of the
firebrands and recalcitrants who live to do
battle on the flimsiest pretexts, conceived in
hate and bred in malice, have nothing what-
ever to do with the new body. There are too
many committee men with plurality of
office serving on many other committees, and
importing to one the secrets of another. There
are plenty of able men willing to fill the various
offices. The self-appointed proprietors of the
cycling sport should be sent back to the
obscurity of the wilderness from which they
should never have been allowed to emerge.

Certain branches of the sport have become
the perquisites of the few. Some are making
a nice living out of the sport, merely paying
lip service to it, not necessarily believing
what they say. There is far too much under-
hand work going on in the cycling movement
for anything to emerge by an amalgamation
of existing bodies. Their hates and prejudices
could not be effaced, nor is any one of the
three bodies prepared to sink its identity by
amalgamation. Their identities and their
disruptive influences should be destroyed by
obscuration.

Licences Reaction
WE print the following B.L.R.C. reply to

the recent N.C.U. " whopper " re-
garding licences for the League riders going
abroad, and readers will be able to judge from
this whether there is a case for the formation
of a new body.

" The offer does not comply with the
requirements of the Joint Agreement and
whether intentionally or otherwise will have
the effect of destroying B.L.R.C. associations
with Continental cycling. Furthermore this
offer, if accepted, will have the effect of
destroying the B.L.R.C. itself. As the body
responsible for introducing and continuing
road racing and bearing in mind that we
control 75 per cent. of all road racing in this
country, including all professional and inde-
pendent road racing, we do not consider it
just or advisable that the B.L.R.C. should
cease to exist.

Whilst on the face of things the N.C.U.
offer might not appear to be unreasonable, we
would state that at the Joint Meeting on
May 8, 5954, our delegates submitted pro-

::.

Polper ro Ceremell t
Ttie levels( West Country -ritlimel village

and former kauht or smugglers

By F. J. C.

posals for a Joint International Licence on
similar lines to the N.C.U./S.C.U. licence at
present in use. Our proposals provided for a
card bearing the badges of all three organisa-
tions, with space for insertion of name,
address, club and category of the named
rider, and authorising him to compete abroad
in specified events.

This proposal was in conformity with the
provisions of the Joint Agreement and, if
accepted, could have been the answer to the
major problem before the Joint Committee.
The N.C.U./R.T.T.0 rejected this proposal.
(which we consider reasonable) out of hand
and tried to avoid any vote being taken thereon.

The N.C.U. put a counter proposal to the
effect that the N.C.U. International Licence
should be accepted in lieu of the combined
form of International Licence. This sug-
gestion is in direct contravention of the
requirements of the Joint Agreement.

By their action in rejecting our proposal
they have committed a breach of the
Agreement.

Counsel's opinion re the Joint Licence is as
follows :

It is clear from Clause 8 of the Agreement
that all parties to it are bound to use a com-
bined form of international licence as from
April 28, 1953. This clause is in the imperative
and in the absence of any stipulation as to
when it comes into operation it must be
deemed to take effect at once and the second
part of the clause envisages one form of
licence which can be used by each party to
the agreement.'

The British League of Racing Cyclists now
requires the N.C.U.!R.T.T.C. to agree to
conform to the requirements of the Joint

Agreement."
Members of cycling

clubs should remember
these facts and consider
whether the time has
not. come to put a
period to the activities
of the N.C.U. which,
in any case, has out-
lived its period of use-
fulness.

Perhaps the C.T.C.
will take a lesson from
this and confine its
activities to cycle tour-
ing only, and suppress
those of its officials
who express opinions
on cycling subjects
outside that sphere,
and of which they can
know precious little.
They are not cycling
legislators, as they
fancy themselves to be.
Nor are they equipped
to be so.

gee o.
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Wayside Thoughts

The medieval cross
at COIATON t.AUETT,

Noti:M/kamslire,

The Vernal Season
WE all waited a long while for the first

real burst of spring, and how beautiful
it was after five weeks of east -edged atmosphere
that left a blue tinge along your knuckles if
you had the temerity to ride without gloves.
At the end of the first week of May the glory
of an English spring transformed the grey
skies and keen winds into a fairyland as only
God's alchemy can. The roads became
crowded with the bright costumes of cyclists,
the apple bloom unfurled itself and the
dandelions, burnished gold in their verdant
setting, tried to outshine the sun itself. Why
do so many of us despise that common
bloom ? Just because it is common I suppose,
and possibly for the reason it is concerned
with a fable of youth not mentionable in
polite society. Anyhow, I like to see them
sprinkled along the grass verges, flaunting the
gold of spring as the cuckoo flaunts the call,
both redolent of the jolliest time of the year.

I was very fortunate, for a week -end trip
with nearly thirty companions just happened
to drop into the right weather report and
made a merry beginning to a season, which
I hope will bring joy in its train. It is the
hours one is out and about that count, rather
than the miles travelled, the sights and the
sounds and the scents, rather than the leagues
you trail that make cycling the most delightful
means of travel. I am aware that that approach
to the pastime may be somewhat difficult
for the young folk to absorb, for the personal
adventure of speed is a large portion of their
enjoyment, and it is not until later in life
they come to realise that cycling is far more
than a means of expending restless energy.

The Way It Is
T WAS one of a party of twenty-nine men who
1 had agreed to make Tewkesbury their head-
quarters for a spring gathering. Seven of us
gathered to ride from Birmingham to the
confluence of the Severn and Avon rivers on
the Friday, forty-three miles of fairly easy
road, which were fanned by a bitter east wind
that kept us a glove -wearing company all day.
There were bits of brittle sunshine, but the
cool draught made shelter needful to enjoy a
rest and smoke which usually meant an
indoor perch, and, fortunately for me, these

little cafes are frequent on the way to Evesham.
To -day I like to ride ten or a 'dozen miles,
then have a rest and smoke, and by so doing
can manage a fifty miles journey without any
great discomfort ; but if, as I once did, I
scorned anything less than thirty miles before
a dismount, I am afraid cycling would be too
vigorous an exercise for me to comfortably
undertake.

We arrived at Tewkesbury in time for an
early tea, and to welcome later our busy
friends who had left town in the evening and -
hurried down on cars with bicycles hung on
behind ; all of them complained of the chill
temperature.

But in the morning, what a change ; there
was great shedding of raiment even at nine
o'clock, and the glorious spring day was
reflected in every face as we trundled into
the lanes to circumnavigate those comely
villages strung along the base of Bredon Hill.
Looked at from the main roads, Bredon is just
a long, grey -green mound, rising like a
whale's back over the Avon plain, but penetrate
it in gentle mood and its borders harbour
some of the most English of English scenes
in the country. For it is real country, un-
spoiled in vision and speech, a little land
tucked away on its own almost beyond the
noise of the great highways running each side
of it. There are no villages more floral and
quiet, more picturesque and personal to the
scene to be found anywhere, and the curious
thing was that of the twenty-nine men who
meandered round Bredon's base that day, only
two had even been the way before, yet those
folk would consider themselves travelled
people. We lunched at Elmley Castle, and
rolled back to Bredon village to complete the
circle, and I've never heard a body of men so
full of praise for the beauty and glory of a
simple jaunt on a perfect spring day. Two of
our company live on the Ridgeway outside
Redditch and see Bredon's top most days of
the year ; they slipped off after lunch and
went over the hill-no easy climb-drifted
down to Overbury to join us at tea, warm, a
little foot -weary but very satisfied ; and one
of them had turned over his sixty-fifth birth-
day. Such is the power of cycling-properly
applied, and aided by the beauty of day and
district.

The Ducklings
THE weather was as good, as yesterday's

promise when we strolled to Upton -on -
Severn the next morning, keeping the lane
ways over the low ridge `twixt Avon and
Severn, and the air was full of bird music
fanning the gentle miles with melody. W -
rode only fifteen miles maybe, but it was
enough to fill a lovely morning with quiet
exercise and gracious visions, with a session
in the middle of it reserved for the tea-pot.
Early in the afternoon after a noon lunch we
boarded a wagon-yes, a char-a-banc-to
take us to Slimbridge and the Severn Wild
Fowl Trust. The wagon was to keep everyone
together, and since it is twenty-three miles
from Tewkesbury to Slimbridge over a most
uninteresting road, and at least three hours
is needed to see the result of Peter Scott's
hobby turned to National purposes, the
question of cycling there and back to head-
quarters was not attractive.

The Trust enclosure is well worth a visit
for anyone with a streak of wildness in his
make-up. I had expected to see the birds in
captivity, but most of them are as free to come
and go as their wilder comrades of the estuary,
and it was good to see duck and geese flight
into the area and land like young seaplanes
on the pools. Some of the rarer species are
almost unbelievably decorated and beautifully
feathered ; you can watch them for hours.
Among them are the vain ones who will
calmly pose for photography, apparently
confident of their own loveliness and the good
behaviour of the human performer.

Our visit was on the wrong day for the z6
acres were crowded with people, when a
weekday would have give us almost a private
view. If you go-and you should, for it is a
world sight-then make it a weekday and a
fine one, for Slimbridge is no place for
cycling shoes when the rain descends or,
indeed, following closely on a wet period. _

Home Again
THE seven cyclists who rode south on the

Friday rolled home again on Monday and
their exposed skins had received the brown
burnish of health. That road between Bredon
and the Dumbletons, once so lonely and
over which I have oftimes raced in the long
ago, is now carrying the north bound traffic
at an ever-increasing tempo. It is still
beautiful between the hills that shekel' it
from the winter winds and make the Evesham
valley so prolific of produce ; but it has lost its
old-time remoteness, for the traffic is always
with you. Our meandering brought us to Eve-
sham and beyond, before comfortable thirsts
needed attention, and then over the watershed
to the Alne we rode, past the woody domain
of Ragley into the old Roman outpost of
Alcester, and lunch. As you grow older,
that rest after lunch, which once puzzled me
when the Guv'nor took me touring, becomes
very comforting, and we took our ease by
Coughton manor where the Throckmortons
still hold sway, prior to the long rise through
Studley and on to the summit of Gorcot Hill,
thereby gaining the Midland plain. It was
hot, and we were not used to temperatures
running close to the eighties, and I think all
of us were a little limp by four o'clock, when
a cup of tea revived the chatter and the
activity to wander gaily home. It was a
gallant week -end just right for my reduced
power of individual movement, proving
that this old body can still manage a 4o to 5o
miles journey and enjoy every league of it,
notwithstanding a left leg that occasionally
shirks its fair share of propulsion. So how
a feeling of confidence is making me look
forward to June and that proposed Welsh
visit in the company of another ancient,
when we have promised ourselves a gentle
meander around the areas of the Principality
that so attracted us 5o or 6o years ago.
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Apeped

MOLE
TRADE MARK

&IN*
WRENCH

Give yourself that extra hand you are always wishing for
-the Mole Self -Grip Wrench. This versatile tool can be
used as a vice, wrench, clamp, super -pliers and so on. It
locks on to work with tremendous power, leaving both
hands free, yet can be released by just a flick of the centre
lever. Sturdy and compact, the Mole Wrench is a MUST
for all handymen and mechanics.

Obtainable from your lo c a
Ironmonger, Motor or Motorcycle

Accessory Dealer.
If any difficulty, write to :-

711-126
101-15r-

MMOLE £ SON  LTD BIRMINGHAM:3

Touring
A week -end away or a fortnight's tour, everything you need
will go in the panniers or into the capacious bags of the
B.S.A. Ideal Tourer. The bicycle built as a result of the C.T.C.
Competition to find the ideal touring machine.

lead the way on your
Please send coupon for Bicycle Catalogue to :-
B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd., 12,Waverley Works, Birmingham, 10.

NAME

ADDRESS

1I 1 /

READY SON/
New guides to the finest selection and best
possible value in accessories for Cyclists

and Motor Cyclists & Motorists.

HALFORDS

CATALOGUE

FOR

CYCLISTS

H ALFORDS

CATALOGUE

FOR MOTORISTS

& MOTOR

CYCLISTS

They're FREE from your nearest Halford's
Branch, or post this coupon.

E
To :

THE HALFORD CYCLE CO. LTD
(Dept. PMc), 239 Corporation St, Birmingham 4

CyChSTS

Name

Address

Motorists and Motor Cyclists

Tick Catalogue required
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LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
Whether you are a student for an examination; starting a
new hobby; intent upon a career in industryor running your
own business-these practical courses are intended for
YOU and may be yours at a very moderate cost.

EASY TERMS FROM £1 A MONTH
With these outfits, which you receive upon enrolment,
you are given instructions which teach you in easy
stages the basic principles of the subject concerned.
A tutor is available to give individual help and guidance
throughout the Course. The specially prepared equip-
ment remains your property.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please send me your FREE book on Practical Courses :

I am interested in

To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 144X, 43 Grove Park Road, Chiswick,
London, W.4.

NAME

ADDRESS
IC.24 31/7 I

rtlif41 EXPERIMENTAL OUTFITS
TFS

WWi

COURSES WITH PRACTICAL

EQUIPMENT INCLUDE :-

RADIO (Elementary and Advanced)  TELEVISION  MECHANICS
ELECTRICITY  CHEMISTRY  PHOTOGRAPHY CARPENTRY

ALSO DRAUGHTSMANSHIP  COMMERCIAL ART  AMATEUR S.W.
RADIO  LANGUAGES  ETC.

EMIThe only Postal College which is part of... INSTITUTES a world-wide Industrial organisation

/tt credal* to see

Y"isphotosat cokaty,

There

Yes, and you can colour them
yourself, too ! You'll find
it so easy with Johnson
Photo Tints. Ordinary black
and white prints can be trans-
formed into vivid colours-
makes something really sur-
prising to show your friends !
You can obtain any desired
tone by blending the tints.
The smaller Johnson Photo
Colouring Outfit contains 9
small bottles of normal
strength tints and a camel-
hair brush-every-
thing you want to 516
make a start. Price

is also a more expensive set consisting of 12 one
ounce bottles of triple strength tints with two camelhair
brushes and two china palettes. Price 19'6

HENDON

OF

LTD

Full instructions are enclosed with each
set and individual tints can be replaced.

THE WORLD FAMOUS MANUFACTURERS OF
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS, APPARATUS

A ND ACCESSORIES

LONDON N.W.4. Established 1743

To Young

Engineers

with

Ambition
A CAREER IN THE MERCHANT NAVY. Here is an attrac-

tive opportunity for young and ambitious engineers.
The British Tanker Company (the shipping organisation

of Anglo-Iranian Oil Company) operates one of the largest
privately -owned tanker fleets in the world and offers young
engineers every opportunity of reaching the highest ranks in
the marine engineering profession.

If you are interested in ships and prepared, after qualifying
periods of sea service, to take the necessary examinations, an
extremely well -paid career is open to you in this vital branch.,
of Britain's Merchant Navy.
TO QUALIFY: (I) You should be nearing the completion of
your apprenticeship as a fitter or fitter and turner and must have had
some experience on heavy machinery or power plant maintenance.

(2) You must have obtained your Ordinary
National Certificate or be likely to obtain this before the com-
pletion of your apprenticeship.

If you are interested please write for further details to: -

The British Tanker Co. Ltd., Dept. PM.1
BRITANNIC HOUSE, FINSBURY CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.2
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Around the Wheelworld
By ICARUS

Stop -watch Timing
TWO runners within the past few months

have beaten 4 min. for the mile, and
I congratulate them. Without in any
way wishing to belittle these great achieve-
mens I take leave to question whether it is
possible to time such events with an ordinary
split-second watch, possessing a Craftsman's
Certificate (issued by the N.P.L.), accurately
to 1i5th second. I write with more than
ordinary knowledge of watch mechanisms,
and with long experience of adjusting them
for the Key A Certificate, recently superseded
by the Craftsman's Certificate. The stop
and start mechanism of all stop watches
depends upon a gear having very fine teeth
being thrown into, or out of, mesh with a
wheel attached to the second wheel arbor.
When the button of the watch is pressed, the
idlihg wheel which brings the chronograph
hand into action may jump forward a /5th
second, or it may lag a t /5th second. In the first
case, this would be against the runner or
the cyclist, and in the second it would be in
his favour. There is no means of eliminating
this error, for the teeth of the gear, when it
swings into mesh, may land on the top of the
teeth of the wheel into which it meshes.
Hence the lap or lead on the reading. In
some watches where the teeth are somewhat
coarse the hand may leap forward or lag
as much as 2/5th second. In any case, in a
record such as the mile event to which I
have referred it is impossible to say with
certitude that either runner was within the
four minutes by 1/5th second for the reasons
I have given. In my view, the same stop
watch should have been used and operated
by the same time -keeper so that the same
plus or minus time error exists in both cases.
Apart from this, there is the time lag between
pressing the button and the actual engagement
of the gears. Some time -keepers do not
react so quickly at the sound of a starter's
voice or pistol as others-an added reason
why, where possible, the same time -keeper
and the same watch should be used. Also, two
different watches would be bound to have a
different rate. I know this will be small for
such short time events as the running mile,
but if the watch has just been fully wound
it is not unknown for it to gain 515th second
in 4 minutes. I do not know any time -keeper
who understand watches and fewer still the
finer points of time -keeping.

Gordon Randall's Success
MY colleague, Gordon Randall, who does

those delightful- sketches which illus-
trate this supplement each month, has a
water colour in the Royal Academy this
year-it is of the Old London Apprentice at
Isleworth.

In my view, his work is equal if not
superior to that of the late Frank Paterson,
whose economy of line relied upon large
white patches for effect.

Amateur Circuit of Britain
BRITAIN'S first eight -day amateur cycle

race starts on Saturday, August 14th,
and finishes on Saturday, August 21st. Prizes
to the value of k5oo will be awarded and these
will include primes at selected points on the
route. The course is approximately 96o
miles long. This race has taken place as a
result of the efforts of the B.L.R.C. It will
be remembered that at the A.G.M. it was
announced that owing to its heavy 'costs the
only existing amateurs' stage race would have
to be discontinued unless a sponsor could be
found. The secretary of the B.L.R.C. was

instructed to find such a sponsor, so that
amateurs could have a major event on a par
with cycle circuits on the Continent. Such
a sponsor has been found-for Quaker Oats
Ltd. have offered to put up a trophy and
prizes and to make a donation to the B.L.R.C.
to cover the other costs of the race.

The major amateur event hitherto has been
the stage race originally called the Brighton
to Glasgow Marathon, which was run last
year as the five-day Brighton to Newcastle
race.

This year's Amateur Circuit of Britain will
be in eight stages totalling nearly 96o miles.

It will start and finish at Southall, and the
stage points will be at Derby, Scarborough,
Morecambe, Rhyl, Aberystwyth, Gloucester,
and Weston -super -Mare. The organiser is
Mr. Vic Humphrey, of Southall, who
organised last year's Brighton to Newcastle
event, and the race will be run under the
rules of the British League of Racing Cyclists.

Speed Tables
TEMPLE PRESS LTD. have just pub-

lished a second edition of their " Speed
Tables " at 3s. net. In stout paper covers,
its 94 pages consist of tables of time and
speed equivalents for speeds of to miles,
25 miles, 30. miles, so miles, too miles, and
12 hours, and roller racing speeds for 44oyds.,
600yds., 88oyds. and t mile, with an additional
conversion table of yards to decimals to
the mile.

New Roadster Tyre
DUNLOP announce a new Roadster tyre

in which the existing triple stud
pattern has been developed by the addition
of teeth which lessen still further the likeli-
hood of skid.

The new tyre has also a
stronger cord of high fatigue
resistance with generous rubber
insulation to enable the casing
to stand up to concussion. The
sidewall rubber has also been
strengthened, not only to with-
stand the constant flexing of a
high mileage tyre but, without
reducing liveliness, to improve
its resistance to cutting and
accidental damage. There is
no increase in price ; the cost
of the cover is still its. 6d.;
of the tube, 5s. 4d.

English Road CyclingI GIVE without comment,
as the views coincide with

mine, the following quotation
from L'Equipe, dated May
nth, 1954. The article is
written by Maurice Simon.
" With the support of the
U.C.I. the B.L.R.C./N.C.U.
conflict crops up again, once
more menacing British cycling.
The U.C.I. decides to with-
draw from the B.L.R.C. (the
more active body) control of
the Tour of Britain.

" The state of English Road
Cycling, since Saturday, has
taken an extremely gloomy
turn. It seems that the

Olt

" On Saturday a veto was sent to the
L.V.B. by the N.C.U. to prevent a team of
British riders (the best ever got together by
the English), members of the B.L.R.C. taking
part in the Week -End Ardennais.' The
team was obliged to go back to England
without having raced.

" As a final blow, yesterday morning the
Daily Express, organisers of the ' Tour of
Britain,' received a letter notifying them that
the U.C.I. had decided that the event could
no longer be run off under B.L.R.C. rules,
although this had been the case since its
foundation.

" One can, therefore, expect the situation
to take a stormy turn. The B.L.R.C. claims
to have been tricked. In March, 1953, it had
been temporarily recognised by the U.C.I.
In April an agreement was signed by the
N.C.U. and the B.L.R.C. Soon after, the
N.C.U. asked that the International recog-
nition given to the B.L.R.C. should be
withdrawn, under the pretext that it was
not practical, internationally, to have two
bodies in one country.

" Now, say the members of the B.L.R.C.,
they want to cut off their international
relations, when we are those who started
road racing in Britain.

" The decision of the U.C.I. about the
Tour of Britain ' is considered by the

B.L.R.C. as interference in a purely internal
matter.

" By virtue of the N.C.U./B.L.R.C. agree-
ment, it is still the B.L.R.C. which controls
all road races for professionals and in-
dependents in Great Britain. This agreement
still exists and it is difficult to understand
the attitude of the U.C.I.

" When questioned, Mr. Asher, director
of the organisation of the Tour of Britain '
for the Daily Express, replied that the
important thing is that the tour should take
place.

" While waiting, tension amongst British
cyclists increases."

For Editorial Views on this impasse, see
previous page.

Finckinqficid,
Eaex.

One eriie loveliest of
the villages of West Essex..

N.C.U., taking advantage of
its position as the sole British body recognised
by the U.C.I., has decided to get rid of the
B.L.R.C., ex -rebel body actually associated
with the N.C.U. but still rivals and founder
of the road racing movement in Britain.

-   Vc,;tt

See " Gordon Randall's
Success " on this page.

EVERY CYCLIST'S POCKET BOOK
7/6, or 7/10 by post from the offices of

this journal.
'
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The Cool and Silent Wood
ON a sultry July day, when.the

road glared white in the sun
and I felt hot after several miles of
steady climbing, I turned off the
highway and entered Sorrel Wood
-and immediately found coolness
and shade beneath the bower of trees. Down
the main path of the wood the tall trees made a
delightful, shady canopy of green, and in the
little glades I found a silent joy and refuge.
There was no bird song in this woodland sanc-
tuary ; just an occasional squawk from a gaudy
jay, but otherwise, silence, deep and satisfying.
And what noble trees stood like sentinels in that
sylvan retreat ! Tall elms and giant oaks
there were, and away to the left a little group
of silver birch, with their trunks gleaming
faintly in the sun which filtered through the
branches. I leaned my machine against a
tree, sat down on a log, lit my pipe, and gave
myself up to half an hour's sweet content-
far from -the madding crowd, cool after my
riding, and presently ready to take the road
again, to ride up to the door of the " Three
Horns " at Hanningley End, and there find
refreshment in a tankard of good ale.

"The Five Towns"
T 'AM not very far distant from the Potteries;
1 from the canal banks, the kilns, the huge
chimneys, the smoke and haze of that unique
region where everyone thinks, talks and
dreams of pottery and pottery -making. Those
who hate industrial regions and drab streets
and the factory atmosphere will avoid this
North Staffordshire area, where the craft of
the potter reigns supreme, and where those
" Five Towns " of Arnold Bennett's merge
into one another to form the great federation
of Stoke-on-Trent. I found a ride into this
unique region quite fascinating, and I rode
through Hanley, Burslem, Longton and
Fenton, and mused upon the fame of Stafford-
shire ware and the inherited skill of the potters.
I thought, too, of two of Staffordshire's
immortal sons-Sir Oliver Lodge and Arnold
Bennett, who gave us so many good novels
and who took his famous character " The
Card " from real Staffordshire life. Two days
I spent exploring this great industrial con-
glomeration and in between my wanderings
down dingy narrow streets and over scarred
pit -banks, I rode into some delightful North
Staffordshire scenery, and realised that some
of enchanting Dovedale itself was in Stafford-
shire, not in Derbyshire ; and that the beauti-
ful Manifold Valley was as picturesque and
alluring as anything one may find in Devon

or Wales. It is good,
sometimes, to ride into
the realms of industry,
and forsake the country
lanes and by -ways.

Saint Swithun
COME the fifteenth

of July and there
is much talk in the
countryside of Saint
Swithun and of rain,
and the prospect of 4o
days' downpour if it
happens to be rainy on
the day devoted in the
calendar to this old
saint, about whom, by
the way, I have never
been able to glean much
authentic information !
Country -folk set great
store by Saint

CYCLORA
By H. W. ELEY

Swithun's Day and, as I am not very
anxious to have a rainy summer, I am " crossing
my fingers " and hoping that the fifteenth of
the month will be dry. Later in the month,
plan to ride westward into Wales, and again
find rare delight in the beauties of tadnorshire
and Montgomery, where the valleys are green,
the hills majestic, the little streams flow like
silver threads, the sheep graze upon the
mountain slopes and all is very peaceful.
Maybe I'll make my headquarters at Llanid-
loes, and from there take my daily rides into
a land of green beauty.

A Reader from Ripon

IN a recent article, I made some brief
references to the " Ripon Wakeman "-

and my notes brought forth a most interesting
and friendly letter from a good Yorkshireman
in Thirsk, who, incidentally, tells me that he
has been a regular reader of PRACTICAL
MECHANICS since 1942. My correspondent
tells of the ancient " Topley Fair "-held
annually in July, and once famous far and
wide as a centre of horse -dealing, and much
frequented by gipsies. In the hill -country
around Thirsk is the famous ".White Horse
of Kilburn," a famous landmark for many
miles around. This interesting village of
Kilburn is associated with Thompson, the
famous wood-carver, generally known as the
" Mouseman " because of his trade -mark
of a carved mouse on nearly all his work.
There are fine examples of his work in many
old churches up and down the country. My
good correspondent also mentions Shandy
Hall, once the home of Laurence Sterne, the
author of " Tristram Shandy," and I gather
that there is a special " Cyclists' Sunday
every year, when riders make a pilgrimage to
the place. I am grateful to this keen cyclist
from Yorkshire for all his kindly comments,
and for the information he sent me.

Moonlight Magic
THERE is romance in the moonlight, and

every year I plan a ride when the moon
is at the full, lighting up the road and sharpen-
ing the outlines of cottages, ricks, barns and
all the familiar objects of my countryside.
They all seem to take on a new and somewhat

eerie appearance as I ride out of the village,
and away into the lonely countryside where
there are but few dwellings, just an occasional
wayside inn, with its swinging sign ghostly
under the pale light of the moon. At the
corner of the old turnpike road by Trundells
End is the ancient gibbet whereon malefac-
tors were hanged in the grim years of the
long ago, and I never pass it, sinister and
forlorn, without a passing thought of the
heavy punishments of those ages, when a
man's life could be taken for what we to -day
would consider but a trivial offence. I have
been told that it is not so many years ago
since a man was hanged at Trundells End
for stealing two sheep !

Three Riders from " Brewopolis"

AS I cycle gently towards our village inn
one sunny Sunday morning, timing

myself so that I shall get to the inn door just
as old Tom Sharpies draws back the bolts
and prepares to serve thirsty men, I espy

three cycles propped up against the
yard wall. Their owners enter the
inn just before me, and soon we
engage in friendly chat. I find
that they have ridden over from
Burton-on-Trent-the very metro-
polis of ale ! We talk of the ancient
town where I happen to have
been born. We discuss its brewing

crearbaroyfh

The ruins of the great
castle, dating from the reign
of William the Conqueror.

fame and pass on to talk of its ancient Parish
Church of Saint Modwen, the fragments of
the old monastery beside Le wide waters of
the Trent. Men of much my own age are
these good Burtonians who have ridden the
thirteen odd milei to my adopted village, and
we find many points of contact, and talk of
many features of the town in the " old days."
The Statute Fair "' is still held in the town,
every October, and we recall that in the
" nineties " it was still the custom' at this
annual happy function for youths and girls
to stand in the market -place, waiting to be
hired out for a year's service on near -by farms !
I can remember that the youth desiring
employment as a shepherd would have a tuft
of sheep's wool in his cap, to denote his
calling ! How remote it all seems now-but
it was good to have that Sunday midday
meeting, and my " travellers three " will
be coming again.
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INSTRUMENTS "
E SLIDE RULES

For over 70 years Thornton's Drawing Instruments
have been used by the Engineers and the Surveyors
responsible for the world's most famous constructions.
The more important your work the greater the neces-
sity for Reliable and Accurate Drawing Instruments.
Insist on using only Thornton's for complete satisfaction.
Illustrated catalogue sent post free on request.

A. G THORNTON LTD
utcutruzg .977.440uunent Spectai

W Y T44 N.THA WE, M ANCHE.TTER.
Tel : WYThenshawe 2277 (4 lines)

Lay Your Own Floors
Oak Flooring Blocks Free of Licence

PRICE

19/6
PER

SQ. YD.

Plus 4/8d.
per sq. yd.
Purchase

tax.
VENIZ INE1
11111101

FULL

DETAILS,

SAMPLE

AND
LAYING

INSTRUC-
TIONS

ON
APPLICA-

TION

Hardwood floors are not difficult to lay on concrete
or wooden sub -floors. We supply kiln dried
flooring blocks accurately manufactured from Prime
quality Scandinavian Oak ready for laying with full
instructions. At a modest cost you can transform
concrete or wooden surfaces into a beautiful
polished Oak Parquet floor that will last a lifetime,

and add to the value of your property.

THE SURREYBOARD CO. LTD.
(DEPT. P.M.),

72, HIGH STREET, CROYDON, SURREY

"Baker's"
N./01N G FAG
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attazy,

414%-40.- ,

QUICKCLEAN-CERTAINECONOMICAL
PRODUCT OF SIR Wm. BURNETT & CO.(Chemicals) LTD.

GREAT WEST ROAD !SLEW ORTH  MIDDLESEX  ENGLAND

Send Now for New Brochure detailing all points and
interesting features ; answered questions you would ask, showing machines in
use and articles such as toys, patterns and turnery made on these machines. Ask
also for details of fitments to the " Coronet " range and other makes. Is long hole
drilling a problem to you I Send now for details of BORING ATTACHMENT
and long drills, to suit any lathes

0CaViIME .1 Wag'

"'4 --M17-÷ LE ICZQJ

FITMENTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL LATHES :
CUP CENTRE No. I Morse Taper Shank.
4 Prong DRIVING CENTRE (Positive Drive for large or small work).
GRINDING WHEEL ARBOR No. I Morse Taper-suit any machine with

No. I Morse Taper.
REVOLVING CENTRE.
5" WOBBLE SAW-Ploughs -&" to I". Index for quick setting and fine adjustment
TURNING TOOLS, set of six M.' overall, beautifully handled.
WOODSCREW CHUCK to suit any machine No. I or 2 Morse
3 Jaw CHUCK and Self Centering 4 jaw Independent Chuck.
COMPOUND SLIDEREST-for wood and metal turning
ELECTRIC MOTORS, Brook A and At h.p.

GRINDING WHEELS, SLIPTONES, etc.
Write, Dept. P.M., enclosing stamp, for Catalogues showing photographs

and price, etc.

CORONET TOOL CO. 8, MA Nriu ROAD.
Also at CITY ROAD MILLS, DERBY.

" Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau. COUPON
This coupon is available until July 31st, 1954, and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 6d. Postal
Order. ,4 stamped, addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. July, 1954.



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig& Tool Design
Press Tool& Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt.& Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing& Estimating
Time& Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
Welding (all branches)
Maintenance Engineering
Steam Engine Technology
I.C. Engine Technology
Diesel Engine Technology

Ordnance

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine
Automobile
Structural
R iF Concrete
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages)
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring& Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering
Generators& Motors
Generation& Supply
Aircraft Mainten. Licences
Aerodynamics
Electrical Design

Survey Dr'ship

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.San.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying& Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.San.l. M.R.San.I.
L.A.B.S.S. A.R.I.C.S.

Builders' Quantities
Carpentry& Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanshly
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A I.Hsg. )

Common. Prelim. Exam
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Sanitary Inspector
Civil Service Exams

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool. Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF
* CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING .

t Dept. 291

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
sOUTH AFRICA E.C.S.A.. P.O. BOX NO. 8417 ,JOHANNESBURG

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132 -PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
* Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-

manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.

* How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MAN IIITERFSTING COURSES

TO SELECT FROM!

A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E.,
A.M.I.E.D.,
London B.Sc.,

A.M.I.M.I.,
, A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.Struct.E.,

M.R.San.I.,
A.P.R.Ae.S.,

Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses fo
all the above and many othe
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS -OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

1"

Free Coupon
To: NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148-150, Holborn, London, E.C.t.

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

AND OFF
TN//S COUPON

NOW AND 8E)
4LL5ET FOR

SWCCESS

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING
(z) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

(Place a cross against
the branches in which
you are interested.)

The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(lid. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


